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FOREWORD
,

To implement an educational approach successfully, one must match the philoso-
phy of evaluation with that of instruction, This is particularlY true when individual-
ization is the key element in',,the educatiopal apProikh. Yet, as important as it is to
achieve this match, the *task is by no means simple for the teacher. In fact,- without,
specific resource materials to lielp him', he is apt to find the task overwhelming. For
this reason, ISCS has developed a set of individualized evaluation materials as part of
it 0Individualiied Teacher Preparation (ITP) program. These materials are designed
to Lisist teachers in their 'transition to individualized instruction and to help them
tailctr their assessment of students' 'progress to the needs of all their students.

The two modules concerned with evaluation, Individualizing Objective Testing and.
Evaluating and Reporting Progress, can be used -by .small groups of teachers in in-
service settings or by individual teachers in alocal school environment. Hopefully,
they will do more than give each teacher 'int overview of individualized tvaluation.
These ITP modules suggest key strategiek for achieving both subjectiye and objectivel
evaluation of each student's progress. And to make it eaMer for teachers to put such
strategiet into Practice, ISCS hasiproduced the associated boOkletS entitled Perform-.

eoce Objectives, Performance Assessmen( Resources, and Performance Checks% Using
these materials, the teacher can objeAvelytassess the student's.mastery of the proc-
esses, skills, 'and subject matter of the 1SCS program. And the teacher can obtain,
at the moment when they are needed, specifie suggestions- folt remedying the stu-
dent's identified deficiencies.

If_you are an ISCS teacher, selective .use of these materials will guide you in devel-
oping-an individualized evaluation program best suited to your own settings aria thus
further enhance the individualized character of ypur ISCS program.

The Cgii'birectors .

Interinediate Science CurriculuM Study
R4415, W,H. Johnston Buildin4:

-413'North-Monroe Street ... ,.."

Tallahassee, Florida 32301

'),
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THE ISCS INDIVIDUALIZED TESTINSYSTEM

' The ISCS individualized testing system for each level- of ISCS is composed of four

major subdivisions:
.

. . ,

I. Tire 1TP modules Evaluating and. Reporting Progress and linfividualizini

Objective Testing,
le ,

. 2. Performance.Objectives,
3. Performance Checks in three alternate forms, and
4. Performance Assessment Resources. V

i . \
r

Evaluating and Reporting PrOgress Presents a comprehensiye overview, with many.
refinements, for individualizing the grading and reporting of students' progress, ba,sed .: 1

on both subjective and objective criteria. The module IndividualizMg Objective

TestIng describes -more specifically those ISCS evaluation materials which have ob,

jective ciriteria .- the performance objectives, checks, and resources and it presents

practical suggestions for their' use. These. two modules should be cohsidered pre-
requisite to successful.use of the other ISCS evaluation materials. . 4

Each of the PerfOrmance Objectives booklets, contains a Lomposite list of seleaed
measurable objectives considered .important to a given level of the ISCS program.
fldwever, many of the long-rang e. goals and aims that are at the heart of the ,1t5CS
program do not lend themselves to being expressed as measurable performance.ob-

jectives. Thus, these booklets should not be construed as being all-inclusbie anthol-

ogiesof all the possible learping outcomes of ISCS.

Each of three PerfOrmance Checks booklets contains an equivakent but altermitive!

set of 'performance chocks which were developed to assess the students' achievemeut

of the objectives stated in the PerfOrmanee Objectives booklets.

The PerfOrmance Assessment Resources booklet is a teacher's handbo6k to be used

in identifying the appropriate performance checks with which to evaluate each stu-

dent. Thi, booklet .also indit:ates how to set up. testipg situations, correct responses,

and give rethedial W1p.

a

I
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NOTES' TO THE TTACHER

.
Ah 'overview of evaluation, including both objectiVe and subjective criteria;is given

, in the module.Evaluattg arid Reporting Progress and many ispectS of this bookIet are
deseribed in more detail.in Chapter 3 of the module Individualizing Objective Testing...
These notes are meant to augment, not replace, Chapter 3 of that module. As you
use this booklet, you will begin to see war to modify its Suggestionk.to meet your
needs better. YOU are eneotiraged tO eMer your modifications atihe pOints at Which
they apply. Only by altering these materials will you evolve in wiptiation system
best' suited- tolfour own classroom enVironment. 'It is importan4i titremember that
only principres involved in objective eriterion=referenced.evaluatio.are applied in
this 'booklet. TherefOre,*yoU will Obviously want to incorPprate sUbjective, criteria
also.

Texts, Units, and Chapters

There are four Pert6rmante Assessment Resources booklets for Level III of ISCS.
Each of 'these booklets accompanies a pair .of the studeni.`texts. :The, pairs of texts

'-and their AbrevIted symbols are asfollo:
EnViroMnental Science. (ES-WB)
Why You're You Investigating Variation (WYY-IV)
In Orbit - What's Up (IP-WU)
Winds and Weather Crusty Problems4WW-CP)

The testing materials for each text are divided infO units,..thus breaking up--each.....,
Level ill text into easily-handled sections of correlative chapters and related excut-
sions. The relationships between the units and the (Mainers of Eitvironmental Sciegee
and Well-Being are shown in Table I .

Table 1

Most unitri include, the objectives and -performance.vhecks for two of three chapters
...

and their related ex'cursions. ou will recall that the number before the hyphen iri
the identification .numher for r i excursion states the chapter to which it is related:
The.individual objectives and performance clipcks for each unit ar6 to be s,elpcted'and

. ,

used when the st udenthas comp[eted- the designated chapters and iiny,eXcurisions lie

TEXT UNIT CHAPTkRS

ES ! I . I and 2

ES-. - . 2 ' 3 thru 5. .

ES .. 3 6 tbru 8
, .

W11 I - I

W13 ? 2,and 3

WB 3. .4 thru 6
*

4.

wishes to de. This delay should ensure that there is no pieinature assessMent of the
.
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stuOnt's achievement of conceRts and.skills which May be introduced carlyin aunit,
but which require development throughout the unit. Thus, subdiViding units Tor
assessment purposes should be done with reat .care. Keep this in mind if you decide

to .spot check students as they proeeed through units, rather than conducting a for-
mal evaluation at the end of-the

Summary Table

Each unit begins.with a double-spread "Performance Check-Summary Table." The
left-hand. Page of the "Summary Table" serves as a table of contents for the unit. It

provides a great deal of information about the objectives pertinent to the unit. Usual-
ly about twenty-five objectives for each unit are introd,uced for the first time in each
"Summaq Table." A maximum of ten relevant objectives from previous units are

rei nt r6duced.

On the left-hand side of tht "SummarlITable" is a list ot code numbers, each of
which is unique to one objective within, the level. Two examples of code numbers
and their meaning arc ipstrated in Figure 1 below:

.

- 01 Core 17 and WB 01 Exc 2-2- 1
_

-t- C Cr CD I ..)
=... v) 0 Ia.

7X l',' (D Cr . Ca. I '0
0 " _v), cr
a-

,.,.
- 0

,...... m 0 n'
i (o

.

rt,s c., ,-.
,-. x = ,-.
< n Z rD

r-
(13,

Figure I

to.
The .core objvtiveveppearlfirst in an order that corresponds roUghly to the text.

development. Exceptions to this ordering were -made to place objectives based on

- related processes or content togetlier... Objectives based on remedial excursions are
numbered as core objectives because they involvv- skills essential to success in core

activities. Nexcare listed the general. or .enrichment excursion objectives, and these

are. followed by objectives from prior units which are again considered important to
the students' progress, These repeated objectives are easily spotted,
(for :Repeated) appears arter their identifying code number, giving a tisting sudit as

ES-02-Core-1 7R. The specific resource aids to be used with repeated objectives are

given in the. units designated by the code number (unit 2 in the just-cited evame),
and the infornmtion is not repeated each time.within the textual Material that flows

6 CD -1

>0.

.... 9 c.,
,-,

II, c
v)

5*
....,

1..)

the "Summary Table."
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Each objective code number Is folloWed bY a short des 0%T:statement of ,th4tt

objectiVe. These short statements were writtbn, using the students' votabulary. they,
shOuld be helpful in comminiicating the objectives to the stu,dents should_yoU 'desire
to do so. Ways to involve your students in selecting the objectivesare disciissedin
the module Individualizing Objective Testing:

The Tight side of-the "Summary -Table" .is made up of eleven colum s. LetterSare
used in the first-five to. designate the characteristics of the performanc eck.. The:
letters and their meaningsare as follows:. .

M - Completing the -check requires-.regular ISCS materials.t
0 An observer' should view the student'S performance as he does the check..
P. Completing the check requires the use of specially-prepared ,materialS.
Q The answer to the check is of the quick-Scoring variety.
T - The check.will require more than three minutes of the student's time...

Check marks in the next four columns help the teacher assign appropriate perform-
anee checks -to individual students. The first of these cOlumnsis entitled 9"Basal."
Achieving the objeCtives checked in this column-. is.Considered essential to thestu-
dent's progress. These performancechecks may be assigned to any student; however,

. .better students will find. that manY of these offer little 9r no'challenge.

Check marks in tho columns. headed "Math," "Reading," and "Covept." indicate
performance- checks which require a higher level of coMputational skills, a higher
reading level, or a greater abilitY toThink abstractly than the performance, checks for.,
most other objectives. Performance checks which have. no 'marks in any of these
four colunms are considered to be.more than baSal; but the Skills which they require
are within the capabilities of most stadents.

A tenth column lists the action verb that identifies thVhcoretical mental process
required of the student to complete the performance eheck for.the objective. A
precise definition of each of 'the verbs used to designate mental processes is given in
the 'module 1pdividucilizing Objactive Testing.

.

Finally,' in the eleventh column, space is provided for notes. Although you will'
find an occasional comment printed here, thisspaCe is mainly for your notes.; It's a
good place to putany special instructions or preparations. you have found helpful.

As mentioned earlier, some objextives are repeated .objectives ones thar have
appeared in previo.us units. When such an.objective is listed.again in.the "Suminary
Table," it's classification as basal or as presenting math, reading, or conceptual dif !
ficultieS is.likely to be different. This change .mOst often derives 'from a change in

9

purpose. The first tiine a concept *or skill is introduced, the intent may be only to
introclUcer.students to it. When reintroduced in a later unit, the skill or concept is
frequently. developed and used extensively. Thus, in the "Surnmary Table" for the
earlier Atria, objectives rOlated to a concept are likely to be classified as conceptually
,difficult for many sfudentsi whereas in.the tater units, the saine objective niight be
reclassified as basal.

f.
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Organization, of Resources

Immediately fo11oWing each "Summary Table" coMes the bulk .-of `the iesduree .

'material for each objective inttoduced in that_ unit. .Once more,' each objective Is
identified 'by its codl number, but- this:time it- appears in bold., black- printin. pie
outer margin directly 'beside the'aPplicable resource.. pair of horizontal lines
separates the resources for each objective from those for the previous and following
objectiires. Whe.n no-hOriiontal line appears al the bottom of a page, the reSource

.. material for the..objective, is continued on the next. page.

The -functions of the various component-resources provided for the objectives are
.listed below. Two of the components4Regular SupPlies and Special -Preparationsr
-appear only.when. they are .needed fora particular check. When the performance
check doeS not require any sUpplies,' the supply headings are omitted. 'Observe the
functiOnal descriptions carefully they are the-keys" to the types of resource mater-.
Ws' provided in the eerformance Assessment Resources booklet.

COMPONENTS ElINCTION .

Descriptive Statement This statement duplicates the one that appears in the
"Suminary- Table." -If you trisread a 'code number and
find yourself looking at material for' the. wrong objective-,
this should stop you and send you back' to the Tatle. to

. _check, More important, it should briefly indicate to you

..the basicpurpose of the objective.

Objective -The undeflinedyerb in this statement of thifobjective-
indicates thetheoretical mental process that the student
will perform.' .The phrase following it indicates the centent
orprocess skill which the student must perform. A coin-

..
. plete description of the verbs and their meanings can be .

found in the 1TP module Indiriduplizing Ohiectire Testing.

Regular Supplies ' This section lists any ISCS.equifmnent that the student Will
need regular equipment that is being used in the unit
on which the student is being evaluated or in previous.,
units.

Special Preparations

/

Don't overlook this section. It lists and describes materials
the teacher must collect or preare n some way. Included
are special solutions, special packaging;. and labels required .
for materials for evaluation purposes.. The section alSo
specifies particular grids, charts, o,r maps that the students'
will need to complete the check.

.10
.:1
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-Student 'Action

1.

-
-

',Performance Check A Performance (Week- A. is:fully stated tO Nit. a quick
*view of the st'akement 'of the-tasks as they are presented; .

.to the.stud'ent. P.e..;rfOrmanceClicck B and C generally
. .ires0-it slightly aiWrent:;giiumion or wording but ask.

--.stddeitts Wperforiif .equiyalent..ta s. ".

ThiS. i,sa, :general: describtipp of 'what the student should dO
itrepnçlin to' any of the tbree 'performance cheeks.based,
'on.the objective. If his-expecteiriespooseis to..state
eral Princi'ple,_ it is listed:. in, this' sectiOn. If the three per-
fOntriarkee checks.require specific' a.nswers, .they are iirO7
yidethbelow the eneral statoment in the student actiOn.

:.

Remcdikion
.., .. .

...,., 4,his-1'inal section ou mes suggeSted actiOn thatcan.be
. .- taken 'if the stud.ent'..f ls.to.achieve the:objective. in some-

. of the rernediatioits,th listed steks are-liquential; in
. . .

0

. -others tiaf''Steps rep.resetit optiOns from whiclt It is sug-
. . I

... i, gest ed that yon-Select. one .i.zzr two.- Some TemedlitiotA

. suggest ieforring-the,student 19 revieW s,eefion's.of the core,
- doing an -excosion., orreYlewing a sclf7evakration- question

. ..
and its response. .. -:.." . ... . ,,

...s,

How To Find It

1.
......

1.ocating a 'particular objective ,w,hde nUmber yod.: know is ...easy. !rust thumb
' through the pages wa'tching for the 'unit number whis4appeSys in large black print

a'bove the word (..ori or exOrsion in the margins:. .But'suppose you wish. to.Jocate:
all objective pertinent to a iiavti'n section-6r chapter of tji.e. twit and you don't know..

. the ill:impel% .liere is a pileGeacrtrm follow: .

it Determine.The pig in which the chapter occurs: using.Table .1: . .

-.,. 27 Thrb tifough this booklet until You.'hitc..1.,..1.ihat unit nunibr as the'.-
begivninfligits of any code .number appearing iftlarge, black. Print in die.
outer mirgin.- - ,: - ..-. .,

3. Look for the "Suinmary Table" at Ow beginning oftluct'tini.t.
'4. Use .the''''Stunniary Table"- to 'determine the number of the objectiVe
you seek. A

i lirBe Selective

..A' .

. The resOwee books for each level contain many more objectiVes and resoUrces.,-,
than any One tettcher can use. lf You add objectives and resourceS, and you probably

. will, yotIr list will expand further. '-The most successful user of .this catalog Will be
the teal:her who picks and chooses selectively to meet the specific needs of his stu-

. deilts. TherePore, once you are familiar with this' book, it is imperative that .yoti
. establish a system of selecting .and assigning Checks to the student. Suggestions (in

. how to establish this are given in Chapter 3 ,of Individualizing
4 Objective Testing,.

Whatever selection and- assignment system .you, develop, it must give due 'regard to
the individual student's differences. For example, if yo.uadminister too manY 'recall

. .

>.
-



.pearmance checks: tO a high-ability student, he will not only .be bored .burtyou 4Will

also...fail to assess .his progress adequately. Too many diffieult items administered to
studentleads to frustration and reinfOreement ofT the "I knew I coulcin't

attitiide. On the;-other hand, even the best 'stUdents need their:egos inflatql
by .soine,questiobS that,they can answer easily. And, the less able student needs tb
be appropriately challenged. Be careful, too,.. of placing_ too Much emphasis on

jectiv.es This may lead students to place undue emphasis on 'tests., thus slowing
their progress th the'extentthat they lose interest In the story line.

ASSigning Performance. Checks

.
HOW many performance cheeks shouldbe assigned taa studeat? This questionlias

no fixed anSwer. The Primary concern isthat performance.checks provide the needed

feedback- to both you and.the student. lf,-in yourjud.gthent,:evaluating a student on
a Particukar unit is unnecessary, then doift (10.4. If-you feel a stinient needs to be
evaluated,:then assign an appropriateseleetion of performance checks.-..bidividuulizing
OhieetiPe Testing makes suggestthns about how-to do this. In nO casekhould.-any.
-student .be.assigned all the performance eheckS or-even a randoin sampling -of them.
-Such a practice would .stibject the student to tasks which 'would he either unduly
difficult and time-consuming or perhaps too simple for him and therefore meaning-

timewasting activities.

.You may wisji
that thLY'stude
There.is, of cöt.

to specify the e quivalent form (A. 8, or C). of tierformance. checks
should do when assigning the specific performance check npmbers,

no differenceM`their difficulty leVel. In any case have the stu-
dent .reeord both .number and the letter of' the specific perforMance check he
does.. These num etisnand letters should appear on his answer sheet, as they will be .
needed to check his response. Since the numbers are unique within each ISCS level,

thele is no need to use a student's time copying Ow performanee checks. .Listing
thenumbe'y with (he response is sufficient. It's, a good idea to remind studeRts
frequently fthat their answeis must go on separate papel' not in the Perfinincinee

Checks books.

. As you assign cheeks, keep the Supply situation in mind. Y4u won't want..thio mucli .

of some equipment tied up in Special Preparations at any one time. To avoid this,
keep.abreaS't of the range of your students' progress and prePare.only those Materials

you anticipate needing, referring to the P's .appming in the third column on the
right-hand page of the "Summary Table." Batteries, of vourse, will need replacement

or recharging occasionally, and specially 'boxed supplies should be checked periodi-.
cally for missing_ or nonfunctioning parts.

At the back of/flie.PerThrmunce 'Iivessment Resources, you will find grids, charts,
abd Maps Identical to those the students mnst use ifl certtiin performance checks.
The grids. charts, and maps at the badc aresuitable for reproduction. You may make
copies directly, using one of the well-known commercial copiers. .For large quantities
at low cost, make a master by the therm' process and use it tomake duplicate's. lf
you make copies in either of these ways, your students will tot be Wasting time draw-
ing grids, charts, and maps, and you will feelfree to assign bjectives that peed these,

1 2
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Chapters 1 and 2.

Excursions 1-1 thru 2-2

Performance oheok

Summary T;ble
t,

Objective Number

,

Objective Descriptibn
. .

.

ES-01-Core-1

.1

.:
Explains the rapid spread of disepse today compared with the Middle Ages

. .

ES-01-Core-2 Graphs on a map the movement of-err iVidemic '

.ES-01-Core-3 . Cpmpares the rates at which diseases spre in r I and in urban areas
,

EMI-Core-4
w .

Analyzes the possibility of tlik sprea pidemic today
...,, ...

ES-01-Core-5 Lists conditions lavorable to epidemics
.

ES-01.-Cor-6
. .

,

Selects the conditiOn most likely to curb the spread of contagious diseases
.

ES-01 -çore-7
.. ,

DefOes the term components
. . .

Ea-co -,Core-8

.

Lists components of a given systehn
. .

ES..01 -Core-9 .

4 4 4 .

Defines system . .
.

,.. ES-01ACore-10
,

Lists the components of a specific system v . ..
,

ES-01-Core-11 Explains why the output of organisms does not seem to acpumulate .

.

ES-01-Core-12 .

.. .
. .

Recognizes input and output of a component .
.

,

ES-01-Core-13
. ,

.

Defines.the term proiducer
, ... .

ES-01-Core-14 Defines consumer in the biological sense .

ES-0 i-Core-15
Ilk

Defines the biological meaning of decomposer
. ,

4ES-01-Core-16
- .

Recognizes examples of p4ducers, coysumers, and decomposers

ES-01 -Core-17 -. Explains why governments mak6 laws against minor acts of pollution-by individuals

ES-01-Core-18 States whether an object influences its surroundings
. ,

.
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a

.

Objective Nuinber
.

Objective Description .

.

t

.

ES-01-Core-.19
, .

aRecognizes direct and indirect influences ,

ES-01-Core-20 Predicts the results of change in a balanced system
.

ES-01-Core-21
., .1"

Predicts the results of achange in environmental input-output .

..

ES-01-Core-22 10
.

Explairis how it is posisble for people in industrial nations to affect their environment
,

more than do people in nonindustrial nations
.

ES-01-Core-23

.

Selects organisms which affect the environment
.

ES-01-Core-24 Describes he input and 9utput of gases in an atmosphere containing different kinds of

. liqing thin s .

ES-01-Core-25
_

Lists input to and output from the humari body -
.. ...

4

ES-01-Core-26 , Describes the result of upsetting the balance of a system
,

ES-01-Core-27

. .

.
Cleans up the work area at the close of class

ES-01-Core-28
,-,

CooperateS with lab -partners .

ES-01-Core-29 Returns equipment promptly to storage areas
. i

i

ES-01:Core-30
,

/Responds to text questions t . ..
.. ...

iES-01 -Core-3)
4 -

.
Shows care for laboratory materials ,

. ,

ES-01-Excl-1-1
. ..

,Plots data and draws a line of best fit
.

ES-01-Exc 2-1-1
1

.

Judges whether a particular chemical reaction is possible

ES-01-Exc 2-1-2 Selects eKamples of parts of the 1SCS particle model

p,
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ES
01

Objective Number
*A,

..I ..

Objective Description

a .

ES-01 -Exc 2-1 -3
...

Recognizes methods for indeasing the fate of a reaction
i

, .

L.

ES-01-Exc 2-1-4
,

Expl4ns why a substance must be heated before it will burn in air . \

1S-01-Exc 2-1 -5

. .... .

Matches terms from the lSC$ particle model with their definitions
.:, .

ES-01-EXc 2-1-6

..

Selects the relatjonship between temperature change and energy in,a reaction.
_

,

.

.

ES-01.-Exc 2-2:i .Lists important considerations when eliminating a pest species .

,
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"v.

ES
Explains the rapid spread of disease today compared with the Middle Ages.

The' student applies the concept that diseases are caused by germs which may be
carried by people, animals, or objteis from one place to another.

Student Action: Stating an explanation, which includes the idea that because there 40
is much more rapid and frequent movement of people, animals, an-d, objects over long
distances in modern times than there was in the Middle Ages, diseases can spread very
rapidly.

Performance Check A: Look at the maps below. During the Middle Aggs, dise'ases
s&ined to break out in one place and then spread slowly and regolarly from city to
city. Now diseases such as flu epidemics seem to break out quickly in many different
cities in irregular patterns: Explain why diseases seern. to' spread much more rapidly
and irregularly now than in the Middle Ages.

Epidemics in Europe

June 1350

DeceMber 1348

(Dated lines tepresent time
of outbreak)

4

1



KEY

SYMBOL OUTBREAK
REPORTED

1 . lst.week

2 2nd week

'3rd week

- 4 4th week

. .

5,

flemodiation: ) Re er the student to the letter on pages 1 and 2. (2) Ask if there

are. diffefences betw en the ways and speedsjhat people travel today and in the

Middle Ages. .(3) D/es he know thit it is possible for germ-carrying.rodents. or in-

sects to hide on b ats, trains, shi, and aircraft? f4) Have the student redo-,the .

performance check. (5) Check hiS answer to Self-Evaluation 1-6.

Graphs on a map the movement of an epidemic.

The student applies the procedure for drawing liitfs of best fit.
...

Special Preparetions: Make copies of the map labeled ES-01-Core-2 that appears in

the special section at the back of this-book.
. 4



"StUdent Action: Drawking smooth curves joining all the cities affected at Ike same
time as shown, Only three curves (la elect. A, B;. or C) apply to.each

11*

tr.

I*

Performance Check A: Get a .copy of the map labeled ES-0 l-Core-2 from your
teacher. Suppose *that outbreaks t smallpox were recorded as shown below..

MONTH AND YEAR NEW (THES AFFECTED

January, 1840
4

Lisbon, Madrid, Bordeaux, Angers,
Bristol, and Dublin.. -( .

July, .1840
.

Marseilles, Geneva, Calais, Norwich,
and Glascow

January, 1841 . ..

..

Stockholm, Rostock, Berlin,
Munich, Trieste, and Naples

Show the spread of the epidetnic, by drawing a line of best fit for each one of the
dates given in the table above.

Remediation: 1) Refer' (10 student to the Sample line of best fit in Figure 1-1 'on
page 4 of the text, and have him review the completed Figure 1-1 jn his Record Book.
(2) H.1SCS Levels 1 and. II .teX ts are available, refer him to Excursion 5 in Level 1 or
to Excun;ion 7-1,Tart B, in Level 11. These.excursions cover drawing tines of best fit.

s

2 2



Compares the rates at which ivases spread in rural and in urban areas.

The student applies the Concept that the rate of spread of communicable.diseases

varie$ with population density. !
Student. Action: Stating that the disease, is likely to sprearmore.rapidly in.the city

than in a rural area-and that communicable diseases are likely .to 'spread more rapidly

in situations where contacts between people are frequent.
.

Performance Check A: 4
1 Is a disease that spreads from One person to. anottlikely to spiead more
rapidly in a large,eity or in a rural area?
2. Explain your answer.

Remediation: 1 ).1lave /lie student read theftirst liaragraph on page.5 fome ideas.
.(2) Ask him if suCh conditions as crowditig and careless piling of rubbish are more

likely to be dangerous in cities or in rural areas. (3) Have the student do or review
Excursion 1-1. with particular attention to the first paragraph on the top of page96.

ore
3

Analyzes thj possibility of the sprea,d of an epidemic today.

The student applies the concept eit the conditions ne ssary for disease to spread.r
Student Action: Stating that an epidemic, could_ occur and, in effect. that the
crowded and unsanitary living conditiOns that -encourage the spread of epidemic

disease still exist today.

Performance Check A:
1 Could an epidemic of a disease like the Black Death possibly occur today?

2. Explaiii your answer. .

4 .

-Remediation: 1 ) Refer thc student to Oise first paragraph on page 5. (2) Have the 4,

student review Self-Evaluation 1-6. . (3) If he doesn't know that such conditions
exist today, discuss with him the typhoid outbreak near Miami. Florida., in 1973,

Which was the result of miSanitary sewage disposal. Also mention living conditions

in slums the world over.

ES
1

ore
4.

Lists conditions favorable to epidemics.

The student recalls that epidemics are foAered by a misuse of the environment.

environment: (1) overcrowded liVing conditions. (2) 'unsanitary living conditions, 1
Student Action: Lisiin n thg the notio of at least two of e following misuses of. the

(31improper disposal of garbage. (4) improper-disposal of sewage, aml (5) infestatioh

of..rats and other vermin.

Performance Check A: List two or More conditionsthat would .faVor the spread'o12:

an epidemic across an,entir e. city.

I

e.



Remediation:. (.1) Check. the student's answer to Self-Evaluation I-6..(2) It.the idea
is not clear, discuss page 5 with your st.udent. (3) If the student hasnot done Excur-

. sion 1-1, suggest that he do it. Ilhe did the excursion:have him review it.

Selects the.condition most likely to curb the spread of contagiouS diseases.

The student- applies the concept of the conditiOns conducive. to 'the spread. of
diseases.

Student Action: Selecting the course of action that involves eliminating overcroWded ,

..., ,

and unsanitary living conditions and stating as his reason the i ea that diseases
. usuallY spread .because of those conditions. -. . . .

,0

,6

A: c
B:
C: d

Performance Check A: A doctor has been hired to help the.government of a heavily
popularedcountry. His job is to advise the government as to the fastest and most
effective way to 'reduce the number of epidemic§ of serious diseases that sweep the
country froili time to time. The government can afford only one of. the program§
fisted below.

.a. Building new medical schools to train more doctors .

b. DevelOping an.improVed trap portation system so that doctors can travel.. .

more quickly. :
c. Building Any low-cos mient housing projects to eliminate over-

crowded 'and kinsanitary living conditions:
d. Building new hospitals so that more sick people can-receive, treatment
I. Which one of the programs above do you think the doctor should
recommend?-

2. Explain your ansWer.

Remediation: ) Hue the student review the first paragraph at the top of page 5. (2)
Have him do or ieview Excursion.1-1. (3) Be 'sure the student 'understands- that
everyo6e is a possible carrier of disease and that chances of 6ecoming infected Are
greatest under poor living conditions. (4) Have him review the options in the check
he did and identify teach course of action as either helping people. not to get
sick a helping the sick to get well. (5)'Check his answers to Self-Evaluations 1-5
and 1-6.

Defines the term cothponents.

re

The student recalls the definition-of the term ew?ipoiwnt ait iS used in the discns-
sion of a system..

Student Action: Responding, in effect, that components are the. things (ob-.
jects or kinds of matter).that influence each other within a systein.

24-



. . "
'Performance Check A: In a discussion of a system, .what -is meant by the term
component?

.

Remediation: ,(1) Have the student' review page 1 I and the suggested response to
Self-Evaluation 2-6. Be sure he understands that things in the: definition means
'objects or things made of rnattbr and doeS not include forms of energy. :12) Then
have him name those things.:iit, Figure 2-2-which are components. (3) If a Level I
text is available, have the stikdent review pages 8 and 9,

Lists components of a siven system.

-N../
The-student applies the concept of compcments to a specific system.

. . . . . .

Student Action: Listing three objects. (or substances) that are part of the specified
system and affect other parts. . .

Performance Check A: Consider a biCycle as a Vstem. -List three Components of this
system.

Remediation: ( 1 ) Check 'the student'S 'answer toSelf-Evaluation 2-6.. (2) Have him.
review 'page I . If he lists any nonfunctioning part, such asthe seat of a bioycle,

car, or truck', discuss the word influence in the definition Of.r system on the referenced

page; (3) If ISCS Level I text and materials are available, refer the studentto Activity
1-1.7 on pages 8 and 9.

ore

Defines system.

., ..

'The student recalls the definition' of systcni.
1:Student Action: Stating, in effect, that a system is a set of objects that influence

each other.
- ,

. ,_ 1.,

Performance Check A: Explain briefly what system means as the wbrd is used in the
following sentence. Automobties, the human body, and an assembly line are
examples of systems.

Rémediation: ( 1 ) Check the student's responsc to Self-Evalulition 2-$: (2) Ask him,
to review the top paragraph on page 11. (3) If art ISCS Level L text is available, reTer

him to pages 8 and .9.

Lists.t he components of a specific system.

The student applies'the concept that a component is anY objeet in a system, includ-
ing the inatteilmi-t-ii to and output from a specified component of the sYstem.

. 4



Student Action: Li Sting as thy= cOrnponciits any input 'or output .which are'matter
or objects and are part of tlw system.' . . . .

A: Oxygen, carbon diokide,. waterapor; Soot
B: Food, oxygen, solid wastes, Carbon 'dioxide

.
C: Fobd,oxygen, solid wiistes, carbon dioxide ,

r-. wr . .
..

Pdrformance Check A: The diagram beltiw shows a candle-air system. '5Lis4r any three. ;
or the labels'which identitY components of this system. .

..
,... . '' .

Poe,

Water vapor

*.0
.$0

4
it

Candle-Air SYstem

+4.

Remediation: (1) Check the student's .responses to Self-Evaluations a

e understai
see that he

n by the

(2) .Refer him to pages 1 1 and 1 2 of tile text. ( 3 )Check to see if
I he word flung to mean matter or things made up of matter. Chec
-.understands that the_ siie and scope of a system is a .matter of definit
observer.. (4) If necessary, discuss together Figure 2-2, page .10. h is vcry important:

411P' 'that he know .exactly what a system is if he is to apply systems analysis to probleins
for which he must structure the method of attack. (S.) J f a Level I text is available,
have the student review the last two paragraPhs on ,page 8 and the first. two para-

.graphs on page 9. (6) Encourage your stuaents to look for systems and components.
as a way to attack and think about problems prese.nted to.them in Levtil

88.

ES
-Explains why the output of organisms does not seem to accumulate.

,
Ihe student applies the concept of systems.

tt

Student Action: Stating that the output of an organism is'usually *the input for other_
organisms..

A

Performance Check A: All living things release output into their surrounilings. If
living things are constantlyrel(!asing outPut; explain why we do not often find the
output pilhig up.

Remediation: ( 1 ) ('heck the student's answers to Self-Evaluations 2-7. 2-8, and 2-9.
(2) Refer the student to Figures 2-4 throuPli 2-7 o iges 1 I. through 14. If neees-9 ,
sary, discuss these figures pith the students.

A.
44,

t. rtt tt-

*.ttot,



Recognizesinput and' output of a component,

The student applies the concept of input and -outpUt of a component of a system.

,. Student Action: Selecting as the input to a component two things that the compo-

. nent retnovq: from its surroundings and as the -outpul of a component two things

thdt it adds to its surroundings.
A: 1. b. d; 2. c,

a: 1. a, 'd; 2. b,

P: I. a. c; 2. . b, c
4 5-

'..Performance:Check, A: An automobile engine can be thought of as bne component

.of a systwn. The list belqw includes,som4 things which are input and output of this

. Com porient
a. .Light
b. Gasoline
c. Exhaust gases
d. Air
'e. Time
1. Ileat
I. Write, thc letters of two thingswhich e input to an automobile engine.

, 2. Write the letters of two things which are output from an automobile engine.

Remediation: I ) Check the student's answers to Self-Evaluations 2-3 awl (21%

ehth:k the student's response,to question 2-10 on page 1 IT (3)_ tf necessary, disci4ss

Figure 2-5 on page 12.
4

Defines the terimpiy,ducer.

Core
32

e

'Hie student recalls the biological definition of the- term pmthwer.
. . _

Student Action: Responding to the effect that a wrbducer is an, organism which is

-aNe to vw energy directfy- from the sun to produce chemicals and thuS storv The

energy in its body. .

Performance Cheek A: What is meant by the, term producer as it is use-d in the fpl-

lowing sentence? An .oak tree is a producer.'

.( Check the ;iiident's answer to Selavaluatioit 2-13. (2)- Refer the_

student to. the last .paragraph on page 17 tor a definition. (3) Have him list four

prod Ue

4.

t:4

.4

ore
13

Define omsuther in the'biological sense..

The student recalls the definition that a consumer is an organism that cantnoiget

s
P

00

- energy directly from the sun.. ,
.

,
1

4 e 1
V

.r Ofe

27,
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711;

( t ..,..,

,. , r,
.1,i- 9. .j.. A

' . . . ., '
s.. ,.

Student Actfron: StiAtM in effect that ir consumer is an 'organism which. cannot get .,

the energy it Weeds directly from the sirn biit must 01 its energy either by eating. \'.%
plants .or by eating animals.

.

''
.

Performance ClieCk A: QrganismS such as deer and nplves- are called cOsumers.
What. is the meaning of.the word constimer when it is usedin this way?

.

I

Remediation: .(1 ) Check the student's answer to Self-EvaluationI-1 (2) Direct .

the student to read the first paragraph on page 18. (3) Have him classify each organisin
in Figure 2-12. as- a consumer Or nonconsmner, (.4) Review.- his answer to ,Self-
Evaluation 2-10, .

Defines.the biologiCal meaning of decomposer.

- .

.The student recalls'the definition of decom poser.'
a

e Student Action: Stating in effect that a decompOser is an:organism which produees
,"-physical-al inchemical changes in the waste ' terials and,thedead bodies of plants

: am) animals.and as a result these waste materia s can be used by living 'plant's..
,..

. .
. Performance Cheak A: Some. types ..Of thingsAre, known as decomposem.

State what is meant by the term decomposer.

Remediation: ) Check the student's answer to Self-Evaluation 2-10 for hisidenti:
fication of decomposers. (2) Have him review the paragraph following question 2-23 '
on page 18. (3) Check. his response to question 3-26.

t.

Recognizes examples of producers, consumers, and decomposers..
. ..... , .,.

., The student classifies living things as proaucers, consumers, and decomposers..

.

12 8

".
' 4,-

,
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'

Student Action: Naming ,as a' produeer a living thing that canfruse energy directly ,

,from the sun kW storc it as. clieii&al energy, as aconsumerSliving`thing that depends'
on Other living !things for energy, and as a decomposer'an organism that chemiCalIyY.,
ehange's Waste materials 'and delhd organisins into products that 'can be-used by

plants.
A: 1. producer, 2. decomposer, 3. .con1sumer,:4. consumer
B: .1.. producer, 2. consumer, 3. -decomposer, 4. consumer. ,

'Ce 1 . consumer, 2. eonsumer, 3., producer, 4. decomposer

Performance Check A: Consiter the environmental system pictured below. Identify
.eaeh compotient in the- following list as a prOducer, a consumer, or a decOmposer.

1. brass growing in a field,-;
2: Bacteria, which feed on dead rabbits
.3. Rabbits eating grass in the field
4. Coyotes, which roam the fields'hunting for rabbets

POI

I

r

liDead rabbit

Remediation: 1) Re fer the student to the bottorn paragraph on page 17 and all or

page 18. (2) Have hiM identify the produvers, consumers; and decompos&rs, in

Figure 2-12 in Excursion 2-2. (3) Check his answer to Seff-Evaluation 2-10.

v

Explains why governments mace laws against minor acts or pollution by indiv.iduals.

. .The Student applies the concept that whereas the effects of ki*single person's actions

May be insignificant, .the insignificant actions of many people when taken togejlwr

lay he dkisterous to the environment.

)
4



r

Student Action: Stating an'explanatiOn which includes Jhe idea that the government
passes laws to detertargenuMbers of people from perform* indMdual'actiOns which.
.taken together would have a serious cunlulative yffect on the surroundings.

e

, .

Performance Check A: Sbmetimes a 'person will Throw a piece of parer Out, of a
car window. A. single''sheet of paper does Aot,affect the, environment V.ery
Flowever, ,the goviiihinents. of all states have .passed laWs making It illegaLto ihroW
trash onto the "Sicre of the road. Whydo gOvernments pass laws that make.a little

,

thing like thiS

4.

Remediatioh: ( Check .the studeni's. answer to question 2-13 on page. 13: (2)'
If necessary, discuss the paragraph following qUestion 2-13 with c,

Slates whether an object influenCes its surroundings.

The student applies the. Concept of an object's influencing its surroundings.

.
Student.Action: Res_ponding negatively and ii(-effect that the object influences its
surroundings when it takes something from Them, adds.soinething to them, orjuSt
Occupies sOace,

,

PerforMance Check -A: Mr. -Morgan: i'requestMg permission to !Mild 'a new factory
in town. The plans call for a good wasile-treatment process40, that liquid wastes will
not pollute nearby streams and for an air-ckaning process so,t1wre will be no snioke
to pollute the air. In fact, Mr. MOrgan made a statement to the.P'ress saying that the
factory wilTbe so, well designed that it will not influence its, surroundings at aft.'

. I. ('an Mr. Morgan's statement to the 'press be true?' .

2. Explain yo4 answer. .

Rernediation: ( I ) Check the student's 41iiswers to Self:Evaluations 2-2 throng11.2-4.-,
(2) Although these questions deal with a burning match, discus.their,imOications.
when generalized. (3) Haw the student review pages 10 through 12. .

ES
1

Cc)r
19 4'

Recognizes direct and indirect influences.

The student classifies an influence as direct or indirect.

Student Action: Writing the word direct for those intSuences in which one thing
physically acts on the 'other and indirect for those influences produced through a
change in the surroundings)

A: I. indirect, t indirect_ 3. indirect, 4. direct.
B: J. direct, 2. indirect, 3. direct, 4. direct
C: I. indirect, 2. indirect, 3. direct, 4. direct

30



'Performance qv& A:. In the four cases below, decide whettn.7, the influence on the

underlined living-organism is direct b'r, indirect. Aftep the number ol each case,..., .

write either the:word4llrect or)the word indirect . .. ...
,. ... .

1. ft dty reduces the number.of purple, martins, which eatinsects, by draining
' swamps to kip the mOsquitoes and e,ther insects.-- .

. ,. ...
2. A. tree diesibecauge a. vine grows over lt and blocks out the'sunlight.

. , ,
".3. IrCeti die 'from.lack,of water because the area around, them habeen COW reif )._,.. ..
by 'concrete. . .

. . , .

4. A ..fartner reduces the number of 'foxe.s. oh L farm by shooting. them.

(II Check the student's answers ,to .questions 2-16 and' 2-17, page. 1,6.
(2) Oiscus-S. Figures 2-e8 and 2-9 on page. 15 with him. (3) If a specific example is .

neccssaky`, cheek his answers tO questions.2-18 ana 2-19, Page.16, and &cuss Figure
2-16 and. the paragraph 'Preceding it.. e

a.

.1;2

. . .

C

Predicts the resulk of change in a balanced system.
.

The student applies the concept that a change in one part of a balanced system may

produce changes in tnother part of the sOcip..

Student Action: Stating a.i.irediction Which implies the notioh of the cohcept. The
Ibllowing ansWers' are provided Only a,s saMples .of p6Ssible answers.. Accept any ,

answer that includes the notion that ikchange in another part -of .the .system will
.

.

result from the. change giVen.
A: Weeds will increase or birds will eat more weeds' or grain.
B: Snakes Will eat more birds or mare seeds will groW:

.
C: Inseyts will increase or insects will eat more grain.and weeds.

.
Performance CheCk A: The diagram below 'shows the food 'flow through a balanced

'system on a 'farm. Predict .whatmight happen it* the fanner prayedWith,insecticides'
and destroyed ahhost all the insects.'

Rewediation: ( 1 ) With the student, check his answers to questiOns 2-24 through

.2-27. (2) Have him do or review Excursion 2-2'. (3) Check his ammer to Self-

Evaluation 2-12.

81
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. ,
Predicts the-results.of a change'in environmental input-output.

. .

. -,.. , 1 . . . 6 .....,'
.... '

The-student applies the concept that if the environmental input-outilUt balance of a
subsystem. is' disturbed, the whole system can be drastically 'upset'. -

t

,. Student Action:: Predioting.at least two of the followin . ( I )dainagc to-ithe food
._

and 'vfater sources of fish, wildlife, and htimans, (2) damage to.the breeding grounde
.

of fish and wildlife, and (3) loss of an area of natural.beauty,..
.

....
. .

Performance 'Check A: A Marshy area drains into the Everglades National Park. Plans ''
. .

are-being mado -to fill in some of-the MarsWarea. and-construct -a- larg,e hew.airport,
Give- at least two ways in which the environment probably will, be affetted by
*pollution from the airport. ._

-N.
.:7

. .
_ r .

Remediation:. ( I ) Check 'the student's answers toquestions1-25; 2-26, and 2-27 on
page N. (2) Check the student's answer td Self-Evaluation 2-1 2.

Explains
r

how it is possible tor people in industrial nations to affect their-"environ-
L.

thent more than-do people in noninduStrial.nationS. '

The student generato an, explanation- I:or the fact that the average person in the
United States affects his environment much more than does a per.Sou in a non,..
industrial,country....

4-

Student Action: Stating an explanation based on the concepts that the inputand
output lot" all organisms affect' their environments and that a personA an-industrial .
nation has larger input from and output-toshis environment_than does a person in a
honindustrial nation.

,.;
PerforMance Check A: Some scientistg, have toldCongress that 'the iiverage person in
the United States has the saine effect On the .environment persons 'living in one
of the nonindustrial nations.of the world. Explain how this cotild b trut.

; Rernediation: ( 1 ) Ask the student whhit might be different about an industrial and
a nonindustrial country from the standPoint of what is-consumed. Have him con-,
'sider such input as metal for automobiles. gasoline,- plastic food containers', heating
oil and gas, 'and wood pulp. Viave him consider such oufput as factory 6ff1uents.
exhaust of foss)! ,fuels, paper waste from 'packaging, and emPt'y bottles. (2) If the
idea of consumer differences betweert nonindustrial nationsimd the U.S.,is hot known
to the student, direct hint to seek help from a teacher of social sciences.

Selects.organisms which affect the environment.

The student applies the principle that an organism by its very existence atTocts its
envirgnmept things out of the environment and.hy adding other things to
the environment. .

D
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n
S.

Student Action: Selecting thoseitems which, show that the environment is affected.

A,8;lind C e.

'. -., ,l
4 . .. .

Perfamance Check A; Select the best answer for theotollowing question, Which O
....

the following will affect the environment?'...,,
a. A secietary;dri;ingher car to work
b. A.person pedalipg his bicycle to the office

, c. A tree growing in the forest
d. Mints in.an aquarium Kept' i')y it, tropical fish hobbiest in I living room
e. All of the ahtiVe .1 ' ,

Rernediation: (1) Have 'the student review pages 14 ,througla 18. (2) Have filhi
review..the suggested responses to Self-Elialuations 2-15 and (3) Ask him to
name oils 'organism whioh does not affect its 'enVironment and to' exPlain his

'answer.

Describes the input -and output olgascs ia an atmospiiere containing different kinds

a living things.

, -
The student apPiies "the vncePt a thie elechlingt" of gases.among living things and

- J .

the Mirrounding a t mOsphere.'

Student Action: Statin4 iii effectithat, green Plants take carbon dioxide and somy
Aygen 'from the air and. release, a large amount of 'oxygen 'into the air, whereas
animals take oxygen.from,,the. air and', primarily, release'uarbon dioxide into it.' j

.

Perfqmence Check A: Describe the. inputand "output of gases of the sYstem formed '"-

by living things and the atmosphere that' Surromids them in' the following situation.
Clover grqws in a field in which a herd of goats graze.

Remedifttion: ( 1 ) Review with the student his response to question 2-10. If"
tieveskary, have him 'review pages, it? and 17 to correFt his response to the question.

( 2 ) Chea -his respmises t Self-Evaluatkops 2-1 1 ,, 2- 1 4, 2-15, and 2-1 6. .1 I. his responses

are wrong or., it' his. response's, tor,2-15 and' 2-.1-6 dotet iticjodeothe transfer of gases,

discuss the concept with him.'

-

4
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Lists.irtpul to and output few tilt hunian body. .

-The 'student applies the cOnevts of input to and Otitput from the human body:

Student Action: Listing as output 'three of the following:
dioxide, -and heat, and-as inPut. two:of t,!e. following:

Performance Check.A: Lint two things which are input
are butput from the human body.

urine; solid waste, carbon
oxygen, food, andwater:

to and three things which

)s Remediation: ( 1 ) Refer the student to page 13. Check his answerto question 2-12.
(2) Have him read.page 15 and list three animals which man kills for f4dd and two
he kills for furs.. (3) Have him read page ,l.7.nd list lour green plants which are

filled for human food, and two killed for otb human 'weds.: (4.) Ask.fiim to' list,t
the human waste pr4ixfuct:- St udents . May b .sqbeaMish about naming urine and

.

solid wastes, but such things,are.facts of 'life and.should be treated matter-of-factly: .,.
,.-11 a student knows only eupheinisms or obseenitieslind has no langóage Which Ii4e.

. .

feels is appropriate to use'in an answer, help 'him build his vocabulary. (5) Check
the student's answels to Self-Evaluations 2-7, 2-8, and 2-9 on. pages 4 f and .42. ,

,... ,...

k

Describes tilt! result of upsetting the balance of a system.

The student applies the voncept orthe effect of chiinging a coMponent Qf a system.-----.
whichis in balance.

4'

Student Action: Responding with the notion that any upset in a 6alanced ysteIn
may producc.i:hanges in the other components of the' system.

Performance Check A: The system pictured below is in balance.
I. Whatis likely to happen to ..the fish in the pond when the housewiyes in the
village'bn the hill switch frOm Soap to a phosphate detergent3,.
2. Explain your.answe

Village

'Phosphate
runoff

;

A



Remediation: (1) CI k the studt>at's answers to questions 2-24: through 2-27 on

pages. 1 alf0 19: '( ) Check his answers to Self-Evaluations 2-11 and .2-12. (3)
necesSary, iliscuss Figure Z..-3 .oPSeff-Ealuation 2, -

Cleans up the.work area at.the close of class.
/I

*

The student chooses to close'the laboratory activity period promptly upon receiving .

notification of the time to do so.

,StudentAction:. Ceasing the ongoing labortitory activity Whennotitied ofthe time,
returning materials in usable, clean-condition to storage, and participating In work

area creanup, onat least three separate occasions when beingobserved by the teacher
without his.knowledget.

Teacher's Note: The opportunity for assessment of thisobjective arises almost every
day during the coutse of regularly. aSsigned-laboratory activities.. Use'a few minutes
of class time for group instruction early in the ,school year, and- almoSt every week
for reinforcement, to discuss the. role of the student in the 1SCS learning thiviron-

Anent. To encourage personal responsibility in the student;;diseuss the reasons for
his.Z:losing his activities promptly (to allow time for himself and othersfor
ing activities), returning materials to storage in clean condition (to facilitate Their use
by'others), and participating in area cleanups (.tclea.ve the area' 'as clean as he found.

it ).

Ft'erformance Check A: Yotir teacher will observe .you for this check 'when he can.

Remediation: ( 1 )lf a student fails to accept this responsibilitY,, approach him in&
vidually and review the reasons.forhis acceptance of it. Fmphasize the 'social respon-!,

sibility for cooperation in the leariiing environment for the good of all students.
Point out that he has reeeived the benefit of.other students' provisionSfor others as
well aS for themselves; (2) Do ,not, at first, suggest that he may lose his privileges

unless he cooperates. But if he' 'doesn't cooperate after you observe...his behavior

, several- thnes, 'ask hiM ir he :can suggest a proper penalty.' (1) An' alternative remedy
initY:14 to request him to assist in the process of overall classroom accounting of the
materials for a period 9f time until .he. recognizes .the importance of the student's

role. (4) Do not use extra cleanup as a penalty for not cleaning up proilerly. In

other words, don't use something as a penalty that yoti.Want-done willingly. .

Cooperates with lab partners.

ikThe st dent chooses to 'cooperate with felrow students in the laboratory.

Student Action: Being pOlite, waiting his turn, being orderly when moving about,
----,--. .

and observing the right ot his classma.tes to work without .being unnecessarily dis-
tirba when observ6d without his knowledge by the teacher or another designated

erson on at least three occasions.

Of
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Teacher's Note: The opportunity for assessment of this objective arises almost
..every day durintOhe courSe of regularly assigned laboratory activities. gse. a few
.:.minutes of dass time at the beginning of a session for a whole-group discussion early

in the school yearand several 'times later on to iliscuss the need for cooperation with
..and consideration of other students. Some particular points fOr discussion indude.
being polite, waiting patiently; not making.others wait longer,than -necessary, being
orderly ;when moving, abog-afichobserving thi.right of others notIo be disturbed..
Talk abOut each student's-aci:epting the personal respOnsibility for hiS-own behaviori-
"in.the group situation.

Performance Check .A':" Your tactik %id. observe yOu .for-this Cheek when he

Remediation: (I )-If a student fails to accept any of these responsibilities, appro-ach
him privately and review' the reasons for hi's lack .of eooperation with his fellow siu-.
dents. Suggest that he pay some attentiOn to changing his behavior to more accept-
able standards. .( 2) Find out if the student feels that he is behaving in a less thim
acceptable way.. If so, ask him whether he feelS some penalty shouki be imposed and
what he thinks a suitatle penalty would be.

Retu s equipment promptly to storage areas.

The student chooses to show, personal responsibility fOr returning laborato4c.. equip-
ment.promptly to the proper storage places as sibon as it is no longer needed,' during ,
the class period..and not just as The end of the-period. .

Student Action: Retkning epdpmenCand materials no longer needed to tlje prop6r.,
storage Places:on -at least three occaoini.:,when observed bY the teacher ot another
,designa.ted observer without his knoydedgeof ,beingchecke0.

Teacher's Note: This objeciive may be assessed in any time the student is responsible
for learning activities requiring the use of equipment and supplies.- Use a few minutes
of' class time for group discussion of the reasons for returning equipment to stOrage
areas promptly when it is not being. used by the student or by his'grouP. The' r6sOns:
include ( ) the short supply-of certain items and the need to cooperate with others,
( 2) the chances of equipment's beihg misplat.ed, (3) the possibility of accidental

"damage to equipment, and. (4) the greater opportunity for pilferage by an irrespon-
sible student when things are disorganized.

Performance Check A: Your teacher Will observe You for this check when he ean.

Remediation: In a private cotfference, discuss the reasons.for the student's coopera-
tion in this request.. Ask for that cdopention, See also Reniediations ( ), ( 2), and,

'( 3) for O I-Core-27.

Responds to text questions;

The student chooses to write in his Record Book the answers to 40% or more of the
textbook questions.



i.
Student Action: ExhNting the written responses when requested to doso. At Igiist
nine out pi ten qUestions shoukI have responses,-he they correct or incorrect.

Teacher's Note: 1 t is intended that this objective be assessed thrOughout the year.
.J

Such a check proVides opportunities to encourage stnilents to work nearer their
capacities ..while remaining independent of the leacheli.. Use a few minutes of class
time for a group discussion of the reasons tOr writing the answers in the.Record
thmk. Writing in the Record.Book serves (.1) to help the student think through what
he sees and does, ( 2) tO preserve. ideas for future*referenee, (3) to make a record of
the stud6nt's progress through the core, (4) to. plOvide the teacher with a source of

.,.:input for analyi.ing the student's difficulties and, progress, and (5) to help the sttulent
'learn background ideas for conceptual understanding. Writing in the' Record
th)ok. is "in": writing in the Lext is "out."

Performance CheckAA.: Yout teacher will observe you for this check when he ain.

Remediation: I ), In a private conference, discuss With the student the ideas enu-
.merated,an(l ask Nlw he chooses not to write the.ansviers. (Perhaps he cannot write!)
Evaluate lii reasons and counsel him accordinglY..rneourage lid to follow the pat-

,

,tern of his.classinates and set down his ideas aS they are doing. -(2)1lave him read
"-Notes to the Student," pages viii and ix in his text. (3) Follt4 up in a few days to
determine his actions.

Shaws care for kiboratory materials.

The student chooses to show proper care anil use. of ISCS faboratory materials!.

.Student Action: Using the materials only for their intended purpose or requesting

PAnission to- do other specific experiments with them, when being oberved with-t-
out Ii is, knowledge:by the teacher or another designated person on three or more

, ,
OcclisiOns, !4'

441.

Teacher's Note: This objeCtive, may he assessed at any time- that the student is

S.
1

re:
3 1responsible for a learning activity in which equipment and supplies are required. Use

' a few Minutes of class time for a whole-group discussion of the reasons for handling

. laboratory materials properly. Such reasons include: ( 1) If damaged, they are lost

to use by students.who need them now. Short supply means waiting in line. ( 2):11hey

cannot readily be replaced.. Replacement usually takes several months at best. (3) 11

Materials are handled properly, they may be used I'm other than regular activities
4

( with the permission of the teacher and after making a proper request).

Performance Check N. Your teacher will observe you for this check whrbil he ca4i.
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Rethediati9n: (I) In a private 'conference, ask the studentwhy IA chpoststb'i*is-.
handle equipment, Help him to evaluatç his reasons, anci aSk for his_cooperation itt
the future. If he 'agrees, reassess the- objectiVe Jater.- -.(2)1f -after theconference he :

-- :
,...,.

-still does not agreei. ask hiW if 'he feel§ that hek'shOU,IiiliePetiaRed and -what he..
thinks should, be an aPpropriate Penalty..,..ivehnn another opportunitY:for coM-
plianCe. (3),..if he is. still 'uncooperative; apply kpenalty fa'niishandling eqtiipment..

...., .-. This may Mean denyinghiM use of the equipment either temporarily or
.. ...., . , ,

' ar-taking,sonie .other.suitable action.
As.

.PlOtt dataand draws a line of best fit:

The Student applies the procedures for ,graphin.

Special Preparatior4: Have grid paper readylor the student or duplicate the partially
labeled grid found at the end of this book.

4
0,

Student Action: COnstruttins a' graph following the procedure .that .ingIudes
(1) numbering the axes so that each interval represents the same change in .the
variable and so that the drange of the data includes at least one-half of the scale,' .

(2) plotting the datfo points to within ±0.2 major scale units, and (3) drawing the .

line of best fit as a smooth curve.
A

Perf6rmariceCheck A: The following table lists, the total number of ISCS attivities
completed by a student during the first thirty days of classes. Get a partially labeled ,

grid( or an unlabeled grid from yoiir teacher. If the grid is unlabeled, draw and label
the axes as shown on the grid below. Put a suitable scale ort eabh axis. Then plot the
data, and draw the :line of best fit.

DAYS IN
CLASS

TOTAL NUMBER
OF ACTIVITIEg
COMPLETED

0 0
ti

2

9
,

10
. .

14

15
4

18
,

,20
,

22

.
25 24'

.

30
.

27.,
.
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Remedietion:. (.1) Check the' student's answer to question 11 on page 4. (2).11 the

studenf has. done ExeursiOA,1-1;cheCk his graphing of the inforniation in TOR! 1 on.
,

."page .96.. II he .11iS not thine the excursion, 'encourve hini.tO.do sO. (3) If graphing .

is a, probkiu .-an0 [WS Levels I or It 'texts:ate availalik, Suggest that-the student'
review Excursion .5 in Level I or Excursion 71 Vart A., in.Level II.

'Judges whether a particular ch'emical reaction iS possible. .
The student applies the rule that in .ordinary reactions, elements in the products are--- I ".

not different from those in the reactants.. .

. ,
StudeneAction:. Responding negatively' and to the effect that the reaction could
not occebecause there are elements in the products that. are different-from those

in the reactants.
.

Perforniehce Check A:
Is it possible for the following, reaction to Occur?.

. . ,., .

/PbC 1 + 2NaNO1P1)(NO3h + /K1

(lead nitrate) ( potassiaM iodide) (le d chloride) (sodium nitrate)

2. Explain your inswer.

Remediatiorr ( 1 ) Ret'er the student to
page 102. (2) If additional explanation
pages 101 and 102., .

the two paragraphs following Figure 4 on #

necessary, .disc-uss Figures 1:through 4 on

Selects examples of parts of the ISCS particle iodel.

'The student classifies elements, reactants, products, and compounds.

Student Action: Selecting at least one part of the equation as representing each of

the following: (1) an element (made up of. only otle kind of atom), (2) a compound

(ma4,1e up of more than one kind of atom), (3) a reactant (starting substaive in a
chemical reaction), and (4) a product (new substance formed in a diemical reaction).

.-

Multiple representations in any of the four answers in each check are acceptable.

A: I. 66, 'or 8
2. 66, or 8
3. tek,
4. 6C6.

B: LI or 6A
2. tO- or CUD
.3, or SD
4. aDo or ,M

C: 1. ONCt,

.

2. CAD or 66
th

4. /KW or ta,

4
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Performance Check A:

'66 .6A tiCA ,6106a,

4..

In the equation 'pictured abthe,-assumd that the symbols A and 0 represent different
kinds:of atonis. After.the 'number of each .term below, draw on your answer.sheet
the:-.yinbcil or syrnhois,.taken .from. -itie equation above which:illustrate- the.-: term..

-1..:11emeritt'"

2. lieactant
3.. Produet
4. Coiiiiiound

..

Remediation: (.1) Have the studeni review parts 3 and 6..from.411e-desdiRtiOn of the..
particld -model on pages. 99 aud 100. (2) Then ha'vevhim reyiew .pagek...10f. through

,103.. (3) Ask hint .to explain the labels in -Figures 3 and 4 On page 102; to identifY
the products in Figure 4. as- eitbg slernents or compounds;'and to eXplain his labels.
(-4 Then hav e. him do an 'alternate check.

4

.

.

Recognizes methods for im:reasing the.-fate of a reactiol

.The student applies the concept of methods for increang the rate oLa. reaction.

Stiident Action: Selecting the one option .which does not include one of the,f011ow-
ing methods for increasing therate of a 4emical readion; .( 1) increasing thelemper-
ature, (2) incie.asing the -coneentratidn of one or mor6reactants, and (3) adding a
catalyst..

A: e

B: a

C: d It

.6

Performance Check A: Beverly is producing some carbon dioxide*gas. The chemical
reaction that,she is using to produce the,gas is

CaCO3 . + 211C1 CAI, + H20..+ CO2 .

(calcium (hydrochloric (Calcium . (water) (carbOn
carbonate) acid) chloride) dioxide)

Which of the following ac,tions would not increase the rate at wliich iiarbon dioxide
is "(bleed?

a. !Increasing the ccincentration of FfC1
b. Heating the substances thnt are reacting

Decreasing the Concerftration:o1CaCO3
d. Adding a catalyst .

Remediation: ( ) Have the s'hident read the 6paragnhs below Figure 7 on page 104.
(2) the,materials are . available to you, have the student -mix -the chemicals-as de
'scribed below and compare the rates of the 'two reactions. - A.



*

;

ReaCtion I: 5 ml HCI + 10 Ml1-126+ 4.pieces of shell 4.

Reaction 2: 1 ml HC1-144(thil H.20 + 4 pieces.of
i

Have him state whether r not cohcentration made a difference. (3) Also have him

mix the chenlicals as des- ribed below and compare the reactionl to see the effect. of

.heat. (I

)ell

;

or .

ction 1: 2 mi HC1 (3M) + 15.ml H20 +..heat for 3 min + 4 pieces of shell

ReactiOn 2: 2 ml HCI (3M) + 15 ml H20 + 'wheat + 4 pieces or shell

.

..a

/IP

Explains.why a'substince must be heated before it will burn in\nr.

The student applies the concept that energy is required to start a burning reactionA

Student Action: Stating in effect that energy is ofttn Yequired in orderto break up
combinations of atoms so that a chemical change ean occur.

4,

Performance dieck A: "Paper reacts with the oxygen inthe air in a uocess that is
usually called burning. HoWever, before the burning starts, the paper must be

heated)* hx,Nin why tliis heat'energy is needed tiistart the burning.proeess.
.4

liemediation: ( 11 Have the student review' the last paragraph on page 102 and all of

page 1.03. 4(2) if:necessary, discuss Figure 6 on' page 1.03.

\

Matches terms from the lS(' particle model with their definitions.

The-.student recalls the definitions of element. (+impound, product, readant, ion, and

1140leeldeh

Student Actiom gaielling..denwnt. with a "Substance containing only one kind, of

atom." (..ompoipid with "a substance containing two or more different kinds of
atoms," product. with "a new suhslance produced in a chemical reaction," reactant

. nwith "a starting substance in a cheinicA reaction," ibn with "a particle with either

excess posi4ve charge or excess negativk charge," and molecule with' "a particle that

conthinstequal numbers of positive and negative charges."
A: I. h, 2. c, 4. a, 5. d, 6. r
B: I . d, 3. h, 4. f,.75. 'a, 6.. e

C: I. e. 2. h,, 'a, 4. (I, 5. 1, 6. c

.4

1)
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Performance Check A: Match the letter of
of the term from the 1SCS particle model to

Terms
1. Elehient
2. Compound.
3., Product
4.' Reactant
5. Ion
6. Molecule

,

each definition below _with the 'number
which it applies.

Definitions
a.. A starting substance in a chemical

reaction.
b. A substance containing only one

kind of atom
. c. A new substance produced in a

chemical reaction
d. A particle with either vccss positive

charge or excess negatKe charge
. . A substance containing two or

more different kinds of atoms
f. A particle that contains equa1

numbers of positive and negative
charges

. ,
_

Remediation: ( I ) Have the student reyiew items 3, 6, and 7 from the particle model
on pages 99 and 100 and tbe paragraph .below the figures Qn page 102. (2), aveohinip

, explain why the labels in Figures 1 14rough'4, pages 101 and 102, are*a propriate.

ES

:
.. .
44.

r
. ; .!

Selects the relationship between temperature change and energy in a reactiOn.

The studemt applies the concepts of the relationship between temperature change
and. energy.

Student Action: Selecting the statement which agrees with the data supplied and
with the concepts that if the temperature rises, the energy released is greater than
the energy required, if the temperature is const , theenergiesare equal, and if the
temperature.decreases, the energy released is le s than the energy neededt

A: b

B: c
C: a

Performance Check A: Ernest measured the temperature of two solutions. A and B.
lle then mixed the two solutions and measured the temperature again..

SOLUIION TEMPERATURE (in 0(')

A' . 18
. 4.

13 19

24

4 2

4



Select the statement below that best describes the relationship between the energy
needed to separate the reactant particles and the energy released When those. particles
recombine to form products in- the chemical reaction.

a. The heat needed to separate the reactant partieres is greater than the heat-
released when-those partic16 recombine to .form products.

b. The heat needed* to separate the reactant particles is less 'than the heat
released when those particles recoMbine tq form products.

c.-The heat needed to separate the reactarii particla is eq l to the heat
released when those particles recombine to form product.

d. From the information given, you eannOt tell which energy is greater. .

Remediation: (1) Have the student review pages 103 and 104. (2) Ask him if the
energy needed to break apart reactant atoms in-a match is less than or greater than
'the energy released when the atoms recombine with air. Ask him to cite evidence.
..(Sitice the reaction 'gives off heat, the energy required to break down the reactants
is less than the energy released in the fortnation of the product.)

Lists important conSiderations when eliminating a pest species-.

Thp student recalls the criteria one- should considtirbefore deciding to.eradicate -a
species from an area. ,

Student Action: Responding with the effect of at least two of the following:

(1) knowing hOw much damage the species causes, (2) knowing the dollars and cents
cost of an eradication program, (3) knowing the input and output of the species so
that' an estimate can be made of the possible effect of its eradication on other forms

..of life, (4) kn(zwing whether the species exists elsewhere, and (5) knowing wheth64

the species is aiNndangered species.

Performance Check A: Men in a gun club have spoken with a legislator about wolies.
The mert claim the wolves are killing off the deer poptilation in the area and reducing
their hunting. They \yant a bounty on wolves to encoufage people to shoot them.
Their argument is that the wolves don't do anyone any good and that killing theM
would provide better deer hunting. What information should the legislator try to
get to help him make a decision?

Remediation:- ( ) Check the student's answers to questions 7 and 8 on page 108.
(2) Mk him to imagine that the insects shown in Figure 2-12 were removed so th .
the fishermen would not be bothered by them while they fish and then to descrfbe
the effects of their eradication. .(3) Review his responses to questions 2-25 thro
2-27 in terms of Figure I 2.

gh
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Chapters 3 thru 5

Excursions 3-1.and 4-1

Performance Check'

Summary Table

Objective Number
.

N

Olis ective Description
-,

. ES02-Core1 Defines biochemical oxygen demand

....-----

ES-02-Core-2
-

Selects the graph which shows the oxygep demand in a population of microorganisms
.

ES-02-Core-3 Designs an actiktity, using a control and holding all but one variable constant

, ES-02,-Core-4
w- ,

Selects a graph bf oxygen demand versus time
.

ES-02-Core-,5

. ,

Predicts a microorganism population from the initial population and its doubling time

ES-02-Core-6
,

.,

Selects the bestgraph of popalation growth versus time

ES-02-Core-7 Recognizes the relationship between seWage and fish population
, 4.

ES-62-Core-8 Explains a cause of the oxygen death of a body.of water

ES-O2Core-j Decides whether or not killing the dOcornposers in polluted water is a gbpd idea

,
ES-02-Core-10 Explains why the fish population decreases downstream from a sewerage outlet

-....
, .

0
ES-02-Core-11

.
Explains why older water purification methods are no longer good enough

_

.
ES-02-Core-12

.

. .

Recognizes the effects of detergent witer on newly planted seeds
..

ES-02-Core-13 i
,

Selects the best prediction of the results of a second activity using related organisms
_

ES-02-Core-14 Describes how to determine if a certain insecticide affects germination
. .

ES.02:Core-15 Defines biodegraAle
..,

ES.02-Core-16 Explains bow biodegradable chemicals 'cause a rapid decreaiof dissolved oxygen in lakes

ES-02-Core-17 States how biodegradable substances may cause pollution
..

ES02-Cora-18
, .

flecognizes the effects bf pesticides on the environTent
. 6)

1,
. . . _

, 4 4
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Objective Number
, .

Objective Description
.

ES-02-Core-19
* ,

44.7 . ,

Names and explains a system of organisms in which some eteinput for others ...

ES-02-Core-20 Explains the disappearance of some nonbiodegradabte chemicals from rivers .

-ES-02-Cqre-21, Locates the extremes of concentrations of a nonbiodegradable chemical in a food.,chain

ES-02-Core-22 NameS.Characteristics of an ideal detergent
'.

ES-02-Core-23
_

_

Defends or modifies his, response to a problem break in Chapter 4

ES-02-Core-24 States the effect of temperature on the rate of a chemical reaction

ES-02-Core-25 Interprets temperature data to indicate warm-blooded and 'cold-blooded animals

ES-02-Core-26
-

Relates changes in the activity of a cold-blooded animal to temperature ,

.
.

_. ,

ES-02-Core-27 Defines thermal death poi& --

.

4

ES-02-Core-28 Explains'the death of fish put into a hot environment

ES-02-Core-29
-

Relates thermal death point and pref rred teMperature range .

ES-02-Core-30
,

Explains why nonbiodegradable subst cES do not affect all species equally
.

ES-02-Qore-31
.., .

Recognizes why fish select various areas of a body of water
,

ES-02-Core-32
.

Predicts the temperature favored by fish which need high concentrations of .dissolved
,..V.

.
.oxygen .

\ .-

ES-02-Core-33 Selects the graph which shows the effect of temperature on gas solubility
. ,

ES-02-Core-34

,

States at which of two temperatures fish win survive longer
..-

ES-02-Core-35 , . Selects a graph S'howing the relationship between oxygen consumption and temperature

!' 4 6 ,
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Objective Number
.

0. .

Objective Description
,

k

ES-02-Core-36 Defines thermal-pollution .

. .

.

ES-02-Core-37
,

Selects the staternent of an effect that is not a result of th rnal pollution
.

.. .

.

ES-02-Core-38
.i.

Recognizes the possible resiitti of short-terrr,' pollution .

c t

.

,

.

ES-02-Exc 3-1-1 Lists factors that affect the type of vegeta0bn in ari.area
.

ES-02-Exc 3-1-2
.

Explains w,hy disputes about water rights Ore increasing
.

ES-02-Exc 3-1-3 -Recommends the vegetation for an area with little water ,

ES-02-Exc 3-1-4
,

1

Orders events of the water cycle .
.

.
.

.

.

ES-02-Exc 4-1-1 Defines plant growth operationally 1

.

\

ES-02-Exc 4-1-2
,

Describes an experiment in which the appropriate variables are held Constant

ES-0I-Core-8R
..

Lists components of a given system ,

,
:' .

ES-01-Core-9R Defines system .
.

..

.

ES-01-Core-16R

,

'. Recognizes examples of producers, gbnsumers, -and decomposers
.,, ..,

\

ES-01-Core-19R Recognizes direct and indirect influences 1. .

.

, .,
.

,
,

ES-01-Core-20R
,

Ir
Predicts the results ofxhange in a balanced system

1 1 ,

;S-01-Ext 1-1-1R Plotsidaterd draws a line of best fit
I. I;L

.

,

ES-01-4012-1-3R Recognizes methods for,incrieasing the rate of a reaction .

A

4

e-

.
e

.
.

. ,.

.

.
.
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Defines biochemical oxygen demand.

The student recalls the definition of.the term biochemical oxygen demand (B.O.D.).

Student Action:, Stating. in effect that the B.O.D. is the need for oxygen by living
things.

Core
1

Performanbe Check A: What is meatAA by the term biochemiCal oxygen demand?

Remediation: (.1) Have the student review page 22. (2). Check the student's
responses to Self-EvalUations 3-2rand 3-6.

A

C re

Selects the graph whic4shows the oxygen dCmand in a populalion of microorganisms.

The stydept applies the concept that the oxygen demand of a population of micro-
organisms is directly proportional to the lie of the population.

Student Action: Selecting tke graph with the same slope as the popnlation-versus-
time curve.

A: b
B:- d

-C: a

Performance Check A: Victor measured the number of microorganisms in an aquari-
um twice each day for a week. A graph of his data is snown below.

AN

0 UIr

0

0 1 2 3 4 5

TIME (in days)

6 7

I-.



Which of the graphs below best shows the oxygen %demand. of this population of

microorganisms?

Graph a:

Z

>.

q.tu 1

Mcruj
Z

, 9z

2'8
0

Graph c.

2owz
'&3z

(-)><

*

1111111=1111101111111V2
1111111111111111111121111
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11111111111111111120
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Graph b.
0 I

uj
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Graph d.
0

2C u j
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c7) Zw
11.1

1111111M1111011MIMIENII
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11111=1111111111111111111
1111111111111111111111111
1111111111111111111=0111
11111111111011111/111111111111

2 3 4 5

TIME in days) ,

1 3 4 5 6 7

TIME (in days)

Remediation: (1) Check the answer to question. 3,22 on page 28. (2) Review the
sludent's findings for Problem Break 3.4 with him. (3) Have him review the text
between Problem Breaks 34 and 3-2. (4) Havihim correct his response to the

'..check he did. and do an alternate check as Well. (5) Check his answer to Self-
Evaluation 3-7. (6) If the concept of B.O.D. is a problem, check his answer to Self:.

t-
Evaluation 3-2. (7) See the Remediation for 02-Core-6, part (4).

Designs an activity, using a control and holding all but one, variable constant.

:Die student generates a description of an activity that includes holding all but one
variable cdnsiant and involves a control.

Student Action: Describing an 'activity that includes a control sample and variF0

only the quantity of yeast added while the other variables are held constant.



Performance dieck A: Joe and Bill measured the time it took for the blue color to
disappear from test tubes containing yeast and milk. The claimed that it was the
action of the yeast on the milk titat cused the color change. Bill said it had nothing
to do with the yeast, that the milk itself had caused the color change. DesCribe an
activity-you could do to determine which boy is. correct.

Remediation: (1) Check .the student's experimental design in Problem Break 3-1
on page 28. (2) If the notion of a'cGontrOl sample presents a problem and a Level II'
text is available, have the student 'review' pages. 389 and 390 and then a check do
the Checkup on page 47 of that text. (3) Have the studint explain 'why the two
petri dishes Marked C in Activities 4-2 and 44 of Environmental Scienee are.called

.controls.

MI/

I.

Selects a graph of, oxygen demand versu-tinie.

The student,recalls that when an excess amount of food. is made available .to an
oganism, the oxygen demand i4freases slowly, at first but then rises more and more
rapidly.

-

Student Action: Selecting the graph Mat shows the oxygen demand of a population
of microorganisms rising, slowly at first but with increasing rapidity with an unlimited
food "supply.

B: c
C: d

Performance Check A: Select the graph that best shows how the oxygen demand of
a population of microorganisms changes with an unlimited food supply.

CV;;11

1111111M111111111111111111111111
M111111111111111111N

iammeram
EINIMA111111111111
1111111110111M
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TIME

Graph b.
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INCREASING
TIME



Graph c. Graph d.

0 A

2(Duiz
2

Z 0

ILI 0 111

CC >. CC >.
U x (') XZ 0

INCREASING TIME

*

- INCREASING TIME

Remediation: (I) Review the student's calculations and responses to questions-3-19

through. 3-22 including thç graph he drew on Figure 3-3. (2) Review the 'results of

.Probleni Break 3-1.. (3) HaVe,the student 16ok at Figure 3-2, page 27, and read pages

28 and 29. (4) If ISCS textbooks are available, direct the student to Excursions

17 and 18 in the Level I 4!xt- oi\Part B of Excursion 7-1 in.LeVel 11. .(5) if the ISCS

texts are not availalle, discuss graphing with.the student.: lf possible, haveonother
student help him with graphing pnd its interpretation.

44.

'Predicts a microorganism population' from the initial population and its doubling

t

'The Student applies the concept fhat the size of .a population of organisms doubles

after each Unit of time equal to the doubling time for that organismn, ptovided un:

limited food is present.

Student Action: Stating the final.population size as founil by successive "doublings"

or by multiplYing 2" by initial population size, where n equals the integral multiple
of the doubling time.

A: 640
b: 320
C: 512

Performance Check A: Martha put 10 yeast organisms into a large glass of warm

milk. Under thbse cortditions, it takes 30 minutes for each yeast organism to
divide in two and become two yeast organisms. Predict the number of yeast organismS

that will "be in her iriZ;3 hours later..



Remediation: ( I ) Check: the:student's anssVers to questions 3-19 and3-20, page 27,
. and to Self-Eyahiatioh 3-8. The suggested ansvier to Self-Evaluation 3-8 illustrates

the method of successive "doubling." Have him explain how he got his answers!' (2) .

Have him redo the check. If 'his erfor _was only arithmetical, have hint go on.. If he
fails to understand the procedure, do step 3. (3) Help pe.student determine the'.
size of the Vopulation at the end of each time interval until he arrives at the poPula-
tion 'size at the end of -the stated time; (4) Then have him-do an alterhate check.

Selects the best graph of Population.growth versus time.

The, student applies the concept that .in the presence of an unlimited food supply,
-the size of a population grows slowly at first and then more and more rapidly.
(exponentially increasing) in the.presence of unlimited food:

Student Action: SeleCting the graph that shoVs an.increase with time and is concave
upwards.

A:, c
B: a

C:

Performance Check A: Milo has put a few microorganisms into a gallon of milk. .

There is enough milk and oxygen available to support a very large population-of the
microorganisms. Select the graph below that best shows hoV/ the size of the micro-
organism population will change over the neXt few hours.

Graph a.
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. Bern4liati40: (1 J. Check thestudetiransWettolltiOstion;".372.1. (Z) MIA a prob-
.

'74(Fiu-y)iith .grdph int(ifONtation-.4nd ii .11.SCS, P.:4:1V,Is I iind ,IIrtexts dr tiVailable, refer
tiko:tuilont to.1i.Ncursioi*. 7:att4,18,:sivtevc1 1 of to U;kciirixin 7-1., No 13: in Level

. T

4

CIIP

r
Aft ',

Recognizes thg.rela t ionsiiip betweeri'seyttgiiind:.1isli:po) LI Iii tiOn<
. . s

, '''':::. - _.;; ...

:,',- :
..

.?'.I.4.0 -St 1.101%.....3piiiiss.lhe...!.:41icep,t 'that many ,4.the inioi6organisms which deCoinpose.. ,

,sewage in abtly of wOet use 4Nygen'frqm th.cl, wziter. . .:. . , .

- . I.

tudent Action: Ssiectilthe statement that "the-Water Coutains foo little
. ., , .

-

. , -A: 'tt , . - "--,
:

B: b .
11.

c:,
V' t, ' _.. .

3

Perfortria4e Ofieck-A: CrYstal. Like i.s surrougided.,by ecnt.ages each of which has a

.-..: seWerage line which extenck inta. the lake. One' suinper, the residents notiqd that
cettaM,kindg.of fish .no longer liqa in Crystal take: The-most probable reason is, that

a. the sewage poisoned the fish. . 6 :
Vthe water stinks too'much. ' 1. .

si et the figh beiiplc disCased from the tarage,
.. .

.

d. die Watenntains toolittle oicygoi. -

..
.....

.6 - II

..fiern9diaotfon: ( I ) Have the student rew Figure 3-2 and the:paragraph at. the.top
..

.

of page 27. (2) Then check ..the (studenrs SnsWer to Self-Evaluation 3-6, (3.).Jf

necessary, review with him the activities iitvoRling yeast 'and milk on pages 23 through

, 26 and 'then work through the sequence of questions ,3-.1.4 through 3-18.

v.'10

ore

9
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4.

ExplaiQs a' cause of the oxygen death of a body of water..

The student recalls a cause of theoxygen death ora stream or a lake.

Student Action:. Stating in effect either that oxygep death is caused by an increase
in water temperatureor. that it is caused by microorganisms using up most or
of the dissolved oxygen as they decompose biodegradable material which has been
dumped into the stream.

Performance Check A: What is a cause of the oxygen .death of a lake or stream?

Remediation: 11 Check the studetit's answer to 'Self-Evaluation 3-6. (2) Nye him
review Problem Breaks 3-1 and on pages 28 and 29.

4, Decides 'Whether or not 'killing the decomposers in polluted water is a good idea.

The student applies the concept that decomposers are neces.sary coinponents of an
environmental system involving biodegradable wastes.'

'7. Student Action: Responding negatively' and, in eilect, that sewage will be left and

e

*hat the best solution is to stop the pollution itself.

Performance Check A: Sewage has been flowing into Wad. Lake., It is now filled
with many de'composers. A civic group says that the decomposers have caused the
lake, to die. -The group wants to spray the lake to get lid of all the elecomposers.

Lis this a good solution to the probleih?
2. 11-4), exThiM why it is good.' If not. suggest a better solution .and explain
why It is better.

Remediation: I 1. Check the student's answer to Self-Evaluation 3-7. (2) Refer him
to.Figure 3-4 on page 29.and to the two paragraphs preceding it. (3) If necessary.
dkcuss Figure 3-4 with your student.

Explains why the fish population decreases downStream froM a sewerage outlet.

The studenrgeqrates an eicplanation for the progressive downstream decreasein a

fish ticypulation Nised on the oxygen content of the water at various points down--
strcarn from a raw sewerage outlet. .

Student Action: Statint an explanation to the effect that the microorgapisms which
.-arodecomposing th-eAewage are up the oXygen from ihe water as .it flows
downstream and that the progressive downstream reduction in the oxygen content
causes the changes in the fish population.



.
Perfeinance Check A: Monica' did a Survey of the number of fish living in various

. part'S of a slow-Moving stream near her house. She drew the diagrain and table shown"

Wow.

.,,,,-. Sewage outlet-...,

Region 1

V. Its
`%?..i..i

.)!

Region 2

R
Region 3

egion 4

Rftgion 5

ft*

REGION OF
STREAM

1

.3

4

NUMBER'
OF FISH

'many fish
many fish
some fish
few fish
no fish

Use what you have learned about the needs of fish and the decomposition of sewage

to explain Monica's observations.
Ns.

Remediation: ( 1) Rave the student study Figure 5-2., page 56, noting the effects of

sewage on oxygen supply. Have him state why the oxygen drop is gradual, whereas
the increase in sktge (and B.O.D.) is very rapid, (See his response to question 4 of

.; Problem Break 5-2.) (.2) Ask the student to look at tbe stream shown in, k check
and tell you at what Point the microorganisms that decompose the sewell.se, up
enough of the oxygen to affect the fish and then -to explain t,be delay. His re-

sponse shoukl include the notion that decomposition and the use of oxygen varies

with time.

l'Aplains why older water purification methods are no longer gosid enough.

The- student applies the fact of the increased difficulW of cems.wing andesitable

chemicals fronrwatel-:
...-- ,

Student Action: St i i II t Iat.ng .n e...-ec. t.tat as the i'arth,'s population increases. increasing

amounts of water are used agiiiii and again before they -teach thie sea and theyefore
illyit becomes itic.reasin 7 difbcult to remove the.increasing amounts of undesirable

material4 'from the. v.4 ter Or that new 'kinds of pollutants, which the old methods of
purification dO not remove, are being akled to Water. ..-

informance Check A: ,rti--\13

.

.,...ny cities and towns which draw water from nearby rivers
de finding that the methods they use to purl their drinking Water are no longer

good e,noitgli. Therefore, 'they are building new water purificatiA plants that use
mote p ffective methodsV to get the water "clean" enoughlfor fiuman use. Explain

why the older. simpler m .1 hods of water purification nb iOnger Work.
.

1



,

Remediation: (1) Have the student review, the first and second paragraphs on p.age
31. (2) Review Self-Evaluation 4-1.

10/

re
12

Rec,pgnize the effects of detergent wateron neWly planted seeds.

The student recalls the effect of detergent water on tpe growth of newly-planted
seeds..

Studero Action: Responding to the effect that detergents interfere with the germi-
nation of seeds and the health of seedlings.

Per. formance Check A: Mary Beth decideci to liut -potted flowering plants around
her kitchen. She bought seeds and planied them. After several weeks, she noticed
that fewer seeds gerniinated in the pots near the sink where they got splashedawhen
she -washed the dishes.. Those Seedlings that did come up looked less healthy than
the other plants. What probably is the cause of these differences?

Remediation: ( 1) Check the student's answers to questions 4-2 through 4-lion page
36. (2.)Tf the concept is not clear, discuss Table 4-1 with the student. (3) Have the
student review an acceptable response dp Self-Euluation

ES
02
Core
13

Selects the best prediction of the resultstof a,second activity using related organisms.

The student applies the concept that the results of activities on one type of organism
suggest what m iight happen to nother organism but cannot be used tOinake exact
predictions about the other or nism.

Student ActiOw Selecting the statement to tbe effect that thesletergent will probably
cause a lower germination rate, but one cannot be sure.because only radish seeds
were testcd in the activity.

A:. e
B:
C: d

Pqrformance Check A '.N1s, *Kelly's students studied the effect of detergent on the
gerniiiption f ,seeds. lier students used bean. Corn: tomato, and, pumpkin seeds.
On the basis of your work with radish seeds, select the best prediAion below that
you can make about the results of Ms. Kelly's students' activities,

a. All of the. seeds will have a lower rate of germination. juSt likeony radish..
seeds.

b. 1 have no .basis for pre,dicting hpw the detergent will '4AfTe'ci other seeds:
c. None of these seeds will show a lower germination rate because detergent

affects only radish seeds.
d. I can't prediet how ,the acivities will turn out because detergent affects

only root crops, such as rachStres, beets, turnips, and carrots. '

e. I think that the -detergent will cause a lower g6ri1iiiiation rate, bpt I am
not sure because 1 tested only radish seeds.

C.



itemedi tion: ( 1). The stiitement "All pf the seeds will havea lower rate agermi-
nation, st like my radish seeds" seems to be verified by the answer given to question

4-6 in he pa'ragraph at the- top of page .37. (2) Ask, the Studeii t. if all plants look

alike, 1 fruits taste alike, all plants use ,the.same ampunt of.sunlight, or all plants

take ti same fertilizers. If he answers any of these questions negatively,ask Mtn

how h nowlikat all plants are influenced the same way by detergent. Point out to
him tlt when predictions are 'made for situations inv(alving a new variable, the pre-
dietio4 _should involve a certain amount of uncertainty. (3) If he answers that he has

no basii for prediction, discuss the fact that_all plants need rain and light, so there.

itre sonfe requirements that plants have in common.

Des Crilles ham to determine if a certain insedtleide affects germination. .

The student generates a procedure to determine if an insecticide affects the germi7
nation of Seeds.

Student Action: Describing a (procedure that changes only one. variable at a time

and uses a control sample.

Performance Check A: Many farmers spray their fields with insecticides -to t to

kill off all the harmful insects. Experiments with some of these insecti es show

that they remain in the soil for several years. Describe an activity that you could do

to determine whether the insecticide Malathian will affect the germination of squash

seeds.

ES
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Remediation: ( 1 ) If the student is not able to generate the activity taking into ac-

count the criteria above and 11 ISCS ,Level II materials are available, refer him to
Excursion 4-1 on page 381 of the Level II text. (2) Discuss Problem Break 4-1 with

him, stressing the ideas of changing only one variable at a time and of using a control
sample.. (3) To determine if the student then has the concepts of a variabile held

constant and a control, have him. review Activities 3-4 through 3-6 and .statJ which

variable or variables were held conStant. Also ask him to identify the control if
there is one and to suggest one if theire s mit and to state why a control is needed:,

( AnsIke. A sample of,tMlk and water would be a control. Since these were not used,
the results could be due tothe natural action of milk on methylene blue.)

Defines biodqradable:

The stndent recalls the definiti i of biodegrailabk.

Student Action: Rapondins to the effect that biodegradable materials are chemieals

that can be decomposed bY organisms.

-

Performance Check A: lInman body wastes are biodegradable. What does himlegrad-

able m-ean?

ES
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Ij

Remediation: (11.:Check the student's answer to Self-Evaluation 4-4. (2) Refer Pim
to Figures 4-2 and 4.3 on pages 38 and 39. (3) It' necessary, discuss these figures with
the student.

ES
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Explains how biodegradable chemicals cause a rapid decrease of dissolved oxYgen in
lakes.

Thqstudent applies the notion of the relationship between the introdaction of biode-
gradable cheihicals and the rapid decrease in the dissolved oxygen in a lake.

e Student Action: .Stafing in effect that biodegradable chemicals serve as a food source
for' algae and thus allow the algae population to reproduce rapidly and that the
excess dumber of algae and of microorganisms that feed on algae wastes uses up the
dissolved oxygen in the lake.

Performance Chem A: The Lunie Chemical Plant has begun.to dump biodegradable .

chemiCals ihtto a nearby lake. A rapid decrease of dissolved oxygen in the Take has
been noticed. Describe how the biodegradable chemicals can cause the rapid decrease
of dissolved oxygen in the lake,

,

Remediation: ) Refer the student to Figure -4-2 on page 38 and to the paragraph
4preceding it. -(2) If necessary, discuSs Figure 4-2 with !Inn.

ES
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States how biodegradable substances may cause pollution.

The student aprnies the concept that biodegradable substances while being broken
down ipto simpler substances may produce an increase in food supply for an organ-
ism which then increases its population. thereby increasing its okygen demand 'and
removing disSolved oxygep from .the water.

.Student Action: Selecting the response to the effect that biodegradable substances
may feed organisms in streams which will, in-turn, become overpopulated.

A: c
B: a
C: d

Performance Check A: 'Hie fact that a .product is biodegradable is not a guarantee
tharit will not pollute a stream. Which of the following best states how biodegrad-
able substances can cause pollution?

a. They cannot be broken down_ into Simpler substances by living organisms.
b. They can be broken down into simpler substances by living organisms
c. They may be a food source for organisms in streams which, will, in turn,

Oecome overpOulated:
d. They will not be a food source-for organisms, thereby decreasing the

organisms population.



s.

Remediation: ( 1 ) Check the tudent's response to Self-EValuation 4-1. (2) Have

him read from the-dast paragraph .on page 37 through the first paragraph on page

39. jf necessary, discuss Figure 4-2 with him.

Recognizes the effects of pesticides on the enviromnent.
4

The student applies the concept that nonbiodegradablo pesticides Wive side effects

which ceach beyond the area in which they are used.

Student Action: Responding negatively and to the effect that nonbiodegradable'

.
pesticides are often spread by such carriers as rainwater that runs off the field,
insects which consume nonfatal amounts of the pesticide, and Wind-carried dust

.partjcleS.

Performance Check A: ('onsider the Following situation.
Irving Schmidt, a farmer, uses airplanes to dust his crops. with n6nbiodegradable

pesticides. Since he only. sprays when there 4iis no breeze, 'he says that the wildlife

in anti around a pond down the hill is nolaffected by his spraying.
I. Is Iry correct?
2. Defend your answer.

Remediation: ( Check the student's answers to Self-Evaluations 4-!I0 and: 4-12. _

( 2) Check his answcr to question 4-10 on page 49.

t.1
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Names and explains a system or organisms in which some are input for others.

The student recalls the terin.whicIr describes a system Of orkanisms Iv which some

are input for others and the-meaning of arrows in a diagram of such a system.

Student Action: Responding with the term Nod web and to the effect that the
organism at the tail of each 'arrow is eaten tly (is inpiit to) the organism at the head

- Performance Check A:
corR

ES

of each arrow.

Fox
3

Grasshopper 1 7

State the term used I r the systm shown aliove.

2. Explain what the a ow between the rabbit and the Fox in the diagram

means. ,

.1



Remediation: (I) have the student reieiew Figure 4-5 on page 40. (2) Refer him
to the ,second paragraph on page 4.1 for .a definition of food we.. ,(3) If necessary,
discuss'Figure 4-5.

\

ES
Expl'ains the disappearance of some nonbiodegradable chernixals from rivers.

."
The student applies the concept that.some nonbiodegradable chenficals are absorbed
'by living things or settle out..

Student Action: Stating an explanation which includes the effect of the notions '40

that many nonbiodegradable chemicals are absorbed by living plants or animals or ;
settle to the bottom of thviver-

0

. Performance Check A: The waste that, flowt from a certain factory into a river eon-
pins large, quantities of a nonbiodegradable chemical. A chemist tes,ted a sample-of
(water takeir from a few miles downstream from the factory: I-Ie could find le.ss of
this chemical in the river water. State two reasons which account for the disappear-
ance of some of this ohemical from the water..

Remediation: (I) Check the student's answer to question 4-9 on page 30 to see if
he understands the absoription of\nonbiodegradable chemicals by living organisms.
(2) Suggest that he review the secOnd and third Paragraphs on pe- 39 and Figure
4-3 on the same pale. . 3
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Locates the extremes or concentration§\ol a nonbiodegradablechemical in a food .

chain.
\

The student applies the concept that the concentration of a nonbiodegradable chem-
ical increases with the level of an organism .0 food chain,

Student Abtion: 'Stating that the organism neaOhe top of the food chain will .con-
tain the highest concentration and. the organism \near the bottom of the. food chain
will contain the lowest concentration.

Performance .Check A: The diagram' below shows four organisms in part of the food
clwin in a freshwater lake that has been polluted with DDE, a nonbiodegradable
chemical that accumulates in the body of living organisms.

,v

Minnow

62
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I. hi whith type Of organism. would you expect to find the highest concen-
.trat ion or DDE?

I

.2. In which type .of organism would you-expect to find the lowest coneen-

tration of DDE?

.
Remediation: (1) Cheek the Student's answer to Self-Evaluation .4-5. (2) Check his
answer to question 4-11 on. page 41. (3) If atessary, discuss Figure 4-6., page 41,
with your student.

Naines characteristics of an ideal deterigent.

The student generates the characteristijs of ;in ideal detergent.
4

Student Action: Responding with the notion of one of the fo wing: That ap ideal
detergent would (1) break down after ,use into harmless Hon utritive materials,
(2) react with other sewttge materials to be removed in settling asins, or (3) any
suitable altermitive.

k

.
Performance Check A: Some widely used detergents can be kconpoed by living
organisms and are a huge source of food for them. The populaThti of these organ-

isms increases so greatly -that .their waste products become serious pollutants. Other
detergents which are not easily decomposed can accumulate and kill organisms.4hat
would be the characteristics of the..ideal detergent'?

Remediation: Discuss points I and 2 in the third paragraph on page 37 with-the
student,

Is

Defends or modifies his response to a problem break in Chapter 4.

The student generates a defense or modification of the arguments in his response to

Problem Break 4-4 or Problem Break 4-5 based on the effects of thechemical in
question on the biosphere,on the people who manufacture and use the chemiiqil, and

ow a ban. might affect targe numbers of people who depend on th'e products of
le industries that use.this chemical.

Student Action: Stating at least one reason why the chemical should be banned and

one reason why it ould be allowed..

Performance Check A: Take your Record Book to your teacher. Your task is either

to.defend your written response to Problem' Break 4-4 or 4-5 or to Make a satisfac-

tory change in any part of it that your teacher questions.

Remediation: ( I ) Ask lhe student to describe one benefit of le. chemical to. man.

This may-be something.the studeni knows On his own, rather than something that

is specifically expressed in the text. (2) Then ask the student to describe a possible
harinful effect of the chemical. The food web diagramed on pages 40 and 42.may

, -

offer a clue, as may the answer to question 4-6, page 36.



States the'effeet of temperature on the rate' of a chemical reaction. t-

The student applies the concept of the effect of temperature on .the rate of a reac-
tion,

Student Action; Stating in effect that raising the temperature increases the rate 6f a,k
chemical reaction.

Performance Check A: Milk ,undergoes a chemical reaction, during storage. Milk is
kept in the refrigerator rather than out in...the warm air. Why does Storing,milk in the
refrigerator keep it fresh longer?.

Remediation:. (1) Check the student's answers. to Self-Evaluations 5;73 and 5-4.
(2) Check his answer to question 5-1 on page 45.

Interprets temperature data to indicate Warm-blooded and' cold-blooded animals.

The student. classifies animal's as either warm-blooded or cold-blooded, using:given.
tem pe rat u re data.

Student Action: Indicating 'that those animals whose/body temperatures remain
relatively constant when ,the. temperatur Of .the surroundings change are warm-
blooded and that those animals whOse body temperatures.yary With the temperature
of -the surromadings are cold-blooded.

A: 1. warM-blooded, 2'. cohl-blooded, 3. warm-blooded
B: I. cold-blooded, 2. warm-:blooded, 3.. warm-blooded
C: I. warm-blodded, 2. cold-blooded, 3. cold-blooded

Perforinance Check A: Gina.' measured the body temperatures of three different
animals. She then changed the temperature of their surroundings, waited two hours,
and measured their body temperatures again. Her data are.shown below.

TEMPERATURE OF
SURROUNDINGS (in 0(i)

-,.-
BODY, 1 EMPERATURE ( in °C)

Animal I-. Anima12 Animal 3

29
44 ..

40
40

30
, 43

29
29

Indicate whethereach of the animals is warm-blooded or cold-blooded.

Remediation: I y Check -the stddent's answer to Self-Evaluation 5-5. (2) For dfini-
ions of cold-Hooded and warm-Nooded. see the paragraph following question 5-3

On page 48.

4
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Relates changes in the activity of a cold-blooded animal to temperature.

The student generates the explanation that the. aclivity of a cold-blooded anini:11.

varies with the temperature of its surroundings because of 'changes in its body che .

istry.

Student Action: Stating an explanation which ,includes the idea that under warm
-conditions the chemical reactions in cold-blooded animals proceed at faster rates
than under coid conditions, thereby releasing more energy and causing the animal
tobe more attive.

1.

Performaace ck A: In the body of a rattlesnake, chemical reactions occur which
release energy the snake. The rattlesnake is a cold-blooded animal. When the
wea)her gets cold 's. the activrty of rattlesnakes drops, only to,increase again when the
teniperAture increases.. Use what you have learned to explain why this is so.

Remediation: Review the student's answers to questions 5-2 through 5-5 'on page 48.

Defines thermal death point.

The student recalls' the definition of thermal death point.

Student Action: Stating the definition Of thermal death point in effect as the tem--
perature at or above whiCh an organism will die.

Performance Check A: What is meant by the term thermal death poMt?
. . ,

Remadiatio& II 1 ('heck the student's answers to Self-Evaluations 5-6, 5-7, and 5-9.
(2)-Have bim review the paragrap ( above Figure 5-1 on page 49. (3) Check his an-
swer to. question 5-7 on page SO. f necessary, discuss Figure 5-1, page 49, with him.

1,
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Explain's the death of fish put into.a hot environment.

The student applies the concept of thermal. death 'point.

Student Action: Explaining, in effects.that for each kind of fish there is a tempera-
ture at or above which that kind of fish will die (thermal death point) and that this
temperature had been reached in the car.

Performance Clip& A:. One hot August day, Mr. Keith decided to set up an aquar-
ium. lie purchased some fish. The storekeeper packaged the fish in water in a
plastic bag. Ile assured Mr. Keith that there wAs enough oxygen in the bag for the
)Isli to live about six hours. Op his way home, Mr. Keith stopped at a shopping
center. When he came back after about thirty minutes and unlocked his cars, he
found that all the fish had died. Explain what may have caused the fish to die.

I
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Remediation: (1) deck the student's answer to Self-Evaluation .5-6. (2) Have him
review the two paragraphs followingAuestion 5-6, and Figure 5-1, (3) Discuss Fig; .

ure 5-1 with him' if necessary.
. ,T 1. _

.

Relates thermal death point and prefIrred teMperatUre range. 4:

'
The student applies the concept that there is no direct relationship between preferred
temperature range.and thermal death. point.

. ,

Student Action: Res Ondin 'to the effect that the type of fish.that died plust have '.
had a lowertherma death .point than the others.

b

Performance Check A: Clifton stocked his aquarium with guppies and neon tetFas.
Btrth fish have nearly the .same preferred temperaturerange. One morning, he Woke
up to find that h11..the 'neon tetras had died during the night. The-'thermostat on the
aquarium heater had stuck, and by morning the water was quite warm: Explain whY
one kind of fish died, but the other did not.

Remediation: ( 1) (heck the ..student's answers to Self-Evaluations 5-8 and 5-9.
(2) Check his responses to questions 5-7 and 5-8 on page S0.,.(3) If necessary, diseuss
the concept of a thermal-death point with yourstudent, using Figure 5-1 on page 49.

f

Explains why nonbiodegradable substances do not affect all species equally.

The student generates the idea of variability of reaction to nonbiOdegradahle sub-
stances in members'of different sOecies.

Student Action: Stating an explanation involving the notion- that different organ-
isms have different tolerances for nonbiOdegradable substances.

Performance Check A: There have been many large fish kills because some f .tories
have dumped certain chemicals.into a stream or river.. Usually only certain k nds of

die. Explain why only certain kinds of fish die rather- than all the fish n the
area.

Ftemediation: (I) On pages 49 and 50, the student has been informed that dif rent
species have different tolerances for :thermal pollution. (2) Point out to hin that
chlorine is poisonous, yet -the small aMount of it in drinking water, tbough fatal to
many -aquavrium fish, is harmless to him. The reason for allowing tap water to. tand
for 41 day or two prior to adding 4. to an aquarium is to allowthe chlorine 'tSe .ape.

Recognizes why fish select various.areas of a bodY of water.
.0

The student applies the concept that most living ihings have a preferred tempei ature
range



Student Action: Selectink the response to the effect that .tile surface water had'
warmed up, so the sfish swain deeper until they found water in their preferred ,

temperature range.
. c

E3; b

C d SO4

Performance Check A: George went fishing during May. ught a of northern
pike by fishing the weed. beds in 'shallow water near the shore., In July he tried the
same spots and had no hick there, but he round that pike were being caught in areas
where the lake was deepest. Select the most likely reason below for this.

a. So many pike were caught in shallow waters that the ret, decided to
swim down deetier where it was safer.

b. The sun was brighter in Jnly, so the fish swam doWn to where \the light

didn't hurt their eyes. .

c. The surface water had warmed. up, so the fish swam tleeper until they
found water in their preferred temperature range:

.d. The warmer surface waterswere more, dense, so the fish swam deeper to

find an area where the pressure Was less.

Remediation: (1.) Have the stodent review Figure 5-1 and the two paragraphs pre-

', ceding it. (2) To double check the student's. understanding of Table 5-1, revieW

tAKith him his answers to questions 5-7 and, 5-8: (i) Cheek his. responses .to Self-

EN>ikluations 5-6 and 5-9.
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.Pred18ts the temperature favored by fish which need high concentratiOns of dissolved

oxygen.

The student applies the concept of the relationship between temperature and the

amount of dissolved oxygen.

Student Action: Predicting that- the fish will be. found in -cold water and stating as

his reason the essence Of the concept that cold water can hold more dissolved oxygen.

than warm water.
\-

Performance Check A: The grayling Is a type of fish .that lives only in water which
contains large amounts of dissolved Oxygen. ..

I. ld yQu expect graylings to five in cold water or warm Water?

2. ERTplain reason for your answer.

Remediation: (1) Check' the student's 'answers to ,Self-Evaluations 5-10 and 5-11.

(2) Check his answers to questions 5-17 and 5-18 on page.55. (3) If:necessary, dis-

..cuss Table 5-4 to elicit the relationship betWeen dissolved oxygen an"d water temper-

ature. (4) Have him redo his check.

4.
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Selects the graph .which.shows the effect of tettyeratuir on gas solubility. ,

The student applies the concept that increasing the Jemperature of water decreases
the,arno,uneof gisSolved oxygen in the water.

Student Action: §electing the graph which slopes downward to the right (i.negative
slope).

A: a
4 B: c

C: b

Performance Check A: Select the graph below that best shows how the temperature.
of water affects the amount of oxygen gas that will dissolve in water.

C

Graph a. .Graph b.

Graph c
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.

Remediation.: ( Chea the student's answers teSelf-Evaluations 5-1 and 5-2. (2)
Check his answer.ty question. 5-10 on page 55.:(3) If he has1rouble with the inter.

*: ''pretat.i.on of graphs And ISCS Levels I or. It niaterials are available, have the student
do Exeursions 17 and 18 of Level l'or Excursion 7-1, Part B; of Ii..

.§tates at which of-two'temperiores`fish III suriiive longer.,
.

. .

Tk student applies thw. concepts of the relatiOn4, among oxygen- usage, oxygen
supply, and. temperature.

..1"..Siuderit Action: Statchg that the fishwjll .surviw lohger ii the cooler tank because
.,;(.1) living organisms use oxygen Otter at...higher temperatures and (2) less oxygen can

di4oh,e.in warm WAter thati in cold wat,O,
. .. , 0 . ,

.0 .. . . i

Virformance Crieck A: Riek.and LauraOch keep,identical fish tanks in theit-, be'd-
. -.-

rOoms-.. The tf?tly diffFrenee lfetween -the fanks-is.that'Rick keeps thr water in his

tank .10' cooi)er than Laura's4.,13.otlibubble air into their tanks.
0
. ..

I. If 'zill accident -yew., to cut off the 'supply of air to both oikthe: tan4 .
. .

,,
.*, ° .would thefish survive loieger. in.-the warm or the.cool tai*? 6..

,,e 4. l

,?... Slate two reasons foryouriirediction. . -.

. 4 , ' 'et .

0 I?

.
't4 i .-

flemediatió. (.1 ) ChecI5 the studtnt's answersoto.Self-Evaluations 5-1 through 5-4.
-. (2):Check hK.''ansvers to-quostionS 5-4-through 58 on page: 48 through50. (3) If
0 .....hecessaryq, revipw Adiyity..5-5 Oftptigeg48 and 49 Witli him. -. .
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Performance Check A: .Margaret wants to learn- how fait sea anemones, whicb are
cold-blooded organisms, use oxygen. She- measures their rate of.oxygen consumption
at different temperatures. Select the graph below that best shows how you would
expect the rake of oxygen consumption to relate to temperature.

Graph a.

,
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Graph b.
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'Graph d.

0.

INCREATG TEMPERATURE

Reinediation: ( I ) Check the s&lent's answer ki question 5-1%5 on page 54. (2) Have
him .t.t.wievi. the first sptence' of the lait paragraph on page 54. (3) 1,f interpre-
tation of graphs is problem and if 1SCS Level I qr Level 11 materials are available,
refeir the stfrdent to Exctirsions .17 and 18. of .Level 1 or Excursion 7-1, Part B, of
Level 11,

Oeti nes thermal pollution. .

The student recallii the definition of the term thermal pottution:..

4
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9tudent Action: Statim the effect of the definition that thermal pollutioi is the

accumulation ol heat in surface waters. .

Performance Check A: Wliat is meant by the term tlnYmal pollution?

0 0.
Remtidiation: ( I ) !lave the student review page 57 in the text. (2) Have hiM review

the aiNepted answei- for Self-Evaluation 5-7, and then ask him why power plants are

the chi$f source and notuears or houses,. to See if he relates thermal pollution to
Wafer \`the coolantvor the absorber of heat in power plants.

2'
Selects the statement Qf an.effect that is not a result of thermal pollution.

. Ole student recalls the effects of thermal Pollution.
_

Student Action: Selectinz. the stateme9Lwhich disagrees with one of the following:

I increasing the 11.0.D. of living organisms.
2. decreasing the amount of-d.issolved oxygen in the water,
3. killing some fish by raising the water tempertiture above their thermal

death point, and
4..driving some fish away because the water temperature is no longer Within

'their. pre ferred temperature range.
A: h
B: e
C: c

Performance-Check A: Whieh of the following, is not a result of !hernial pollution?
A

a. Some Tish may he killed because tlit water temperature irt; abov their
,

thermal death point. -

b. The rate at. which sewage is decomposed 13,/ mierobeshving in the water is

slowed. ,.
c. The amount of Oxygen that can be dissolved in the water decreases.

U. Somefish may be driven away because the water temperature is no longer

within their preferred temperature range.
e. The biochemical oxygen demand of living organisms increaseS.

Remediation: I )Check the.student's answers to Self-Fvaluat ions 5-10 through 5-1,4.

(2) Direct the student to the paragraph following Figure 5-2, page 56. (3) If neces-

sary,. discuss Figure 5-2 on page .5():

re
36
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Recognizes the possible results or short-term pollution.

The student applies.the concept that'pollution need not last a long time to have long-

range effects on the environment.
n

Student Action: Responding, to the oiled that there 'are limits to (he amount of
pollutants with which organisms can survive For even short periods.



Performance Check A: A state akrtcy has agreedlo.permitlocal power plants to re-
lease water 3°C higher than usual ip take care of*the iner,Osed power needs. Sup-
porters of this mfasure sakl thaCit wasperfectl,.: all right because. the 'thermal
pollution would be permitted,only fOr the fairly shOrt period.:of two weeks and no
longer.

1. Is this sensible reasoning? .

Explain your answer.

Rimediation: ( ) Have the student read the last paragraph on page 19. (2) Fla4
him read the paragraphs'between Problem Breaks 3-1 and 3-2, beginning.on page 28,,
Does he understand that oxygen death means the death of many organisms, including
fish, which take a long time to replace? (3) Have him read the paragraphs below
question 5-1 on page 45. (4) Page 49 shows the thermal death point of certaiip fish.
Does the student recognize the effect Of exceeding this limit for even a shortlime?
(5) Check his answers to Self-Evaluations 5712 and 5-14.

Lists factors that affect the type of vegetation in an area.

The Muden t. recalls factors that can affeet the amount of water available for plants
and. 1 hus the typ?of plants that can grow in an area.

Student Action: Listing three variables including at least two agile following: ( I )
temperature, (2) soil type, (3) amount of runoff, (4) amount of sunlight., (5) evap-
oration tate, (6) altitude, and (7) population.

Performance Check A: Parts of Kansas have the same amount of precipitation as
parts of Wisconsin. I lowever, the vegeUtion is not the same in theSe two areas. It?
Kansas, the vegetation is mostly grass, but in Wisconsin, the vegetation is mostly
trecs. List three factors whith could explain these differences in vegetation in areas
which have the same amount of prOpitation.

Remediation: 1) I hive the student read the paliagraphs at the, bottom of page I 10
and a t the botiompf page I I I . ( 2 ) This may be a good time to discuss ways ()Icon-
serving water, basing the discussion on Tables.I aud 2 on pages 1 1 I and 112.

,Explains why disputes about water rights.are increasing.

The studXt applies the concept that the amount of water used has increased rapidly
and is expected to contmue.to increase rapidly.

Student Actio9: Stating in effect that these disputes Ilave arisen and are likely to
A

continue to rise because the rapiAl rate of increase in the amount or water used has
Jant that 'Certain areaslre running short of water and are attempting to get more'
watvr wherever they can.' °.

72



Performance Check A: In recent years, several disputes have arisen betifeen Canada
and the U.S. about water rights in rivers that flow from one country to the other.
For example, the U.S. wants Canada to agree to restrict the amount of water that iS
drawn from the Columbia River so that a certain minimum amount will always flow

' down the river into the U.S.
1. Why weren't there as many aiguments about the water flow thirty years
ago?
2. Explain why some people think that these disputes about the water flow

mill continue and become even4moro serious in the future.

Remediation: I I-hive the student review the last paragraph on page 112. (2) Ask
him to review Table 2 on page 112 and reconsider his ansWef-to_the check.

Recommends the vegetation for an area with little water.

The student generates the notion that solutions to prattical environmental problems
are often-compromises from among several sets of values.

StudentAction: Responding to the effect that a compromise be' struck between
trees for beauty and soil erosion and grass for erosion control without the high loss
of water to the atmosphere.

Performance check A:, The rate at whidi trees lose water to the atmosphere is about
fwenty times greater tan grass. Both treeS and grass are used to prevent soil ero-

. sion. A hilly area surrounding a new housing project is to be plauted, but the amount
of water in theground is slightly low.

As the person in charge of the planting, would you plant trees only, grass
only, or sonic of each'?
2. Explain your answer.

Remediation: Ilave the stydent read the last baragraph on page 11 2. Use it as a
springboard for a discussiOn of whether oy not esthetics are au important considerx-

tion in environmental problems.

ES
02
Exc

3-1
3

Orders events of the water cycle.

The student applies the concept that evaporation and precipitation are components

of a cyclic process.

Student Action: Arrangi.ng the items listed in a sequence which reflects 411e following

cycle: evaporation, preen :on. runoff: and becdming part of a larger bodY of
water.

A: 2, I. 3, 4
B: , 3, I , 4

C: 4, I , .3, 2

ES

Exc
3-1



1

:i

Performance Check A: Start with .component nutither 2 below. Arrange the other
components bY number into the sy4tem known as a water cycle to show the ordeit in
which they occur.

1. Evaporation
'1. Water flowing in a river
'3. Precipitation
4. Water runoff in a drainage ditch

(A-
)

Remediation: (1) Review the student's answers to questions 1 and 2, page 109,
Excursion 3-1. (2) Refer him to Figure..1 on page 108. Ask him to describe th.e
system to you as it is pictured. .

Defines plant growthoperationally.

The student applies the concept tha.t different operational definitions can be used
to detect and measure a quantity as long as each operational definition is related
to the variable to be measUred.

her ob

Student Action: Stating two different operational definitions for plant grdwth
which involve change in the plant, suclf as the distance from the ground to the top.-
most leaf, the number of leaves, or the maximum spread of leaves from the Stem, and
a way to measure the change.

Performance Check A: Vivian is doing some experiments on the growth of plants.
She needs to define plant growth operationally. Give two operational definitions
forplant growth. In other words, state two ways to detect and to measure the growth
of Vivian's plants.

.

Remediation: (1) Check to see how the student filled in Table 1 on page 116,
especially the "Additipnal Observations" column. (2) ir there is a plant in the room,
haye the student describe ways it will change as it grows. Then ask him how he
would be able to detect growth changes and measure them. (3) It' the student has any
problems with operationahlefinitions and if Level 1 lq\S materials are available, have
him review pages 22 through 25 of the Level 1 text.

Exc

-

. Describes.an experiment in Which the appropriate variables are held constant.

he student generates a descriptiOn of an experiment in which one variable is held
1onstant. ,

Student Action: Describing an experiment in which only the one variable that is to
be investigated is changed and all others are held constant.



Performance Check A: Most 'towns treat their drinking water with chemicals which
contain chlorine and fluorine: Rainwater usually does nol.contain these-chemicals.
Describe an experiment that you could do to discover whether rainwater and tap
water have different effects on the rate of germination .and the growth of the seeds
which germinate. Be sure to state which variables should be hejd constant.and which
should vary.

Rernediation: ( 1 ) Review with the student how variables are applied to the experi-
men-tal procedure described in Activities 1 through 7. (2) IfThe varied more than one
variable in his procedure, ask him to describe how he.could be sure that his results
are not the result of varying the second variable rather than.the first. (3) If2le varied ak.
the wrong variable., discuss with hiin the interpretation of his results in terms:of_what 161111.

he set out to.determine.

1

t*
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Chapters 6.thru 8

Excursions 6-1 thru 8-1

Performance Check
vo,

. Summary Table.

Objective Number Objective Description

ES-03-Core-1 Reletes people to-air pollution '
.

ES-03-Core-2
.

Recognizes the states of matter in which air pollution occurs

ES-03-Core-3 States an operational definition for solid-particle air pollution
,

ES-03-Core-4 Explains why cars and trucks account for most air pollution

ES-03-Core-5 Selects the combustion product Mat is not a major pollutant

ES-03-Core-6
.

Selects effects of air pollution i
. .

ES-03-Core-7 - Recognizes the costs of polluting the environment

ES-03-Core-8
,

Recognizes the extent of air pollution .

ES-03-Core-9 Selects the graph showing the greatest population explosion

E5-03-Core-10 Relates the number d birt4 and deaths in a constant population .

ES-03-Core-11 Interprets a graph of births and deaths .
,

ES-03-Core-12 Selects a graph showing the typical population change
.

ES-03-Core-13
/

Lists four variables that could limit The size of a nonhuman population

ES-03-Core-14 Eists variables, now controlled, which led to the population eplosion

ES-03-Core-15
. .

Defends or modifies his solution to Problem Break 8-1 or Problem Break 8-3
.

ES-03-Core-16
.

Defends or modifies his solution to Problem Break 8-2

ES-03-Core-17 Calculates the time recred for a population to reach a certain si

tS-03-Core-18
f

Decides whether higher death rate or lower birthrate is more desirable to stabilize popula:

,

.

tion and explains his choice 1. ..
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Objectirre Number Objective Description

ES-03-xc 6,1-1

.ES-03-Exc 8-1-2

ES-03-Exc 64-3

ES-03-Exc 7-1-1

Relates a temperature inversion to an increase in air pollution

Names a major cause of temperature inversions

Selects graphs showing normal conditions and a temperature inversion

Selects variables that directly influence population size

'ES-03-Exc 7-1-2 Matches the Tesults of population experiments to experimental conditions °

ES-03-Exc 7-2-1

ES-037Exc 7-3-1

ES-03-Exc 7-3-2

ES-03-Exc 7-3-3

ES-03-Exc 8-1-1

s- -Exc 8,1-2

Remembers the Characteristics of planets suitable for human habitation -

Predicts trends in family size from population curves

Gives possible reasons for a decline in life expectancy

Predicts data from a graph by extrapolating

Recognizes the effect of noise on hearing

Selects the graph showing the relationship between hearing loss and age

ES-01-Core-5R
-A

Lists conditions favorable to epidemics

E.S-02-Core-5R Predicts a microorganism Population from the initial population and its doublirig

ES-02-Core-6R

t

Selects the best graph of population groWthversuts time

4

8
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-"?'

Relates,.people to air p011ution.

The student applies the.Concept of the univers4distribt, 'ori of air pollution.

Stbdent Action: Responding negatively and with'the essence. of the concept .that'
everyone is directly or indirectly a 'source of air pollution or with examples that
illustrate the concept.

Performance Check A: Dennis Oliver is 'quite 4oud of the fiict that he doesn't con-
.

tribute to the air pollution problem.. He lives in a hduse that is completely:powered
-by electricity. has.sold his car and now travels to and from work, using the city's
electrically-powered rapid transi.t systetn'.

1.1s Dennis correct in assuming that he doesn't contribute to the :air pollu-
tion problem?
.2. Explain your answer.

Remediation: ( 1) Ask the student to list his body's output products andto..state-
whetlf& they Contribute to pollution. (2) Check the student's answers to questions
6-5, page 61, and16-21, page 70. (3) -Have him review. Table 6-2 on page 62 of*the .

text, If .the.stucknt does not have.a .clear understanding of big relationShipftO.the
--sourees'of pollution shown. in Table. 6-2 and-the fact that these sources are esiential.
) to our way of life, discuss the categories with him.. . .

a

Recognizes the states of matter in which air pollution occurs.

The student applies the concept that air pollution can occur in.all three states of
matter.

Student Action: Responding negatively and with the 'essence of the concept. that
air pollution can occur- in the form of solid particles, liquids, or gases.

Performance Check A: ,A certain factory in Millsville has always been considered a
ivajor Source air' pollution because of the black .soot from its smokestack.
Recently a filterMg sYstem. was installed that collects the solid particles as they
trawl up the smokestack. Now the.sky above the stack is alway clear.

1. Does this factory no longer contribute to air pollution?.
2. Explain your.answer.

Remediation: ( 1 ) Check .the student's .entries in -Table 6-1 on page 60. :Did his
descriptions include solids, liqujkis, and gases? (2) Check his answer to question 6-2
on page 61.. (3) Refer him to the paragraph following question 6-2 on page 6.1

(4) If he still has proVs.'applying the results of Activity 6-3, page 60, to the
industrial situationAfiscuskwith him the real-world application's of Table 6-1 on
page 60.,



States an operational definiti6n for solid-particle air

The student generates an operatioual definition for solid-particle.air pollution.
.0;

Student Arbon: Stating a procedure 'involving exposing sticky tape for a certain

period of time and then counting the partis in a unit area of the tape.

Performance Check A: In Chapter 6, 'you-used a piece of sticky tape to study solid-

particle air pollution. 'Write an-operational definitiom.for solid-particie air pollution,

using the sticky-tape method.

Remediation: (1) .Remind the student that an operational definition is a description
of how he would 'detect and measure -the term being .defined. (2) If the. book is
available, have .him review pages' 6 and 7 of the Level III text., InvestikWing Varia-

tions. (3) tU Lever I material4re available and the concept of an 6perational defini-

tion is not clear to .the student-, have him review page 11 in Chapter 2.
.

3
ore

3

Explains why.cars 'and trucks account for most air pollution.

.
The Student applies the concept that the total amount of pollution resulting from a
class of polluters is the product of the, amount of pollution per unit times the num.;
tier 61polluters in the class./ t 3

v

Student Action: ResPondjng- that whereas the pollution from a single car or truck is

Owll compared to other sources, the tOtai number of cars and trucks is so great that
the total amount of pollutidit-from them is greater than from any other source
listed. -11.

ES

Performance Check A:

REFUSE DUMPS

ELECTRICAL POWER PLANTS

CARS AND TRUCKS

MAJOR FIRES

INDUSTRIAL PLANTS

0

1 . 1

75 10025 50

POLLUTANTS (in billions of kg)

Consider the -size of refuse dumps, electrical power plants, cars and trucks, major
fires, and industrial, plants: How do you explain the fact that cars and trucks, which
individually are so small, produce$he greatest amount Of pollution as shown above?

,Remediation: ( 1 ) Have the 'student review his answer to question 2-13, the subse-

quent paragraph, and the last paragraph on page 19. (2) Have him review Self-

Evaluation 6-7.



1-

S.

Selects the combustion product that is not a major pollutant.

The student recalls that theproducts of combustion considered to be major pollut-
-,ants include -carbon mdnoxide, twburned hydrocarbons, nitrogen 'oxides, sulfur

;
Oxides, and solid particles.

Student Action: .Selecting the combustion product not considered to be a major
e pqllutant. .

A: e

B: c
C: b

Performance Check A: the substances listedbel6W are products of combustion.
Which one is not considered to be a major pollutant?

a. Nitrogen oxides
b. Sulfur oxides
c. Solid particles
d. Unburned hydrocarbons
e. Carbon.dioxide

,
Remediation: Ha-ve the student .review Table 6-3 on page :63, and if'n cessary, dis-
cuss with him those items not clear.to

1.

;

Rlects et:fects of air pollution.

-The student recalls': possible effects of air pollution as ( 1 ) .increasing some human
_ diseases, .(2) dainag.ing crops.. (3) weakening or kill* domestic and wild animals.

(4) discoloring and damaging .clo(hes, autos, and buildings, (5) increasing the rate of
- deterioration 'of steel, rubber, glass, leather, nylon, paper, and stone, and (6) imusing

discoloration or peeling of paint.
o

Student Action: Selecting the option "all of these."
_

Performance Check A: 'Select the answer that best describes the possible effects of
- air pollnliom

a. Kills or weakens animal's-
b: Causes rubber and nifron to deteriorate
e..--Causes damage to '

d. Increases the rate at ,which stone breaks dRwn
e. Alf of these

RemediatiOn: 11 Have the student read pages 68 through 70. (2) Have him review
Self-Lvaluatiops 6-4 and 6-5.

4
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.
..

-Recognizes-the Oosiii of pollutrng the eiWironment.'...''.

.,, ... ,
s s.. . . .::

I he student ,aptilies ihe 6oncept that.011utalitcjire responsibli for cOstly'4arri4ge

To the' enVirodment: .. -. .
1

gtudent Action:, ResponlA with the effect of the- concept that pollutants caue
9costly damage and with at least .two examples of such damage, siich as animal and
human illnesS or:death and the desti;uction Of crops or witliving m.a.terials..
. . ,

. . . , . .

Performance Check
Sheila: Foti.ing" industry to remove poltutatits-from the output of 'factories

. me4ns that factories have to buY expensive equipthent.
Kitty: Yes, but not removing the pollutants.is expensive_ to lots of other

peopk.
Sheila: Wha,t?.,1,1-low cah not spending money to r+4111ove pollutants cost-

a
.money? "

On your answer sheet,-write,a-göod Nsponse for Kitty tcoma-ke... Include at least two

examples of how releasirrg pollutants is expensive.. -
.

Remediation; (1) Have the s- tudent review pagcios 68 through 70. -1.1).' Also review

with the stAldent lais responses to Self-Evaluations 6-4 and,i4-5.. (31, Students may

4 have difficulty in relating disease to cost. If so..a brief discussion of medical Nils or
. .

loss of income with illness isin 9rder.

Recogniz4 ..s the exten of air p6Ilution. . .

The student applies theTcona.p(of trie wgildwicie nature of..air pollution. . alb

.
'71

e,". ,, -

Student Action: "RespondUIE:negativLdy and ty the eflec"4- tly.4* air pollutiOrsamwt_
r'be entirely' eScaped by movisig out of-a Lily because no.area of.:The Wad .ivfrer)f

. i. air.wIlution., ,,,
0 ,

,
.., . . ,

Performance Check A:.
ing air pollution in- the
the air pollution.°

.

1. Wifl he,escli

/4
,-.. . . - ,

i
n. 0

4r. Singer is quite concerne.0 aboul the effect Or:the iniAeas-
city where helives. lie plans to move to.a farrh to esdpe all

1
air pallutibn bY- moving to the cbunlry?

. . . ,

0

2. Explain your. answer.

. .

Rimediationl -(4aecethe studeutii answer to question 6-20 on page 70. (2) 1-laVe
him.reviev4t1i,elfaragraph 4the top of pate 70.
.

4
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.
- . SelectS the graghs4o4ipg the greatest population explosion.. .,, ..- 4"...

cw. % 0 '
. .. The student classifies 'the; curl whose slope

\ showing a RI/elation eXplosion.
t,

.. Student Action: Selecting the graph which is

'

A: c
B: b
C: d 0

410

increases most rapi3ly as the curve

concave upward.

. Performance Check A: Which of the.lolloWingtrapliN.
explosion?

Graph a.

IIIME1111111111111111111M1111111M111111111MINIMI
1111111111111111111
1111OMI111111111111MONC11111
11111110111MOMINIINUM
11111111111111111111111MIMIIN
111111111111M1111111111.0111
11111111111111111111MIE

1111111111111111111M111111111111111111
111111M1M111111111
1111SligNIOINIMIIIIIM1111111111111

Graph c.

TIME.

111111111111111111IIIIM
01011111111111111111111111111111M
11111M11111111111111111111111111
1111111M11111111111MIMIll
111111111111111111111111111111111/1111111
111111111111111111111111111.11fillell
111111111111M111111rs111111
11111111111111111110111/11
111111111111111INIMI11111111
111111111111111111MIMIIIIIIIIIIII
1111111111116111111M511111111111111111
111111111O11111111101.5411111111111111111

TIME

he greatest population

1111111111111111111111MINIIIIIIIMIIIN
111011111111111111111=1111111011111111
1111111111111111111111M111111
111111M11111111111111110111,2111111111
1101111M1101111111111111111C/MAIIIN
111111111111111MIIIIIIMIN
11111111111M111102UMENIIMI
1111111111MPAI11111111
11111111111111PM1111110111111111111111
111111UMEE111111111111
11111111111MILIMIIIIIII
111/%11111=1111MINIMINIIIIIII

TIME

1111011111111111:111111
1111111111011111111EiiIIM
1111111111111111MMIK11111111mmuniiuirump.o.rasememuinramuniommeeenimannum
1111111115211111111111111111111111
1111111111111%111111111111111111M1
111111112111111111111111111111111111111M

P2111111111111110111111M111111111

TIME

Remediation: ( 1 ) ('heck the student's answers to Selfftvaluations 7-1 and 7-2. i2)
C'heuk his answer tb. Self-Evalua.tion 7-5. If necessary,, ask him the relationship be.:.- .:

.tween 'the graph on page 74 vf (he text and the term population explosion. c3) If ,

interiiretation.of graphs is a INblm and ISCS Level For Level II. materials4arela/a1l7 .

.,t\'..

able, refer thestudent to Excursi n 5 of Level -I or Excursion 7-1, Part B, of Level II.



4

Relates the numberof birt6 aiid deatOin a &instant population.-

The student applib s. the concept that the population remains constant. when Atte'

number-OkleatliS:-J4nals the number of births.
l .'"F.- .. <

41.
,i / .4:
!i

Studi Action: Sumlyi_ng the number of deaths for one year and the number of
.4 ..

-births oQOt11Cr year so that the number of births and deaths'are equal for nett

those years..
A: I. 130, 2. 50

. B: I. 114, 2. 44..
C: I. 148, .2. 56

,

, ,

.,

,..

.

fr

.Performante Check A: Ron .rliises hainstefs in the garage. Over the years, his,
hamster`populat ion has,groWn consklerabN. His mother has. IC down the law! \If
his:Jiamster populatitm gets any larger,she will make birn get rid of &l4his hamsters.,

By ansWeHng the questions below, show .how births Musithe-related t deafhs to

keep:the pOpulation .const ant Assume that .no Itiamsters arc sold, are 'given away:or

escape.,
1. Ilow many deaths must there be in 1975 toresulf in a.. constan t population'?

2..itibw many births can there be,in 1976 to reqilt ii a'cohstant population?

9.

YU.ArR

Population at
end of year- "

Births

1)eaths

-1972

52

4()

1973

102

35

1.974

1 ()9

_ _

120.

53

197$
. ,

169

130

')

1976'
-. .

169 .

9

5(1

Remediation: (-1 ) Haw the student review 1lie lust pi lagiaph on page 80 and the

figure following. '( 2) !lave the studennt teYieW the graph made from 'table 7.-2 on page

77. If necessary. discuss the graph with the student.
P

7

Interprets a graph of births and deaths.

\ he -student applies the concept that when the number of boirths equals the number

..C)f deaths in the population:, thc popukition si/e remains constant.

. C
..\., Studen Action*, Indicating, the first point of time at whicm the c*ve is parallel to

-.the 'tin trx4s, to.within 1.25 of a week. \
.. '`:. A:' 5 t,.I.'5 weeks t \

..,f- fi"..\-.6 '4,%.:.:5 weeks
.

:
., :,. ',. .!..s...,..: \ '.

.

ft

-

: \
..

fr

't..
11

N\ A '

a



I
Performance Cho ck A: ROger kept a culture of fruit flies Mir seVeral months. He
added the same amount. of food each day. Evyry w(!ek he counted the number of
bve flies. Then he drew the.graph shown below. At what'point in'time)s the num-
ber of deaths in the populaV equal to the number-of births?
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Remediation: ( ) Check the student's answer to Self-Evaluation 7-8, part A. (2)
Check the student's answer to question -7-7 on page 77., (3) If interpretation
graphs is his problem and ISCS Levels _Lor Honaterials are available, refer thestud nt
to EkCursion 5 of Level 1,-or hyoursion ;fart B, of Level II.

Selects a graph showiitg the typical population change.

.
The student recalls that population studiegtof niany plants and animals indicate that_________

.

. 3
. - an g-shaped curve is a typical curve for an. increasing population.

.

_ . ...-.-

.

Student Action: Selectiqg a grapkshowing an S-shaped (sigmoid) population curve.

t.Core .

e

12 t Performance Check A: Which graph below best indicates.hoW populations of plants
and aninm ls usually change wit h time?,

8
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Graph a.

Graph c.
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Remediation: (1) ('heck the stiident's answers to Self-Eva1uations-7through 7-3.

(2) Have him review Figures 7-4. and -k-5 on page 78 of the text. (3)(110 his an-
swers to questions 7-8 through 7-10 on page 78. (4) Ilgraph interprOation seems to
be his problem and 1SCS materials"for Levels I or Hare availaW, refer the student to

Excursion 17 Of Level 1 or Excursion 7-1, Part III., of Level

graph b.
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Lists fOur variables that could limit the size of a nonhuman population.

. The student recalls the variables that could effectively limit;the size of a nonhum.an

poifti lat ion.

Student Actibn: Stating four variables, at least three of which expressihe
of the t;ollowing:

I. the presenaof disease oriaiiisms,
2. the presence (*wastes and rioisons,
3. the avaihHlity of food and necessary gases,
4. the availability of space, and
5. the presence of man.

notions

Performance Check A: What are four variables that could limit the size of a non-
human population?

Remediation: ( 1 ) Review the student's'answer to 'Self-Evaltiatiou 7-3. (2) If neces-

sary, refer the student, to the list of variables in the middle of page 79.

ES
3

ore
13

14
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Lists varbbles, now controlled, which led to the population explosion.

The student generates a list olvariables that madhas learned to control which made
possible the current increase in population.

Student Action: Listing at least two of the following variables or examples of thrill:
disease, disease carriers, sanitation, food storage, and-food production.

Performance Check A: The number of people on the earth increased very ,slowly
until about 1700. yhat, variables, if any, has.man learned to control or change that
have allowed the human Population to increase so rapidly since 1700?

Remediation:. (1 ) Check the student's answer to Self-Evaluation 7-5. (2) Check his
answer to question 7-16, page 80. (3) Refer ,him to page 5 Of the text and, if neces-
sarydiscuss with him some of the ideas expressed there...

ES

V

Defends or modit'iesiiis solution to Problem Break 8-1 or Problem Break 8-3.

The student generates arguments both for and against banning a chemical, based on
the effects orthat chemical on the biosphere. .

Student Action: Stating at least one defense or modification 'of his position that the
chemical should be ban.ned and one defense or modification of his argument that its
use should be continued.

Performance Check A: Take your 'Record !look to your teacher. Your task is either
to defend your writ response to Problem Break 8-1 or Problem Break .8-3 or to
make a satisfactory change in any part of it that your te.itcher questionS.

Remediation: I lave the student consider each of the points listed on.page 92.

ES

C r
16

Defends or modifies his solution to Problem Break 8-2.

The student generates arguments both for and against allowing an industry, which is
a potential source of both revenue and pollution, to locate in a 1 inancially poor state.

Student Action: Stating at least olle defense or modification of his argument that
the.industry shoulsCi-be aimed to locate in the state and one defense or modification
of his argumot that the industry should not be allowed to locate in the state.

Performance Check A:. Take your Record Book towur teacher. Youv task is either
to defend your written response-to Problem Break 8-2 or to make a satisfactory
change in any part of it that your teacher questions.

v Remediation: ) !lave the -student consider each of the points listed on page 92..
(2) lf necessary, point out to the student the importance of considering both
posi tions.



Calculates the time required for a population.to reach a certain size.

The qtudent genettates the Procedure for determinMg- the time required for the
population to reach. a certain size:

Student Action: .SublriliA the current population siie from the specified future
size, dividing this total population increase by the difference between the birthrate
and the death rate, and stating the time he calculates, using this procedure. If the stu-
dent's proFedure is correct, give him credit for the check despite his numerical answer.

A: 5 Or t) days
B: I I or I 2 days
C: 18 or 19 days

Performance.Check A: Consider Ihe following information about the world's
population.

Present world humanpopulation = 3,800,000,000
Birthrate = 3 I 6,000 per day
Death rate = 139,000 per day

Assuming that the birthrate and the death rate stay constant, hOw many days will it
take for the world's population to reach 3,801,000,000?_ Show your calculations.

Remediation: ( I ) Check tlic student's answer to question 84) on page 85. (2) Have

. him explain how he arrived al his procedure. Check for arithmetic errors.

DeCides whether higher death rate or lower birthrate is more desirable to stabilize

population and explains his choice.

:The student generates an explanation for his preferred alternative to the pOpulation
problem.

Student Action: Stating in effect that lowering the birthrate would create less human

misery and suffering than would the conditions which would cause an increase in the

death rate.. fi
A,13, and C: Condition II

'Performance check A:

. .. . .

Birthrate : 3 I 1,000,

(per (lay) (.high)

Death rate 138,201)

(per day) (low)... ..... .

The current world birthrate and death rate are shown above.. This situation must

change if the population is to stop increasing. Stown below are two possible condi-

tions .which would result in ir constant population.



1 4 CONDITION I CONDITION II

Bir irate-
(per ay)

311,000
i(high)

138,200
.i

..

T .
Death rate
(per day)

311,000 138,200
(low).

I. Which wOuld be more desirable Condition I, which has an increased
death rate, or Condition 11, which has a decreased birthrate?
2. Explain the reasons for your answer,

,Remediation: (1 ) Have the student look at Problem Break 8-6 on page 90 and give
you his interpretation for the idea of a low rate of increase in new families. (2),Have
the student. review Chapter I and ask him if, given current technology, there would
come a time when the sheer mass of humans would again prodUce conditions like
those stated on page 5 (3) Direct the student to Excursion 7-3 and see his answers
to questions f 2 and 13 on.page 140.

Relates a temperature inversion to an increase in air pollution.

The student recalls the rellitionship between a temperature inversion and air pollu-
tion.

Student Action: Responding, in effect, that a temperature inversion increases the
cóncen tration .air pollution by preventing the normal vertical mixing of air and
traOi1g-0611 ants near the ground..

Performance Check A: State how a teMperature inversion is related to an increase
the air pollution at the earth's surface. i

1

Remediation: ( I ) RiNiew the student's answer to question 3, page 122, of Excur-
sion 6-1. (2) Review his answei to question 5, page 123. (3) If necessary, have hitn
read the paragraph below question 5, page 123.

Names a major cause of temperature inVersions.

The student recalls a major cause of temperature inversions.

Student Action: Responding in effect that a majin cause of temperature inversions
is fronts (cold or warm).

Performance Check A: Whatiis a major cause of a temperature inversion*

u



Remediation: 1 ) Check the sludent's ansWer to question 1.1 on page 124. (2) Have
him review the paragraph follow4question 2 on page 122. (I) Discuss Figures 3
and 5 on pages 122 and 124 respectivelY.

r
2

Selects graphs showing normal conditions and a temperature inversion.

The student applies the concepts of variation in temperature with altitude under
normal conditions and variation in temperature with altitude during a temperature
inversion.

Student Action: Selecting as illustrative of normal conditions that-graph which shows
,temperature decreasing as altitude increases and as illustrative of temperature inver-
sion,' the graph that shows temperature decreasing, then increasing, then decreasing
again as altitude increases.

A: I. d,
B: I . c, 2. b

C: I. a, 2. d

Performance Check A:
I . Which graph helow shows fhe normal way temperature changes as altitude

increases?
2. Which g a )h helow shows the way ,t he temperature changes with altitude
during a tem vrature inversion?

Graph a.
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5

Remediation: ( I ) Check the student's:answers.to questions 1 and 3-on pages .121 and
122. (2) Check his graphs obtained from Tables 1 ancf2 on pages 120 and 122. (3)
Determine if. he had difficulty he.cause the labels tor..the graphs' axes in the perform-
ance check are the reverse of those used in Figure 1 on.page 121. (4) If graph inter-
pretation is a. problem. and if an 1SCS Level 1 or II text is available, have the student
review Excursion 17 of. Level I or Excursion 7-1, Part B, of Level 11.

ES
.Selects variables that directly influsnce population size.

.The student recalls'. the variables that directly influence the size of a population,

Student Action: Selecting two variables from among the following: the birthrate,
the death rate, the rate of immigration, the rate of emigration: and the food supply.

A: a, b
B: a, d
C: c, e

Performance Check A: Which of the folrowing variables dirtYctly influence the size
'of the population in any country?

a. The birthrate
b. The death rate ..4t
c. The nu iber of carS
d. The num .r of redheads
es :lhe number I storks

Remediation: I ) thve the student review Fxcursion 7-1. Then revieW his answer to
question 1() on page 1.28. .12 ) If the student does not agree that the conclusions
about mice can he lransferred to man and he can defend his di,iagreement reasonably
and alsb explain his selection rationally, it is suggested that he be given credit for the
check. Ins reasoning should be respected if he considers counter arguments
carefully.

ES
3

Exc
7-1

) 2

Matches. the results of population experiments to experimental conditions.

The student applies the concepts of Dr. Fmlen's experiments. involving mice
p la tion.

Student Action: Matching the experimental conditions to the experiment41. results
as follows:

I. an open system with a limited food supply resulk in a higher birthrate
than the death rate,
2. a closed system with a limited food supply results in a low birthrate wliich
is equal to the death rate, and
3. a closed system with an unlimited food supply results in a' high birthrate
which is equalled by the death rate.
A: 1. a, 2, d, 3. c

B: d, 2. a,3. c

C: 1. .d, 3. a

ip



PerfOrrnance Check A: Tina was doing a population study of spiders.. She use

three different sets of experimental conditions, as shown below.

'EXPERIMENTAL
CONDITION

FOOD SUPPLY- "EMIGRATION ,

.

.. liTitqd not allowed

II . u limited not allowed

III limited . allowed
,

Four possible eX'perimentaf results foi each of tlhese experiments are shown below,

EXPEWIMENTAL
RESULf

BIRTHRATE vs DEATH RATE

a lower birthrate and eqiially low
death rate

b lower birthrate and a higher
death rate

c higher birthrate than death rate

d a high birthrate which is
equalled by the'death rate

Based on the results of Dr. Finlen's experiments with mice, which of- the

experimental results (a, b, c, or (I) shown above would you predict Tina

get for experiment l'?
2. For experiment 11?
3. For experiment III?

Rernediation: ( ) Review the student's answer to Self-Evaluation 7-3. (2) Review

.the student's answers to questions 2, 5, and 6 on pages 126 and 127 of Excursion

7-1.

gi

Remembers the characteristics of planets suitable for human habita ion.

The student apphes the concepts governing the suitability of atmospheric.conditions
and temperature on a planet to be populated by humans without special support

equirent.

Student Action: Responding negatively and in essence that .a planet suitable for
human habitation without special support equipment must have a temperature range

between 0°C and 100°C if there is to be a possibility that liquid water is availalle and

an atmosphere containing oxygen.

0,3
t

Exc
7-2



a

Performance Check A:-. suppose that the following two new planets have been klis-
covered.

PLANET TEMPERATURE
RANGE(in °C)

ATMOSPHERIC
COMPQSIT1ON

Varout

Outasite

5 to 65
.

.

.

-90. tO -15

nitrogen and
carbon dioxide

oxygen and
nitrogen.. . w

1. Would either of these planets be suitable fox human habitation without
. support equipment?

.24 Explain the reasons for youranswer.:

Remediation:..th. HaKe the student review points .1 and 2 listed on page 134.
(2) Have him review Table 2 on page 1.31. If necessary., have Mtn compare the con:::
ditions on earth with those on other plants..

ES
3

Ex
7-3

1

Predicts trends in:family si7e from population curves.

The student applies the facts of the relationship of family size to the shapes or time
versus population curves, assuming there is no change in the life span- of the

Student Action: Indicating the average family sire Which results in'a particular graph
in accordance with the following: a negative slope, showing a declining population,
results from. average families with fewer than two children; a zero slope (horizontal

-line), shoWing an almost constant populatioal, results from average families of ekactly
two children: and a positive slope, showing an increasing population. rekilts from
average families having:more than two children.

A: I. f), 2. a

. B: b, 2. 11, 3. c

C: c, 2. 'b, .3. a

Performance Check A: Each of the graphs below was drawn for the population of a
different country. Match the appropriate graph to the approximate average family
size- in that country. Assume that no (.:.11ange in the life span of the individual
occurred 'between 1870 and 1970. *-



Graph a.

Family Size
1.. The avetage fainly had fewer
than two children.
2. The average family had,exactly..
two children.
3. The average family had more
than two children..

Population Curve

Graph b.
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Remediation: I ) Review the student's &Inc in Table I. page 138,his gniphs of thcliii

'data, and his answers to question's l, 2, and 3. (2) !lave him do an alternate perform-

ance cieck.

0

Gives possible reasons for a decline in life expectancy.

The student generates -an explanation.as to why sonie people might predict a decline

in life expectancy during the next few decades.

Student Action: Stating an expkinatiOn that includes the essence of at-least one of

the folloWing: ITTNe effects of increased pollution, (2) increasingly crowded con-.

ditions facilitating the spread of disems, or (3)- crowded conditions resulting in
increased violence (as they do in micg).

9 $

X0
7-3

4P



. Performance Check A: The solid line .on the graph below shows how human life
expectancy has changed in the U.S. since 1920. The dotted line shows one predic-.

-* tion of how it will change during the next twenty years: ,

80

50
1900

4%.

.41

1920* 1940

TIME (in years A.D.)

1960.. 1980

What could cause a decline in.life expectairey.during the.next twenty years?

Remediation:- (1) 1-l'ave the student review Experiment C on page 1 2 0. Ask him .to
consider some of the conditions in the _experiment and its residts as applied to
humans. (2) If interpreting graphs is .a problein and an ISCS Level I or II text is
availablo, have the student review 'Excursion 1 7 or Level I or Excursion 7-1 ,k Part B,
.of Level II. (3) Ask him if increased population could outweigh ow. gains In tech.;
_nology so that, desPite our best 'efforts, we would recreate the conditions described
in the first paragraph.of page S. . .

3

Predicts.data fkm 'a graph by extrapolating.

The student applies' the concept of the uncertainty of predictions based upon extrap-
olatiop.

_Student Action: Pyedicting a life evectancy.and'stating that his pre,diction is likely
to be inaceurate bZ!cause of the poSsible effects of ,.tinknoWn variables or changes in
the relationship of knovin variables.

Performande Check A: The graph below shows how life expectancy has changed
since 1,200 A.1);

9 6
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. I . Use this graph to predict the life expectancy in,2100. A.D:
2. EXplain why your prediction is likely to be inacchrate.

1800. . 2000 ,

Remediation: ) Review the student's answers to Self-Evaluations 7-3 and 7-6 to
'see if they reflect the 'notion that changing variables change the graph. (2) Revitw
his.answer to que'stio& 11 on page 140 of Rxcursion 7-3.. Ask 'him if his estimate.
seems realistic to him. -(3)41' a Level:II text,i available refe Aim to Excursion. 7:1
which develops 'the 'concept 'that extrapolation. must be. done with ciire'beepuseit is
possible for the relatiopship between the variables to change.

f"

1*

'; Recognizes the effect of noise .on hearing.

The sttident generates an: explanation for temporary hearing reduction after leavafpg

a noisy environthent.

Student Aotion: Stating an explanation to the effect that the exposure to a noisy
environment can result in alemporary reduction in hearing.

,

.e
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Performance Check A: Roy listens to the car radio every morning on his .way to
.w.ork 'at the carpentry shop. He leaves the radio switched on; and it domes on when he
starts the car.. Therefore, the volume is the same when he starts th. car to go home
after work .as it was in the morning. He has noticed, however, that td.hear the radio'.
he has to turn the volume up after work and then turn it down again the next-nforn-
ing because it sounds too loud. Explain what might be causing this daily, change in:
Roy's hearing.

Remediation: ( 1) Ask him to describe .the noise level in the situation in the'eheek'.
If he thinks it is quiet; have.him list the activities in the situation to establisliAa more
realistic estimate-of tho noise level or you might substitute a noisy sit.uation*hich..
is More ielevanNto the student." (2) Have the student revieW pages 143 througfrl 45:
(3) Then, have him explain Figure 2:which ielates noise, time, and hearing loss.
(4). Ask the student to compare noise during sloep hours with noise during diytinie
hours and to explainthe effects -oreight hoLirs of each on the'ear, as giagramed in
Figure 1. (5) Then have him review his response to the peeforimince check.

Selects the graph showing the relationship betwe,en hearing loss and age..

The student applies the facts that bearing loss iiSually begins in a person about age
25 and that the rate of loss increases with age.

Student Action: Selecting the graph Which begins sloping upward about age 25 and
,Continues sloping upward at an increasing rate ;tith increasing age.

A: a

B:
C: c

Performance Check A: Ralph wanted to measure how people's hearing changed with
age: Fle.measured the hearing index of a number of people. He operationally 'defined'
hearing index as the decibel level of the quietest sound that the person could hear.
Which 00 be graphs below shows howthe hearing index, as RalpIrdefined it,. Llually.

.thangeswith age?

Graph a.
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Graph C.
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Remodiation: (1 ). Have the. student revieW the paragraph following question 9 on
page l44 (2) lithe interpretation' of graphs is a problem' -iihd if an ISCS Level .
I or II text is available, have him do Excursion 17 of Level I or Excursion 7-1,
Part. B, of Level II. (3) If the texts are not available, help the student answer the
following questions for each graph. What happens to a person's.Sens.e of hearing as
he gets older'? Does it happen faster or sloWer as he gets older?

1

5.

4
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WB
01

:Chapter 1

Excursions 1-1 thru 1-4

Performance Check.

Summary Table

_

Objective Number

.
.

Objective Description ,
a .

.1.

.

WB-01-Corel
..

..

Defines Oitern .
. .

.. .
.

WB-01-Core-2 Describes characteristics of a negative feedback sotern .

.

WB-01-Core-3 Reads trie set point from a graph .

.
WB-01-Core-4 Selects the graph of temperature variation under the control of a thertnostat

WB-01-Core-5 Predicts a result 'of thermostat breakdown
, ,

WB-01-Core-6
-

Calculates the number of calories required to change the temperature of-water a stated
,

, amount .

.
.

WB:431-Core-

4.

Defines calorie oPerationally .

WB-91-Core-8.
. .

States the number of calories in a Calorie

WB-01-Core-9
.

,

Indicates what happeni to food energy in the-body
. . 1

.

13.-0 1 -Core:10

. ,.. ;

States ways to-lose weight .
. . .. , ..

WB-01-Core-1I

,

Calculates the number of days requirofto gain or- lose a'specitied amount of weight
0 -

W0- 1-Core.12
.

., , ., ..

Explains why a good diet plari includes different tyriei of food
.

WB-01-.Core-13 Clearis up the work area at the close of class . ,
.

WB-01-Core-14

.
.

Cooperates with lab partners
.

WB-01-Core-15
i

,

Tieturns eqUipment promptly to storage areas
,4.

Wti-01-Core-16 ,

_

Responds to text questiqns .
. .

.

WB-01-Core-17
, ,

.

, .

Show care for laboratory materials
.

. .

4
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Objective Number

.

Objective Description . i!

.

.

WB-01-Exc 1-1-1
; .

Selects a unit for measuring heat

WB-01-Exc 11-2 Selects the best interpretation of the results of the activity in Excursion 1-1
, .

,

WB-0T-Exc 1-1-3 Converts calories to Calories
.

.

WB-01-Exc 12-1 Selects a high Calorie f,00d -

.

WB-01-Exc 1-2-2
. . ...W.

Relateitheviethod of food preparation to Calorie ntent .

WB-p11-Exc 1-2-3 Explains the meaning of the phrase welt-balanced diet
.

Wa-01-Exc 1-3-1 Calculates the Calories used from an activity-Calorie-body weight chart .

.

.
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Defines syston.

The student recalls thg definition that a SysleM is a set, ot objects (Componepts).
that influence each Others

,Student.Action: . Stating in effect that a systen is several objects (compRnents) that
influence each other.

Perlorrnance Check. A: A thermoStat logether withv furnace is referred -to.as. .

system. What is-meant-by the term system?.

Remediatioh: ( I ) I-lave the student read the. paragraph 1)016w-question I --I 6-on.Page
9.. (2) If a Level I ISCS text is available, have him review the cOncePt of systems "on
pages 8 and 9.

DNeribes characteristics Of a negative feedback systcm.
. .

. .

The student applies the conCept qf how a negative feedliack sjstem works.;

Student Action: Naming the .stiMuli and responses of the system and explaining in
effect that the components influence each other in such a way thaf the response of
the .system td a stimUlus is the opposite of the change produced by the.stimulus.-

Performance Check A: The -toilet flush tank diagramed below an :be jhought of A's
a system,

Float

Toiletllush tank

Valve cap

Water pipe

Relea0 handle

Hinge

Outlet cap

. .

When the release handle is pushed, the water rushes out 01: 'the flush tank. The
_..._float drops down, raising the valve cap and allowing water to Flow up into the flush

"Orik. The float rises, lowering the cap, until the eap stops the inflow of i),/ater
completely.

I. Identify the stimuli and responses that make this a negative feedback
system.
2. Explain why.this is an example of a negative feedback system.

a



Rettiediation;-.( I ) Have, the student read from below' question 1-10.on page. 9 to the.
, top of page' 12. (2) .Disduss Figures 1-5, 1-6, and '1-7 with thestudent. .(3.) Assess:

his definition of negative feedback b.y checking the answers to question 1-14 -on.
page 12. (4) Have him '(';heck lis answer to Self-Evaluation 1-8.,

Reads the set mint from a graph.

i
a

'Pi student aPplies the concept that the set point is the midpoint.between'the maX,-
inn m and 'minimum fluetuations of .a negative feedback system.

.
.' 'Student Action: biidhf59C:±0hiitithdi.Reang e set pont o wtn . o te mpont etWeen .. 01

the Maximum and minimum values.
A: 28 i..0.5°C .-
B: 33 ±0.5°C
C: 25 ±05°C

Perfamance Check A: Louis measured the temperature_ inside an incubator used to
keep eggs warm before theY hatch. He plotted the teMperatures recorded in the

%incubator on the grid shown below.

32
0

31

L.1.1 30
cc
D 29

cc 28

.4., 27

26

25

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111rns
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMMEN11111111111111111111111111111
1131111111101111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
1111111101111111111110M111111111111111M1111111111110M1MIMI/
11111M4111111111111111111111011111111AIMISIA1111111111111
1111111111%1111111VMSIMIWAIIMPIIIIIMIIIIMINIII
111111,4111111111111M1111111111/1111111111111101111MUICIIII

MIP,1111M1111111001M11/4111111111111111111001111111FAIIIIIN
41111111111111111111111111/11111111111111111111111111111111111
FNNIINIIIIPR4111111111111101P.4UU1111111
11111111111111111111111111111111111121111110111111111111111111111111111121111111111
1110110111111111111111111111111110011111M111111111110111.11111111

410111111111111111111111MiniOP11111011111111111K

20 ' 40 eo
. TIME (in minutes)

,

Core
3

.At what temperature (set point ), is the thermost4it set to control the temperature of
the incubator?

Rernediation: (1) Refer the student to the last paragrhph on page 8. (2) Refer him
to tile second paragraph on page 16. 13) Discus the answerjo questiorr 1-9 with

him. (4) Check his answer to question 1-25 and, if necessary, discuss it with him.
(5 )Check Self-Evaluation d -1, parts 4 and b.



vr;

Selects the graph of temperature variation under the control of a thermostat." .

"The student applies the concept of the regular variation in a variable controlled by a
negatiVe feedbackirsystem.

Student Action: Selectin g'. the graph that .shows the temperature fluctuating aroUnd
a set point in a regular manner. .

A: a
B:. c
C:.

o

Ntt

Performance Check A: The tlyrmostat is used to re
'refrigerator. The diagr'am below shO s hpw the
works.

Ternperature
rises above

.set point

Thermostat
sensei the
incr.easp

late the temperature inside .a
efrigerator-thermOstat'syStem

Thermostat-
sends message

.to turn
refrigerator on

Thermostat
sends message

.to turn
refrigecator off

Tern.perature
drops below
se! point

Write the'letter ,of the 'graph that rick shows hoW the tamerattsire changes inside a
.closed refrigerator.

.. draph a.
4

.

grie:1? c

111111111111011Mumiuiuusuuumuu
1111,31M111111111111111111
RISONIS1112111111111111111
01111111INIVIO1.111.011111
11061111PAIMINIMI10111/
11:111111111111111111111
11111111111111111/111111111111111
111111111111111111111111111111111
111111111111111011111
11111111111111111111111111
11111111MMOMMIll

--- INCREASING TIME

1111111111111111M11111111111111
1111111.11111111.12.1111111111111
11111111111111111111111111111111
1111111111111111111111111111111111

111111110111111MM111

11M16111111111111111111101111

INCREAISING TIME

"
t,

,

1 0 7

-11P

Grapb b. 1101111111111111111111111111111
IIIII11111111111111113111i11111
11111111110111111111111/1111111111
011111111111111111111111111111111111111

1111A11111111111M12111N11111111
11111110.11111111111M11111111111111
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-RemediatiOn: (1) Refer the student to the discussion following .cfuestiott 1-1 for a

description of the system (2) Refer. him -to-Figure 1-2, page "9. (3) DiscusS the.

graph in 'Figure 1-9. (4) Discuts the results of ProbleM Break -12- On page 16 if they

are available. (5) Check the'student's. response to Self-Evaluation 1-1,

-Predicts a result of; thermostat breaidown.,-
.

.

. r
The student applies the- concept that :Me detector. in ajlegative feedback system-is.
necessary to:-detect changes irt the_variable being controlled so tlpft the value of that
variable does not get too large br too' small:: ,I.

.
. .

.
. . .

.
Siudent Action:" Stating_. in effect either that 'the rOonywillget -VerY.hot because the:-

. ihernmstat deb tiot.tt rn. tlie turnaee off or that .it-will'get cold because the therim2;-.

stat does not turn the'lmace.dn. ,

Performance Check A: Suppose that:in January the thermostat that helps eOntrol-
the. tempera t ure in -your classroom gets broken: -.

I. Predict one'thing-that Might, 1-1.0pen qo the. loom-temperature If this -

. oceurred. .

.2: F:xplain why it 'would happen:

Rdmetliation:- _(1) 1-lave the 8tudent.stady Figure 1.-3 .at -the bottom-Of .page- 9,-and

Figure -4 on. page 10.' (2) If.inore help is required, the student may re4d froM the..

middle page Ithrough Figure 11:5 o'n page .10. .

Caluulates
stated amount.

number of calories required to ehailge the gemperattm; of water a

The spdent applies the fornpla
,

calories = mas's of water Ag) X change in temperature (°C).
",;.

"to .deterniine 'the" number, of calories required to la* the temperature;of; water a

stated amount.
/

Student Action: Multiplyirig tile mhss of Water in grams timeS the temmature
'change -in °Cand reporting his produet as the -number of calories. .^.

A: 1'0,400 calories
. . . I

.. 6,480 calories ,

.1 C: ,850.valories
Y

I

"Performance Check A: The formai used to aculate the amount of,heat needed to

change the temperatufe,-pf water iS
. .

s
calories =,,mass of water (g) X change-in temperature (°C).

,..

10
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4.... ...I

Ao

HolV many calories of heat. are reCluired to raise theteinkratpre -of 650 grams
Water from 22°C to 38°C? t ;

Re4iediation: (1) Have the seudent check his answer to S f-Kaluation 14 (2)
'. Have him review item number 4 in the Checkup on page 12 () He may. need to re-

.
view Excursion 1-I. . .; . - 0

Defines calorie operationally.

t".1

-The student recalls the operational
.. I
-

Stuilent Attion: Statinin effect
raise the temperature.of 6pe gram' o

0

definition.of cal(jrie.

that a calorie
fcater 1°C.

is the ailiOunt of heat required to

4 4.

Performance Check A4-. Give an. opdrational definition of:calorie.

Remediation: .(1) Find out, if- the student realizes that an operational definition, 0.
answers two qttestions:' How do I know 1 have some? (in this case. by .a rise-in-*the
emperature of water) and How can I tell hovt; mUch' I have? (here4 by measuring the

te perature 'change). 'I'M a Leve111.1SCSjext is available, 'Mei- him tO. page 22
for asic information dn;operational,definitions.. .If the Level III 'text Investigating
Variations is available, refer him to pages 6 and 7. (3) Havejfhe sttidentgievieW his
answer to'item 3 in the Checklip on page 12: (4) Havettim revitw the top paragraph
on page 13 and klentify the answers lb' the two questions answered by an Operational
ilefinition. (5) It may be necessary. to.have him revieW Excursion 1-1. (6)*Review his
response to Sell-Evaluation. 1-2. , If he confused calorie with (7alori, review' his
response ,to Self-Evaluation 1-3, Checkup question 2 On page 12, and. the..paragraphs'
1?,elow ques,ion 1-15.

z
States the number of calories in a Calorie.

Y.

;The student recalls the relationship between calorie's 4nd a Calorie.

Student ACtion: Stating that 1,000 calories equal 1 Calorie.

Performance Check A: )-low- many calories equal,1 Calorie?

, Remediation: ( 1 ) Have the student 'do question 2 in the .Che'Ckup on page 12. (2)
...If the question is not answered correctly, it ma'y be necessary for hhn to review.,

Excursion 1 -1 , page 95. (3) Review his answer to. Self-Evaluation 1-3.

.

.1 .

A

Indicates What haPpens to'food energy inithe body.
.

Thestudent res,alls what happens to the' energy in food thgt has lieen eaten.

tr-

:1 '
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*

Student ACtion:,Selecting the answer which indicates that food eneriy can be (1)

used to keep body temperature constant or (2) used to do Nork or (3) stored as
,fat .

A: c
B: e
C: d

Performance Check A: Sdect the statement that best indicates What happens in the

.body to the enehyy hi food which has been eaten. '
a. All of the energy is:used to keep the bodY at vonstant temperature.
b. Some-of the energy is uSed tsx keep the body warm, and the-rest is used to

.1,* (lo wok.
c. The energyis used to keelY the body temperature constant and to do work;

any Ittiat is left over is stored as fat:
d, Nlost of the energy js used in.doing work; the rest is used to keep the body

at the eorreet temperature.
e." The entrgy is- either used to do wotk or stored as fat that can be used as

an energy source betiveen meals.

Remediation: ( 1 ) Have, the student review 'pages 14 through 18. (2) Check his

answer to question .1-23 oi page.15. (3) It' he still fails to grasp the concept, discuss
pag!F 18,,,

1

1

Core..

States ways to lose weight.

The student recalls two ways to lose weight which do -not include taking drugs.

Student Action: Remohding, in .effect, that he mpst decrease the amount of food
energy received and increase the timount of work performed. ,

Performance Check A: Liz wants to lose some
are two different ways slic can do this?

weight without taking drugs.

Remediation: Ilave, the student. review page 19 in the textbook; (2) Check the

student's answer to question 1-32.on page 19. . (3) Havewthe student review his

answer to Self-Evaluation 1-5.

What

A

WB

Cor
10

---.--ealeulates the number of days required to gain or lose a specified amount orweight.
.

Th'estudent applies the procedure for determining the length of time in days it takes

for a person to gain (orlo lose) a certain anio,unt of weight.

I;

WB
01

")



I.
StudentAction: (1) Subtracting the numb4 of Calories required each day from the. ,

food energy input to determine the differenee, (2) dividing the product of the nuni-
her of Calories pele pound of stored fat times the number of pounds.he wants to lOse
or gain by that difference, and (3):reporting the time in days accurately to within
±10%.

A: 35 ±4 -days
B: 50 -±5 days
C; 56*-±6 days

gi

PerforMance.Check A: Susan wants to lose five pounds. She has adjusted her diet
so..that her food energy input is 1,600 Calories per day. Her body requires 2,100
.Calories each day for doing work and for temperature control. Vow long will it take
her to lose five 'pounds'? Show all your work. (Note: A pound of body fat
represents about 3,500 Calories Of stored energy.)

Remediation: ( I ) Cli!ck the student's arithmetic procedure. (2) Have him review
questions 1-32 through 1-34 on page 19.

Explains Why a good diet plan includes different types of food.

The student applies the concept that nutrients such as vitamins, minerals, and pro-
*lig are.just as important as the number of Calories in food.

Student Aetiori:.pating in effect that a variety of food is suggested tO ensure that
the dieter receiVes enough nutrients such as vitamins, minerals, and proteins.

Performance Check A: Good diet plans, suggest that a person.who is trying to lose
weight should eat a variety of different foods. The diet usually includes leafy
vegetabla, meats, Yellow vegetables, and fruit. Why do good diet plans stress eating'
many different kinds of food, as well as decreasing the total food intake?

Remediation: ( I ) Review the student's answer to Self-Evaluation 1-6. (2) Have him
remiew the last paragraph on page 22.

Cleans up the work area at the close of class.

The student chooses to close the laboratory activity period promptly upon receiving
notification of the time to do so.

Student Action: Ceasing the ongoinilaboratory activity when notified of the time,
returning materials in usable, clean condition to storage,, and participating in work
area cleanup, on at least three separate occasiohs when being observeit by the teacher
witltout his knowledge.

4



Teacher's Note: The opportunity for .assessment of this objective arises _almost every
day during the course. a regularly assigned laboratory activities.. Use a few minutes
of class time for group instruction early in the schoetyear,. and almost every week
for reinforcement, to discuss the role of the student in the ISCS learning environ-
wilt. To encourage personal rjsponsibility in the studeni, discuss the reasons for
his closing his activities promptly (to allOw time for himself and others for lab-
closing activities), returning materials to Storage in clean Condition (to facilitate their
use by others), and participating in area cleanups (to leave the area as clean as he

found it):

Performance Check A: Your teacher will observe you for this check whed he can.

Remediation: ( ) If :1 student fails to accept this responsibility; apprOach him
inchvidtfaHy and review the reasons for his acceptance of itt. Emphasize... thelsocia1

responsibilityjor cooperation in the learning environment for the good .of *stu-
dents. Point out that he has received the benefit' of other students' provisions for
others as. well as for themselves. (2) Do not, at first, suggest that he may lose his

privileges unless he cooperates. aut if he doesn't cooperate after you observe his
behavior several times, ask him if he can suggest a proper penalty. (3) An alterna-

tive remedy. may be to request him 40 .assist in the process of overall classrobm
accounting of the materials for a period of time until he recognizes the importance'

of the student's role. (4) Do not use extra ckanup as a penalty for not cleaning up
properly. In other words, .don't use something as a penalty that you want done

willingly.
O

Cooperates with lab partners.

The student chooses to cooperate with fellow students in the laboratory.

Student Action: Being polite. waiting his turn, 12silig orderly when moving about,
and observiig the right of classmates to work without being unnecessarily disturbed,
when observed without his knowledge by the teacher or another designated per-

son on at least three occasions.

Teacher's Note: The opportunity for assessment of this objective arises' almost every

day during die course of regularly assigned laboratory activities. Use a few minutes

of class time at` the beginning of a sessioon for a whole-group discussion early in the
scltool year and several time's later on 'to discuss the need for-cooperatioy.with and

consideration of other students. .Some particular points foc. discussion includvbeing
llothe, waiting patiently, pot making others wait ronger than necessary, being orderly
when nujviiig about, and observing the right or others not-to be disturbed.. Talk
about each student's accepting the personal responsibility for his own behavior in

the group situation.

Performance Check A: Your teacher will observe you for this check when he can.

1.12

k

ore
14
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c
Remediation: ( I ) If a student fails to aCcept any .qf these reSponsibilities., approach
him privately and review thereasons for his lack Of cooperation- with fellow students:
Suggest that he pay some attention° to dianging his behavior lip more acceptable
standards. (2) ,Find out if the student feels that he is behaving in a less than accept-

,.

able way. If so, ask him whether he feels some penalty Should be imposed anti
what he thinks a suitable penalty would be.

Cor
15

Returns equipment promptly to storage areas.

The student choos s to show personal reSponsibility for returning laboratory equip-
ment promptly to the proper storage places as soon as it is nQ longer needed, during,
the class.period, and not just at the end of the period.

Student Abiion: Returning equipment and materials no longer needed to the proper
storage places on at least three occasions when observed by the teacher or anOther
designated observer withdut his knowledge of being Checked.

Teacher's Note: This objective may be assessed at any time the student is responsible
for lgarning activities requiring the:use of equipment and supplies. Use a few minutes
of class time for .group discussion of the reasons for returning equipment to storag
areas promptly when it is not being use(I by the student Or, by. his group. The reasons
include ( ) the short ,supply of certain items and the nee"d to coOperate with others,
(2) the chances of equipmen-es, being misplaced, (3) .the possibility of accidental
damage to equipment, and (4) the greater opportunity for pilferage by an irrespon-
sible student when things are disorganized.

Perforthance Check A: Your teacher will observe you for this check when he can.

fiemediation: in a private conference, discuss the reasons for the student's cooper-
ation in this request. Ask for that cooperation. See also Remediations ( I ), (2), and.
(3) for WB-0 Kore-1 3.

1

. .

Responds to text questions.. .

The student chooses to write in his Record Book the answers to 90% or more of the
textbook questions. I.
,Student Action:. Exhibiting the written responses .when-requested..tp -do so.... At
least nine out of ten questions should have responses, be they correct orincorrect..

re. .1

1 1 3
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Teacher's Note: It is intended that this objective be assessed throughout the year..

Such a check prides opportunities to enCourage students to work nearer' their

capacities while remaining independent of th.e teacher. Use a few minutes of class
time for a group discussion of the reasons For writing the answers in the Record

iBook. Writi ig in the .Record- Book serves (1). to help the-student think through

what he see. and does, (2) to preserve ideas for future reference, (3) 'to make a
.record ot the student's progrel through the core, (4) to provide the teacher with.a

source of' ihput for analyzing the. student's difficulties drid progress, and (5) to
help nee student learn the background ideas For conceptual understanding. Writing

in the Record Book is "in"; writing in the text-it

s P4formance Check AL \lout teacher will -ollserve you, for this check when he can., ,-
kl

Remediation: ( 1 ) In a private .conference, discuss with the, student the ideas enum-
erated and ask why he chooses not to write the answers. (Perhaps he cannot write!)
Evaluate his reasons and.covsel him accordingly:.Encourage him to.rollow the pat-
tern of classmates and set down his ideas as they are doing. (2) Ifave him read
"Notes to the Student" pages viii and ix in his text. (3) Follow up, in a few days
to determine his action.

Shows care for laboratory materials.

The student. chooses 'to show proper care and. use Of 1SCS laboratory materials.

4
Student Action: Using the materials only for their intended phrpose or requesting

permission to do other specificc experiments with them when being observed without

his -knowledge by the teach6r or-another designated person on three or more

occasions..

Teacher's Note: This objectrve may be -assessed at any time that the student is
iesponsible for a -learning-activity in which equipment and supplies are reqUired..Use

a .few minutes of .class tiinc for.a whole:Troup discussion of the reasons for handling

laboratory materials properly. Sucfi reasons include; (1) If damaged, they. are lost to

use by students who need them now. Short supply means waiting in line. (2) They

cannot readily be replaced. Replacement usually takes several months at best. (3)

materials are handled properly, tliey may be used, for. other than regular activities

(with the permissionoithe teacher and after making a proper request).

el

Performance Check A: .Your teacher' .1.;i11 obserk you for this check when he owl.
10

p.

Remediatiiin: (,1 ) In.ja private conference, ask the student why he chooses to Mis-

,handle equipment.. Help, him to evaluate his reasons, and ask for his Cooperation in

the fuThre lf lw 'agmes, russet the objective. later. (2)' If after the conference he
still dOes. not .7,igree, ask him if he feels that he should be pemdized and what he

thinks should be an alwropriate penalty. Give him another opportunity for Cowl-t-

ame.. (3) If he is still uncooperative, apply a pemilty for mishandling equipment.
This may mean denying him use of the equipment either temporarily br permanently.

or taking some other suitable action:

WB
1

ore
1 7
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ExC
1-1

1

Selects a unit for ,measuring heat.

The student recalls- the calorie as a unit of heat measurement

Student Action: Selecting calorie.
A: d
B: e

C: c

Performance CheckA: Which of the following is used to measure units of heat
energy?

a: degree
b. milliliter
c. newton
d. calorie ,

e. temperature'

Remediation: (1) Revie.w the student's answer to Self-Evaluation 1-2. -(2) Have him
review the first three paragraphs of Excursion 1-1 on page 95.

WB
1

Exc
1-112.

..
..4.

Selects the best interpretation of the results of the activity in Excursion 1-1:

The student applies the concept thaft it is possible tic) make too -broad an interpreta-'
tion of experimental results.

Student Actipn: Selecting the choice which includes the idea that finding th. t a
variable differs in two objects does not indicate that all objects differ in this varia .

A: d

B: c

b

Performance Check A: In E,xcursion 1-1, .you Tound.. that ,a single burning peanu't
gave off more heat than five .buruing marstilnitijowS. Select th e. hest posSible con-..
elusion that you could draw from' this actiVity. , , . ?-.

- -a. All toods give 'off the, same aniount:Of heat energy when they are burned.
b. All fo'o4_ contain different amOunts.of heat energy.
c. I cannot predict whether all foods .give 'off different ambuntsof -heat

ehergy when burned- because I tested only marshmallows and peanuts.
..- d...0ther foods p'robably give.lff diffeiing amounts of heat erietigy wh,en

...burned, but 1 cannot:tie .surV becanse 1 tested only peanuts and marsh-
mallows. .g

wff'

Remediation: ( 1) Discuss with the student the reg'ults listed in- Tables 1 and. 2, on.
page 97 and 98 respectively. Try to stress.the point of avoiding broad generaliza-.

. tions. (2) If ISCS Level-II. rnaterialS are available, have the student review Excur-
sion 471, page 38.1, with particular emphasis on Part D on pages 388 through -390.;,

1 I 5
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Converts calories to Calories.

The student applies the relationship between calories and .Calories

example(

Student Action:, Reporting an answer in Calories that is 1/1,000th of
calories specified.

A: 2.76 Calories
B: 8.54 Calories
C: 3.28 Caldries

Performance Check A: Oscar performed an activity and found that
marshmallows re1easei.1, 2,760 calories. How many Calories is this?

to a specified

.the nuMber of

three burning

Remediation: .1 ) Haw the student 'check the definition of Olorie at the bottom (If

.page 12. (2). Review lis answer to question,4, Extairsion 1-1, page 98..

Selects a high Calorie food. k

The student applies the concept that gram for grain, fats contains,more Calories than

ei t her carbohydrates or proteins..
Student Action: Selecting the food that is mostly fat.

A: b

B: c. C: a

Performance Check .A: SuppoSe you were trying to reduce the number Of Calories

yop. consumed. Which one of the following foods wouki you most want to avoid?
a. Corn, which is.mostly starch
b Roasted peanuts, which c.onfain a lot of fats and oils-)

. Fish, which is rich in proteins
,.

Remediation: I ) Revioki the student's answer to question 2, page 99. of Excursion

1-2. (2) The student May want to look at the Calorie tables on pages 101 and. 102.

Relates the method of food preparation to Calorie .con ten t.

The student applies the concern that the method by which food is pr,epared afkcts
. ,

OW number of Calories it contains:
st ,

Student Action: .Selccting the frieitl food and explaMing in effect that of the three
Methods of preparation, frying usds the greatest amounts of fats

A: b
B: c

. C: a

1,) II
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1-2
3

Performance Check A:
1. Potatoes may .be pre.pared severaV ways. *hich method of preparation
gives you the largest number of Calories? .

a. Mashed gotatoes
b. French-fried.potatoes
c. Baked potatoes
d. No difference

2. Explain your answer.
:

Remediafion: (1) tlave the;rstudent review number -1.on page 1.00.;;;.(2) HaVe.hirri re-
view page 99 and, if necessary, discuss with him tlie'fact:that frying addS. fats (Oils)
to'food. (3) Have The student explain the difference-Mthe Caloric content of french
fried and mashed pottoe& in the chart on page 102. (4) Have:him answer the clues-.
tion again. ;
Explains the meaning of the phrase well-balance'd diet.

The- student applies the concept that there is.more to a good diet than just counting
Calories.

Student Action: Responding negatively and to theeffect ttiat...Other. things .such as
vitamins, minerals, ahd 'proteins, as well as calories, are important to a well-balanced
diet.

Performance Check A: Dr. Cart ney told a health class that it is very importan.t 'to
have a well-balanced diet.

I. Did he mean only that a person should count the Calories in the food he
eats?

Explainyour answer.,

Remediation: ( ) Review the student's answer to $elf-Evaluation 1-6. ( 2) Have him
review .the last paragraph on page _22 .and subparagraph 2 of paragraph 1 orf
page I 00.

Calculates the Caloriesg:isect from an activity-Calcitic-1)0y weight chart.v .

The .student applies the procedure for calculating the total number ofCalories used
by a person in performing certain activities.

Student Action: -Multiplyin&, for each activity, the time (in hoUri) by the number of
Calories used per pound of body weight per hour by .the body weight in poonds,.
then summing the Calories used for each acfivity. to determine the total number of
Caloriesused, and reporting the total number of Calories correctly within ±5,%.

A: 182 ±9 Calories
B: 714 ±36 Cal4ies
C: .476 ±24 Calories

4
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Performance"..Check.A: Michael has kept track of the amonnt of time he spent doing
.vatious activities. Part of his activity chart is shown beloW.. What is the total
'-ntinfber of Calories he Used doing those activities? Sh your work.

ACTIVITY,'

. .

TIME
(in hours)

4

z

CALORIES
(per
weight

utrED
pound of body

Per hour)

BODY
(i

-

,
WEIGHT

, Unds)
:

,
Bicycling
(slowly)

1.
.

.

1.1 '
,

. 140

..
Eatini .0..2 140

Remediation: Have the stndent review .teps 1, 3, 4, arid 5, listed on page 163 af
text,book and correct. his respome. .(Step 7. should .bc omitted as the checlqin-.

volve'only selected activities and not the. activities of an entireday.),.
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Chapters 2 and 3 .!

Excursions 21 thru 2-3
- .

Performanbe Check

Summary Table

Objective Number
.

Objective Description .

_ .
. .

.
. .

.

WB-02-Core-1 .

,

Explains why a control is necessary:in an experimenti ..

WB-02-Core-2 ..

i
Liils substances found in cigargtte smoke

. .

.

WB-02-Coryr" Matches appearances of windpipe tissue with the amount. of smoking .

WB-02-Core-4
,

.

Selects an effect that smoking does not have on the body .
n .

WB-02-Core-5
_ .

States whether variables which increase together show a cause and effect relationship

WB:02-Core-6 Selectstthe incorrect statement about the death rate of smokers
.

WB-012-Core-7 Defines physical dependence operationally --
.

.

.

WB-02-Core-8 Defines psychological dependence operationally .

VVB-02-Core-9.. Distinguishes between physical and psychological drug dependence
.

WB-02-Core-1IW
/

States why pregnant women shbuld not use certain drugs
., . ..

WB-02-Core-11
r .

Diagrams and labels a negative feedback system . .

WB-02-.Corel 2
. Lists ways that messages are sent in the human body

WB-02-Core-13 - Explain§ the difference between drug use and drug abuse. ., . . .

1,4113-07-Exc 2-1-1
A

Arranges-plant and animal Parts in order of increasing complexity .

W13-02-Exc 2.0 -2

N
. .

States why moseplants and animals need more than o'ne. kind of cell
. .

,

. .
.

. -

Lists three advanthges of an interview over a written questionnaire .
.

4 . i
W11:02-Exc 2-2-1.

W13-02-Exc 2-2-2

.-

Explains why interviewers must be trained
.

,

d

WB-02-Exc 2-23
1 ,

I

'
s . .

State the advantages of questionnaires over interviews,
4 ..

"'' ..

... :

.

..
.

-
=t- ..

. --,, '- 41-,:f ~

,, ,>
.

. 1 1. 9,, - .

.

. . .

,., .

.
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Objecti;m Niamber q
L

bbjective 'Description'

.

WB-02-Ext 2-2A
. _

. .
Irpproves the covstruction.of:a questionnaire

, " .. .
1

WB-02-Exc 2-3-1 Names the organs and kinds of blood vespls in the human circulatory system
,

_
.

.

WB-02-Exo 2-3-2 r
, .

Traces the path of bloOd floVv through the human body
.

. ,

WB-02-Exc 2-3-3 States two reasons whY red blood cells are importarit .
.

WB-01-Core-1R
..

:Defines sYstem
., .

.

WB-01-Core-2 R Describes characteristics of a negative feedback system , -

;
.

.

. ,'
t

.
. - . .

I .% A. .

,

:,

:

.

.

.

.
-,

1

a

.
.

..

r

.

. ,..

.-;

.
. -- ,

* ..,... '0( .

,

.

.

,

1
.

. , ; .
4, .

.
.

.
,

.

. .

.
,

.

.

.

.
.

4t. .

. I . .

1.

P

. .
.. ,

.

I

v

!L

.. .

. ,

.

A .

%.
,.

.
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3

'

-
- Explains why a "*Jontrot ls.neeessary in an experiment..

.

'The stutleht applio,the concept. Of including weontrol in mOstexperimentS.
.

,

Student' Action: Responding either to the effect that controls are oiecessary to
determine whethq 1,te observed Affect is associated witlithe experimental viriabks
.or would occur anyway or with an ex9n4pIe of.another variable which could have

. alkcted.tlw resulti :*

,
l'erforinance Check A: When., you :investigated theeffect of the cigarette-smoke
solution oU the; wrmi hation c?f-eOrn seeds, yOu wereasked.torSent:Up a con t rol..Why

coUtrols necessary in sUch aotivities?.,
. ,

.

Retnediation:-( 1 ) Have the student revieW his answer to Sel#Evaluation 2-1. (24 If
Lev.el 11 text. is available, have the, student review 1-xcursio)i.4-.1., "Cdntrolled

Variables and Experimental Variables, 1". on pages-.38 I tltroUgh 390.

. .

Lists su.bstances found. smoke. ,

#
'Ole student recalls th i! chethiOls.or.nehemieal sub.stances found in cigarette sMoke.

Student Action:., Listi three Oeinials or'SubstaNes 'from the l'ollowinillst; (1)
nicotine, ( 2).caneer-producing. itbstaneeg;.( 3 ) irritantS,0,)v:!ark)on mOnOxide.'and (5)
arsenic. .

. .
. a.

Performanae Check A: List three differont chemicals or types:of chemicals that. are
foinul in eigaretto'smoke..,, .

. ,

Remediation:. 411.ave the studiviit_ fook at Table.2-1 on iiage.'30. .,
A

..
. k

. ,

Matches appearances of 1#indpipe tissue with.the amoiiii4 of smoking. 1, IL

ei'. " . . A . . ci ..:-.,,
. . ,ItA
The student recalls that the 'amount . of damage 'to; the, ePithelium 01- a person's.,

. windpipeisproportthnal to the amount he smokes. -., I 1

l
S1Udent Action: Ntitcffing die 'thin U.all etiitlteliuin with .the nonsmokers, the.
thicker wall -Withthio mpderate smbker, '4111:1. the ..tehipkest : wall with the heavy
smoker.

.

... ---A: 1 ,' 1.-12... b.,' I, C k

.N. B: 1-:'-'b '2. c; 3. a. -

Cf.' I.. 'c,' 2. a, .3. ti"

4.

1,1

fol
X. es-

C.

4
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t

Per.formance Check A:. TO diagrams below show the epitbehal tissue from the wind-
-pipes of three different people. One person is a heavy smoker, cuie smokes a moder-

'ate amount, and one is a nonsmoker.: igatch the letters of the proper diagrams. below
witk the nambers of the labels.

. Types. Of Smokers
*. I. Nonsmoker

2. Heavy smoker
3. Moderate smoker. .

Diagram a.

Diagram b.

Diagram c:

biagrams of TiAue
41416

.4

Remecliation: 1) Check the studept's answer to Self-Evaluation -2-2. (24-Have him

read flom the inkddle of page 28 through the bottom .of page 31. (3) 1,f necessary,
discusS the, cets' features.in each one of thO throe diagrams and their resemblance to

.healthy Cells from nottsniokers.

a

,

SeleCts an effect that.smoking Voes.notlhaveOn. the body.
. ... , ,

.The student recalls the effects that smoking hason the bocly..

1 2

.
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Cor
4

411

4

8tudent Action: Seleciting the 'effect which contradicts one orthose listed -belOw:
1. It causes the epithelimv, of the windpipe toe become thicker and, contain,.
more_andlarger.goblet cells.,
2. It 'reduces the number .and activity of the ciica in the,epithelium of the
windpipe.
1. It increases, the mucus and the chances of having a cough or other
rewiratory problems.
4. It causes a foss in the control of cell production in the epithelitim.,
5, It tends to break down the walls of the air sacs in the lungs.
6. It increases the heartbeat rate. .
7. It increases the breathing rate.
A: c
B: a ,

Performande Check A: Whichl of the following is not an effect that smoking has on
the body?

a. ItJeduces the number and 'activity of the cilia in the epithelium of the
windpipe.

b. It inereases the mucus and -the 'chances of having a cough orother respira-
tory problems.

c. t reduces thLt breathing rate.
d. It tends to break dbwn the walls-of the air sacs in the lungs.
e. It indeases the heartbeat rate.

Remediation: I ) Have- the student review the material from the middle of page-28
'to the bottom of page 35. (2) He may need to check his answers to, Self-Evaluption
_2-5, a and b..

Statos,whether variables which increase together showa cause, and 'effect relationship.
,

, . .. ,. . .,

The student applies the concept that. two variables.varying together doq not mean:
,

that there is a cause and effect Relationship beeNfeen them. . ,.

_ . _ _._

Student Actipn: Responding negatively and to ,the effect that the fact that tiko..
variables increage , or .decrease .together- dots not prove that changes in one cause
change in the other, since unknown .or Lin.controlle(l variables may alsb be involved.

Performance Check A: 'throughout the late fall\and early wiiger, John counted the
number of people who wore scarves to school And the nuinbFr a people who had
cokk. He found that as the number of people,weahng scarOS increased, the number
of people With colds also sin-creased.. / _ . .1

1). 1)o the% data prove i o al.ipt wearing a s il increases the,.chances of. catching
cold?

.

.2. Explain your answer.

1 2 5
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Remediation: I 1 ) Have. the student Lihock his answer to elf-Evaluation 2-3. (2) Hek

might also check his response to question 2-18 on page 39.' (3) He may find ii helpful
.to lopk at ProbleM Break 2-5.non page 41. (4) Ask him to identify possible'eauses in ...

common for the increiise'in bothyariablos.

A:

Seleels the incorrect statement about the death rate of smokers.

.,' The studenriecaHs lhat the death 1 rate due 16 lung and respiratory .diseases 4irieS'
with the amount an indiyidUal smokes. .

Student Action: Selecting the statement .which distigrees,with.äne of the following: 2. G...:,
, , .

(I) the death rateraue to lung cancer increases than more a person smokes;(2.) smoking

emphysema, (3) cancer of the voice box, mouths.and throat increase with increased COreincreases the clninces of dying from a number of diseases. sucIt as bronchitis and

smoking, (4) the death rate increases the more a smoker inhales, and .(5) the death

° 6rate decreases slowlY for.people who stop smoking.'

. A: c
'4

B: d .

C: .1.)

WB

Performance Check A: The following statements refer tot he death rate among people

who smoke. Indicate which of these statements is not correct._
a. People who smoke are more likely to die of lung cancer than nonsmokers.
b. Smokers who inhale deeply have a higher deatIrrate than people who smoke

but do mit inhale.
c. The death rate for people who st'op siuoking is just as' high as the death

rate for those who keep smbking.
d. The death rate fOr people who smoke fewer cigarettes a day is lower than.

the rate for those Who smoke many.
.

.
Remediation: ( 1 ) !lave the student review pages 40 through 46. (2) Refer him to
Figure 2-14 on p'age .0k3 and to Vigure 2-16 on page 46. (3) Review his answer to

.questjon 2726 on,page 46.

f

DefineS phySical dependmu:e operationally.
.

'fhe student recalls-an operational delMition for physical dependence.

Student Action: Stating in effect, that physkal dependence is indicated by he
wit hdr>Yrtraction to stopping ,the use .of a 'drug and the amount of depeodence is

measured by the extent of the withdrawal rei)tion.

Performance Check A: Some people are said to have a physical dependence' on'
tobacco. Clive an operational definition for physical dependen.ce,

Remediation: . (I) Ilaye the sthdent check his answer to question 3-2 on page 50.

(2) 11.L. hould 411so check his answer to Self-Evaluation 3-1. (I) Have him cite two
other examples or physieal dependence..



Di.!flues psychological-dependence operationally.

The student recalls the operational definition for psychological dependence.

Student Action: Stating,ln effect, that psychological dependence is indicated by a

menial craving for something when there is no physical need for it andfis measured
by the extent of the craving.

Performance Check A: State an operational definition for psychologicardependence.

Remediation: ( I ) Have the student check his answer t'o questiOn 3-3'on page 51 of
the textbook. (2)4keck his answer to Self-Evaluation 3-2. (3) He may need to
review page 51.

Distinguishes between,physical and psychological drug dependence.

The student ifflies the concePts of physical drug dependence and psyChological drug
dependence.

Student Action: Stating the type of dependence correctly in both cases and the
notion that a person is physically dependent on a drug if he would suffer a with-
drawal illness whenehe stOpped using the drug and a person is psychologically
dependent on a drug if he has a mental craving for it but his bAly does not require it
fOr norniallunctioning.

A: I. psychological, 2. fihysical
B: I . psychological, 2. physical
C: I I physical. 2. psychological

Performance Check A: In each of the follOwing situations
(a) indicate whether the person described is physically t r psychologically

dependent on the drug and
(b) explain your answer.

Situation I. Ruth tried a new brand of cough syrup last year when she had. a
severe cold._ She tqld friends, "It makes me. feel great." Now, she
'almost looks laward to catching a cold sciThat she has an excuse for
taking some more of that cough yrup.

Sitytion 2. Barbara had problems with a.runny nose. She found that a nasal
spray helpecl: :She 1.140 it -for four months. Then, she fOund that if
she didn't spray her nose, it would.rdn worse than ever..

Remediation: I ) Have -the student check his answer to question 3-4 on page 5
(2) If necessary, review, the rmediation for WB-.02-Core77 and WB-024:ore-8 with
the student. (3) Review thc.±responses toSelRvaluations 3-I and 3-2 -with him. (4).
non have him give an example or each type of:dependence.



Metes why pregnant women should not use certain drugs.. .
The student generates an explanation for why pregnant women are "often adVised by

their physicians not to use a eertainsdrug until after their babies are born,

Student Action: Statinii, an explanation .that .expresses the idea either that the drug

may effect.the unborninfant by-causing the child to become physically dependent on
the druf or that the drtig may affect the child's development.

Performance Check A: Mrs. t' 16-is pregnant, 11er doctor advised her' to stop using
antibiotics to control 4 rash on her face until after the baby is born. Explain why
the doctor is concerned abota the drugs Mrs. Jones takes- while she is' pregnant,

Remediation: ) Review the student's-answer to Self-Evaluation 3-6. (2) Discuss

.the first paragraph on page with him. ,

Diagrams and labels a negative feedback system.

.The student Implies the concept of a'negative feedback system,

Student Action: Div-aping and labeling a negative feedback system which includes

at least one detecting niechan ism, a inessag"e component, and a controlling component,
all of which interact in such a way that when a stimidus is imposed on the system,

the system reacts to countract the effect of the stimulus.

Performance Check A: Ronakl took a drug that seemed to affect his sense of balance.

lle could not stand up straight, but would *low his balance and fall. Diagram and

label a possible negative feedback system that might no longer be working because,

of this drug.

Remediation: I ) I lave the student review Figure 3-1 On page 53. (2) If the concept
of negative feedback is not clear, have the stlident review his answers to question 1-24

and questions 1 . 2 7 through 1-30, pages 15 through I 8. (3) Perhaps it would be help-

ful, for you to identify -each component listed in the Student Actionin Figure 1-3 on.

page 9.

Lists ways that messages are sent in the human bodY.

S.

The student recalls that there iire two different ways of sjitding messages in the:human

body.

,

Student Action: StatipOn effect that the human body can send messages chemically
a114 electrically..

, .

Performance aeck. A: What- are two different- ways .that message's are.sen't in the,

human body?. .

1 2 8



Remediation: (1) Have 'the Student check his answer to question .3-7 pp pug 54.
(2) Review points I. through 4 on page 53 and thelipper two-thirds of page 54'with
him.: (3) .Then cheek to seeif the student knows what body parts carry messages
through the body. Perhaps identifying the parts with their functions ,will help .him
visualize such messages being sent. (4) Have him Study Table 1 on page 110 to help
him associate the notion of electrical impulses traveling by means of the nerves.

.;
Explains the difference between drug use and.drug abuse;

The student generates an explanation of, the difference between drug use and drug
abuse.

Q-
.Student Action: Stating an explanhtion to the effect that' drug abuse refers to uSing

drugs unnecessarily or' without or beyond medically recommended dosages, whereas
drug use.lefers to using drugs within medically recommended limits to aid one's
health or welfare.

Performance Check A: Mflpeople are becoming concerned about increasing drug
abuse. Explain the difference between drug use and drug abuse.

Remediation: (1 ) Have the, student review the section `.`Good Drugs and Bad Drugs"
on pars 54 and 55. (2) Discuss this section as it applies to the question. (3) Have
the student look. ahead at the third columns. of Table 4-1, page 58, and Table 5-1,
page 68, ii he needs to be made aware of the positive effects of the wise use of some
Often abused drags.

Arranges plyrt and animal omits in order of increasing.complexity.

The student recalls4hat a cell is the simplestunit, a tissuAis c-omposed of many cells,
an organ is composed of several different types of tissues, and an organ system is made
up of seiieral organs.

Student Action: Listing the words. in the . following order: cell, tissue, organ, and
Organ system.

Performance Check A: Many plapts and animalS are made up of the 'part'g listed.
below. Arrange these parts in order from the siinplest to'the Most Complex.. .

, Organ
2. Cell
3. Organ system
4. Tissue

Remediation: Have the student review Pages 110 and 111 in Well-Being.

1.

to'
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States why mctst plants and a-nitnals need more than one kind of cell.

The student recalls that it is necessary for most plants and animals to have more than
on6 kind of cell,

Student.Action: .Rsybitcjiiiis in effect that cells in difkrent parts or the plant or
animal must do different things._,.

Performance Check A: Why is it necessary..for most plants and 'animals to be corn-
posed of many different kinds of cells, instead of.juSt one kind or cell?

*'
Remediation: Have the student review the firSt paragraph. ort page I 10.

,

Lists three advantages of an interview over a written questionnaire.

Tht 'student recalls the advantages 'of an interview over a written questionnaire.

!Student Action: 'Listing three advantages, at least two of which are in agreement with
the following: ( I ) sometiMes people will talk more than they will write, (2) move-
ments, looks, or tones of voice may give clues about what i person is really thinking,
and (3) in an interview, a person can.be.asked to make a point clearor.to give mgre
information.

Performance Check i.A: List three' advantages id nterviews over written
questionnaires:

Remediation: I I Have the student review the list of advantages on page 3. (2)
I lave him redo the check.

Explains .why interviewers must be trained.

The student applies the concept of controlling variables in data gathering.

Student Action: Stating, in effect, that in ahy experiment it is 'necessary o control
all extraneous variables that might affechhe residts.

.3

Performance Check A: The companies that take surveys of public opinion Tnally :C
spend a great deal of money training theirCteryiewers.. In each series of interviews,
the interviewers are expected to ask exactly the same questions, using exactly the
same tone of-voi0.9. Why is this training important?.

.
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I,

Reinediation: .Nii:"gcneral help, haVe the, student.'read the last paragraph 'on
page 113. .(.2) Checki his respopse to qtiestion 1, Page 114. (3),If the ISCS Level 11 .

materiaK are available,--more detailed help calm be found in Excursion 4-1, Page 381,
of Level II. (4) Ask 'him if theAuesticin, "I).0 you..smoke?" means the 'same when
asked neutrally as when asked in a tlireatening-tokie,,'

4

2
Ex
2-2
3

States the adv'antages of questionnaireSpver interviews.

The stwdent "recalls the advantages of using written questionnaires rather than per-
sonal interviews when conducting research. ;;

Student Action: Respondirtg either to the effect that larger numbetsof People'ean
be reached more 'quickly and more cheaplj/ using a questionnaire of with any .other
advantage that he can defend.

Performance Check.A: Many surveys use wrttten questi6nnaires-rather than personal
interviews, despite the advantage's of an interview. What are several advantages of
using a written questionnaire?

Remediation: ( 1 j Refer the studertt to the next to last paragraph on page 114. (2)
Ask the -student which type of data collecting, interview or questionnaire, would
probably be les0expensive.

WB
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_ Improves the construction of a questionnaire.

The student applies the .concepts of good questionnaire construction.

Student Action:. Improving the questions so that they ire in agreement with at least
tl-kree of Ow following four concepts:

1. an anonymous questionnaire is more likely to be answered and provides a
better measure of .a person'S feelings than one which is signed,
2. the questions should use clear and simple language so that Words and ideas
cannot be misunderstood, .

3. the questions should never indiemte the preferred answer, and
4. multiple-choice questions should P4iovikap..unambiguoulii.response for'
every,possible..type of respondent.'"

,
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Performince Check A: Arthur wanted to;do a survey 'to determine student attitudeg:,,
towardArinking *Oa The first part of his queStionnaire is shown below.

SURYEY'OF STUDENT Ali 1fUDES TOWARDS 'ALCOHOL
I. What is .your name?
2. What is your age?

10 15 years old
1 . 18 - 21 years old

[ '1' 21.years old or older
3. You don't drink alcohol, do you?'

, .. ,

I. 1- yes
[. 1 no ,

4. Do yao,..think that people who drink are very bad?
1. yes - , .

.[ ] ,no *

ArnprOve this questionnaire ,bjj.ijewriting it and-making alleast three changes.
. . . .

Reniediation: .(1). Have the student review pages '114 through- .118 M thetextbook.,
especially the rules for making'and usineAtieslionnaires. (2) Then have him redo, his
check with on open -book. '

,

Names the 'organs and kinds of blood vessels in the human circulatory system. ...

The student identifies the rnajoi parts-of the human circulatory system.

Student Action: Narning correctly the heart,, lungs, veins, arteries; and 'capillaries.. .
A: I . A. heart, . B. lung, 2. C. vein, D. artery:E. capillaries
B: I . "A... lung, B. --bean, 2. C. vein, D. capillaries, E. .artery

I . A. lung, 2. B. artery. C. Capillaries', D. vein, E. heart

1 32
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Perforniance Check A: The diagram below represents the human circulatory sy§tem.
, 1. Name the organa indicated by letters A and-13.

2. Name the kinds of blood vessels indidated by letters C, I), and E.

.:
,,

Remediation: (1) Have the student refer to rip-ire .4 On Page: t24.. -C2):ReV)ew his
answers to questions 4, 5, and 6 on page 114. .;, !.

.

4 S.

I

Traces the path of Hood flow through the human body.'

The student recalls the gerieral paittern of blood flow throtigh theihuman circulatory'
system.

Student Action: Listipg the- letters that corresPotid tO the edllOWing-geicitience .of
yarts beginning with the,pait initialJy indicated: bfood- flows-froVhe veins (1139- to
the left auricle of the heart (M), to the.lefteventricle (13);tollie pfflmonary arteries.
(K), to the -lungs (T), to thesight auricle (R), to the rightventrick (V),--to the arter.ies:
(G), to the capillaries of the body (A), and hack to the veins (D)..

. A: M, B, K, T, F, G, A, D, M
B: D, M, B,K, T, R, r, G, A, D

G, A. D, M, 13, K, T. R, F. G

4
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Performance Check A: The diagram below represents the huinarreirculatory system.
Indicale the path that blood flows .through the body by listing,iti order, the letters,

that correspond to the variods parts. Start arid finish with the partiabeled M.

.

Remediation: Have the .studeht Teyiew Vigtire 4 n page 124.

- States two reasons why red blood cells are impOrtant.

The student recalls the function:of red blood ecl1S...

,

,0

Student Action: Respondiv, in effeCt, -that red,.6Iticid cells vrry -oxygttri from the.
lonfrio the, rest of the body cells:and carry .carbon dioxige frt .the body .cells o

the! longs.
,3



4.

3 .

Performance Check A: State two things that the red blood cells do which make them
important to the functioning of thp body. '

hemediation: (1) Ha lie the student review page 125. (2) You may want to diseuss
this question as it relates to Figure 4, page 124. (3) If the student equates blood and
red blood cells, stress die point that red blood cells are just one of the edmponents
of the blood, and that the functions of the blood as a whole dr its other components
canhot'be attributed tb red blOod cells.

-

6

.47
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Chapters 4 thru 6
*

xCi:ir.siiins 571 thru 54 *

,

Performa6ce Che0c

-

Summary table

Objective Number

. .

,

'Objective Description -,.
,

.

, .

.

..,
r

WB-03-Core-1
.. ,

Defibes-clepriessaht --: ,-
.

,. .

,.. .

a
, .

WB-03-1Core-2e
.

Stees the'effects of depressants., .

:, - .
.

WB-631Co're-3 Selects purposes for which phYsicians prescribe depressantsv

WB-03-Core-4
. ..

Uses the relationship,between alcohol and reaction time
.

.

WB-op-Core-5
.... .

. . .

-Explains why the bloOd-alcOkol level test may be unfair . .. .,

. ,

.
.

, .

WB-03-Core-6
,

, . .

.feedictS the possible effects of combining drugs
. . . . .. . .

WB-03-Cdre-7
. r

Setecth useful. prOperties Of.stimulants
.

. , .
,

WB-03-Core-8
i

-,. .

Selects effects of stiMulants / .. , . . .

. .
. , -

.

,

_ .

,.

.

WB-03-Core-9

,
I

Explains the effect of stimulants
.

, .

WB-03-Core-10
...

Explains the phrase developing a tolerance to.,9 drug, . . .

,

.
. .

.

.WB-03-Core-11
.
Matches haltucinpgeniddrugs with their sources .

.

.

Mi.:In-Core12 Judges the appropriateness of an operational definition
..

W.B-03-Core-13 Predicts whether hallucinogens will affect everyone the same way
, .

WB-03-Core14 Lists common undeskable effects of-a hallucinogen
. .

.

,
..

t

WB-03-Cor e-15
-I.

_

Decides whether hal lucinogens affect everyone thesame way
N

WB-03-Core-16
.

., .

Defines placebo
,-.. ,

WB-03-Core-17

.
,

Explains why placebos are used
.i,

WB-03-Core-18 ..

. .,

Defines.doubk-41ind experirhent and-explains thereason for its use ,

..

4
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Objective Number
,

Objective Description
.

,

.

WB-03-Core;19..,.. .. . Recognizo the characteristics of a double-blind experiment ' *".
WB-03-Core-20 gtates twq reasons why laws are passed .

.
,

WB-03-Core-21 States the third reason for passing a law ..
.

.

.

.

..

WB-03-Exc 5-1-1
At

.

Selects examples of illusions, delusions, and hallucinations
, A

. .

,

.

.

WB-03-Exc 5-24
T

Explains the DSST as' an operational definition for an entity
. ...

WB-03-Exc 5-3-1 Distingui'shes between the social effects of alcohol and marijuana k

WB-01:Core-1R Defines sktem
.
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.

Describes characteristics of a negativejeedback system'

WB-02-Core-7R
.

Defines physical dependence operationally ,

.

WB-024Corer8R Defines psychological dependence operationally
.

WB-02-Core-9R Distingiiishes between physical and psychological drug dependence '
.
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Defines depressant.

Thestudent recalls the definition Of depressant.

,

Student Action: . Stating, in effect, that depressants are chemicals used to slow down
. the rate of functioning 9f the bo

re,,Performance Check A: Some people take drugs _that are depressants. Define
,.

Rpmediation: -( I) CheckJhe student's 'answer -to Self-Evaluation 4-1. (21.Re1er him
-to pages 58 through.65. Emphasize that the effects of alcohol are the effects of
slowing down the reactions of the body.:

States the effects.of depressants.

The.student' recalls symptoms experienced ..by a person who has taken a depressant,

Student ActiOn: Littting at least two of the following sympt*s: slower breathing,
slower reaction rates, slurred speech, diniculty in concentrating, decreased coordi-
nation, slowe.'s heartbeat, lower blood pressure, and pooremotional control:

Performance Check A: Suppose a person has taken a depressant. List, two effects of
the drug that you might. notice in the person.

Remediation: s( ) Check the student's answer to Self-Evaluation 4-1. (2) Refer him
to the second paragraph on page 59. (3) Discuss that pa'ragraph.if necessary. (4)
Many of the complicatiOns listed for barbituates on page 141 are symptoms., have the

. student review them.

a

Selects purposes for %/Ilia physicians prescribe depressants.
4

. . . . 1

The student recalls helpful effects of depressants which might cause a physician to_

prescribe them.

Student Action: Selecting any two of the three effeets.appearnig in the check, taken
from the following list:

to relieve severe pain.due to heart failure, heart attack, or cancer,
2. to reduce a tendency to cough,

, 3. to prevent epilePtic seizures,
4. to reduce restlessness, and

.5; to lower high blood pressure.
A: a,:b, e
B: h,d,e
C: a, c, d

1



f
PerforrnanCe Check .A: P4i.sipians often,,,Ve, depressants to treat people who are
sick, elect the 'helpful :e'ffets of depressiints which :;might catise' a physician to
prescribe them.

.a. To prevent epileptic seizures, ...,

b. To.relieve the *Paul from cancer
c. To help. a person tact faster
d. To increase alirtne0
e..To reduce the tendency to cough

Remediation: (1 ) Check .the ,student's answer to Self-Evaluation 4-4. () Refer h'im .
to Table 4-1 on Page 58 and to the paragraph above the table,

Uses the relationship betWeen alcohol and reaction time.

The student applies the 6Oncept of the effects of alcohol on a person's reaction time.

Student Action: Selecting -the graPh showing the greater stopping distance and
stating in effect that alcohol dulls the sehses and increases a person'sreaction time.

A: Curve L
B: Curve X
C: Curve A

Perfo6ance Check A: The graph below shows the distance required to stop a car

at 'different speeds. One, line shows the stopping distances for a normal driver. The

other line shows the stopping distances fOr the same driver after he has been drinking.

800

700

600

500

400

300

200

100

0 10 i0 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
SPEED (irI mph)

1: Which curve represents the stopping distances 'after the driver has been

drinking?
2. Explain why the driver has, diffprent stopping-distance curves before and

after drinking.



RemediAtion: (1 ) Refer the student to pages 64 and 62 of the text_ with emphasIt.On.:1,:,
Figure 4-1. "(2) Ask him if he 611 graph the data Indicated by the .white and red bars
in Figure 4-1. If the student graphs these' data, he may be better able to see the
relationship.. The graphs in checks B and C represent a person Who has been drinking
more than the person in Figure 4-1, hence the greater variation in stopping distance.
from the nondrtnking driver.

:,

Explains why the blo'od-alcohol level test may be unfair.

The student applies the concepts that individuals react differently to ..the same
amounts of alcohol and that measurements should be appiopriate to the variables _-

they Measure.

Student Action: Stating, in effect, that the same level of alcohol in the blood will
produce different effects in different individuals, and that ft would be faiier instead
to test a response .such ,as reaction 'time, which is more closely related lo driving
-ability.

Performance Check A: Most police iepartments use a blood-alcohol levelotest. It
tells whether a driver who has been drinking should be eharged.with drunken driving,
Some people have suggested Oat testing the drinking driver's reaction time would be
a better test.

1. Why is the bloOd-alcohol.test not always fair?
2. Why might testing a driver's reaction time be fairer?

Remediation: (1) kefer the student to the paragraph below Figu're 44, page 64.
(2) The student may profit by studying the data in Table 4-3, page 64. (3) Check
his answer to question 4-8, page 65. (4) Have him review Self-Evaluation 4-3.

Predicts the possible effects of combining drugs.

The student applies the concept hat often combinations of drugs have a greater
effect than the individual drugs tak n separate-ly.

Student ACtion: Stating, in ,effect,' that the person who took both drugs is likely
to -be affected most and that one drug may increase the effect of another so that
their total effect may be much greater than the effect of either one. alone.

A: Pt.t):on 3
43: Pe son 1
C: Person 2

I)

ft.
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Performance Chick A:- Three different people, all abput the same size, took the
drugs listed below.

'Person 1 2 oz whiskey ,

Peison 2, 2 sleeping pills

Person 3 1 oz whiskey and I sleeping pill

I. Which person is likely to be affected most by these drugs?
2. ExPlain the reason for your answer.

Rernediation: (1) Check the student's answer to Self-Evaluation 4-7. (2) Refer him
to the paragraphs following question 4-8 on page 65.

Selects useful properties of stimulants.

The student recalls the useful properties of stimulants prescribed by a doctor.

*Student Action: Selectini the two of the three Tollowing properties included in the
list of options: reducing the appetites of overweight people, relieving severe pain,
and reducing drowsihess.

. A: b, c
B: a, d

e, e

Performance Check A; Indicate which of the items in the list below are useful
properties of a stimulant prescribed by a dOctor.

a. Relaxes people who. tend to beliervous
b. Relieves severe pain
c. Reduces the appetite
d. Helps people get to sleep andtave a good rest
e. Helps cure an upset stomach

Remediation: (1) Refer the stUdent to Table 5-1 on page 68. (2) Suggest that the
studentread the last paragraph oh page 67.

WB
3
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Selects effects of stimulants:

Tliê student recalls the effects of stiinulants on the body.

Student Action: Selecting at least two\of the effects of stimulants, as listed, that
appear in the check: increasing heartbeat\ or breathing rate; producing psychological
changes such as nervousness, irritability, t4ision and anxiety; making it difficult to
gleep; increasing aggretive and unpredicta le behavior; reducing the appetite; and-
causing the .body to use uri energy reserves, fçreby leading to sudden exhaustion or
collapse.

A: a, d, e
B: b, c, d
C: a, c, e

1
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Performance Check A: Stimulants' clan cause physical and psychological changes in a
person who uses them. Record, the letters of any of the following which can be
effects of stimulants. -

a. Nervousness
b. Physical dependence on the drug
c: Flashbaçks experiencing the effects of-the drug at a later

user has not taken the drug recently
d. Loss of appetite
e. Increased heartbeat rate

Remediation: I ) See the Remediation fqr WB-03-Core-7 ) Check the student's
answers to.Self-Evaluations. 5-1 and 5-2. (3) Discuss th cart ons on page 69: (4)
The table on pages 142 and 143 lists physical and Ital .co plications of stimu-!
lants, many of which are direct effects of the drugs.

,..

time when the

WB
3,

Explains the effect of stimulants.

The student recalls the effect...of stimulants on the body.

Student Action: Responding negatively and in effect that stimulants o not elimi-
nate the need for sleep but simply postpone tiredness because they help The body use
up its stored energy.

'Performance Check A: Mr. Harrison is a long-distance.truck driver. lie says he takes
pep pills, which- are stimulants, when he is on a long haul because they elitninate the
need for sleep caused by driving long hours...

I. Are pep pills 'really an effective substitute for sleep?
2. Explain your answer.

e Core
10

Remediation: (1) Check-the student's answer .to Self-Evaluation 5-5. (2).11 ve him
review the first paragraph on page/ 69.

Explains the phrase developing a olerance to a drug.
1

The student recalls what is mea;nt by the phrase developing u tolerance to a drug.
I

.Student Action: Statin , in effect; that developing a toleranee to ti drug means that
a person experiences deersing effects per unit,of the drug taken.

Perforrnance Check A:0 What is meant when a person is said to be developing a toler-
ance tiq drug?

Remediation: (1) Have the student review the second paragraph below question
5-3 On page 71. (2).Chec* his respOnse ta Self-Evaluation 5-3.



Matches hallucinogenic drugs with their sources.

The student yeealls the sources of marijuana, mesealineleilocybin, and LSD.

Student Action: Matching marijuana with hemp plane, mescaline with the peyote
cactus, psilocybin with mushrooms, and. LSD with fungus on grains.

A: I. a, 2. b 3 d 4
B: I. d, 2. a, 3. b, 4.
C: 1: c, 2. d, 3. b, 4.

c

a

Performance Check A: Match each drug with its possible source.
Hallucinogenic Drugs Possible Sources
1. LSD a. Fungus (mold) on grains
2. Marijuana b. Hemp plant
3. Mescaline c. Mushrooms
4. Psilocybin . d. Peyote cactu§

e. None of these

Remediation: ( 1 ) Have the student read the three paragraphs following Table 5-2 on

pages 72 and 73 of the textbook: (2) Suggest that he try maiching the.chemicals in
Table 5-2 with the plants in Figure 5-2. (3) Have him review the.table on pages 142

_and I 43. .

Judges the appropriateness of an operational definition.

The student applies the-concept of operatio4*finitions.,
Student Action: Responding negatively and, in his oWn words, that the operational
definition is a poor one because it is not closely related to the variable it purports to

measure.

Performance Check A: A scientist is interested in measuring the effects of marijuana

person's driving ability. Below is his ourational definition of driving ability.

A person's driving,ability idetecte7anil measured by his.score on

the written test of the rules of the road. The higher his score, the

greater his driving ability is.
. Is this a good operational definition of driving ability?

2. Explain your answer.

Remediation: ( I j 'Ask the 'student 'What an operational definition is. If he cannot

answer, discuss operational definitions with himiisingihe.answers to questions .32,

5-5, and 5-28 in the 'Teacher's EditioU of the. Record Book.. Point out,that in each

case the definition has two parts a *ay to detect somethin* and a way to measure

it. If a Level I text is available, refer the student to pages 23 and/t4. (2) stu-

'dent did Performance Check A, have him review pages 62 and 63 to see some Useful

operational definitions for driving ability. (3) Mk the student if hesees any differ-
ence between the test and the tasks described in the 'pe 'heck and the

DSST used in Excursion 5-2 and-reaction time.

1 5
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Predicts whether hallucinogens will affect everyone-the same way.

The student applies the concept of the varying.psychological effects of hallucinogens
on diofferern persons.

Student Action: Responding-negatively and in effect that psychological effects would
probably vary because or differences in sensitivities, body Weight, and background.

PerfOrnuince Check A: Suppose;4at two people tookexactly the same amount. of a
hallueinogenic drug.

.1. Would you expect them both to experience the same psychological effects?
2. Explain the reasbn,for your answer.

Remediation: ( ) Have the student review from below question 5,15 on page 76
through page 77. (2) Have the student 'review Figure $-5 on page 77 and Table 5-6

44.*on page 78.

Core
14

.\

Lists common undesirable effects of a hallucinogen.

The student recalls the common undesirable or unpleasant psYchological and physi-.

. .cal effects of the hallucinogen LSD.

Student Action: Stating the essence of at least four of the undesirable or unpleaSant
effects of LSD listed below.

( I ) thillucinations that may he frightening
(2) Flashbacks al a later time
(3) Dilated pupils
(4) Lowered body teMperatures
(5) lnt'reased heartbeat rate
(6) Chills
(7) Nausea
(8) Possibly long-term damage to chromosomes.

Performance Check A: Suppose a 'good friend of yours has some LSD that he wants
to trY;. He knows that you have been discugsing the effects of hallucinogens io your
science\ class. "What undesirable or unpleasant things could this LSD.do to me?" he
asks you.

List at least four different things you could tell him.

Remediation: ) Have the student review the concepts from the last paragraph on
page-11%4nd pages 77 and 80. (2) Have the student review the columns labeled
"Possible Physical Complications" and "Mental Complications" in the table shown
on pages 142 and 143.

1 4
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Decides whether halludnogens affeCt everyone the same way..

The student applies the* concepts of -the different effects of hallucinogens..on differ-
ent people,and that their short-torrn and lang-terM effeets may differ...

Student Action: Responding negatively and with the essence of the notions that
hallucinogens produce different effects on diffttrent people and that a drug may
produce long-terin changes. that are not easily detected ()vets a short period.of time or
with specific long-range effects of that type.

Performance Check A: Don says thal all this, talk alNut LSD, a hallucinogen, causing
'bad effeets is just meant to scare people. He says. that he has taken LSD ten times in
the last yeiir and has had no.bad effects.

Does Don's 'experience prove that hallucinogens do hot produce 'any bad

effects?
2. State two reasons which suppoq your answer.

Remediation: ( I ) If the student has a problem recognizing the possible long-term
effects of hallucinogens, have him read pages 80 and 81. As an additional remedia-
flog, check the student's answer to question 5-26 on page_ 80. (2) If the student
doesn't realize that the effects of .hajlucinogens vary from person to person, have
him review Table 5-6 and explain why Table. 5-7 presents a range and an average

rather than a single number.

Defines placebo.

',The student recalls the definition of placebo,

Student Action: Stating to the effect that a placebo is a harmless substance con tain-

ing no active me-dicine and that it is used when testing the effects of rugs on
People.

Performance Check A: What is a placebo?"

Remediation: ( 1 )Rofer the student to Problem Break 6-1 on pages 85 and .86. (2).

Check the student's answer to question 6-1 on page 85.

. .
Explains why placebos-are used.

A ih

The student recalls the- reason why placebos are 'used when scientists test the Wee-
__

tiveness of a drug.

Student Action: Responding, in effect, that placebos are us %d to separate the Qffects

caused by a person's belief that there will be an effect and the effects caused by the

drug itself.

147
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Performance Check A: When scientists test the effectivness of a drug, t y
some people placebos and some people the drug they are testing. Eiplain w y they
do this.

Remediation:. See.the Remectiation for WB-03-Core-l6,

ri

'r

I.

efines'idoublerblind eXperiment and explains the reason for its use...

The student recalls.the. definition of double-blind experiment:and why the brocedure
used . .

Student Action: Stating, in effeet, that a' double7blin'd experiment is one' in which
neither the experimenter nor- the stibject knoWs when the actual treatment dr. a
placebo is being used and .that this procedure ,is.used to prevent the-exnerimenter
from .showing bias toward either the treatment group or .the placebo group, as well

.as to check for the mental effect on a subject of being part of an experiment-.
. .

Performance Check A:
L. Explain what ismeant bY double-blind experitnent.
-2. Explain why double-blind.qxperiments are used:

Remediation: ) Refer the student to the firSt paragraph on page 86: (1 ) Che k
his answer to Self-Evaluation 6-1..

C re
19

Recognizes the characteristics of a double-blind experinient.

The student applies the concept of a double-blind experiment.

StudentAction: Stating whether or not the eXperiment is a dbuble-blind:experit
and, in effect, that in a double-blind experiment neither the subject nor the experi-.
Menter knows whether or.not the subject is receiving treatment.

A: No
B: No
C: Yes

Peiformance Check A.: Jim wants to find out. Whether coffee.that contains caffeine
tendk.to keep people awake- at night. To invetigate this, he is giving his. brother
Toni inid his sister Susan each a cup of cOffee to drink every evening before they go
to bed. \ 'Sometimes .they get regular coffee an.d sometimes they get decaffeinated
coffee. Om and SuSan nev& 'know Which kind they are,getting. Jim is keeping ,
track of ien they get the regular coffee and when t ey get the decaffeinated
coffee and o how well they sleep..

I. Is i n's experiment a double-blind' experiment?
2, Explain your answer.

4.. 4

Remediation: See the Remediation forNB-03-Core-1 8. :

4'
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States two reasons why laws are passed:

The student classifies two reasons Why lays are passed.
.

,Student Action: Stating, in effect, that some laws.are passed to proteet people front
other people and some to try to keep people froin doing thingSlhat-certaln law-
makem or a segment of,soCiety do not consider right for a person to do even though
those things affect onry the doer (morallaws). Relevant laws are suggeSted below;

A: I. ProtectS the Roupfromaets of the individual
2. Protects the individual from himself

B: I : Pro. tectS the group froitilwM of the individual
1, Pre, ts the individual from himself

C: I otects the individual from himsplf
Protects the group from acts of the individual

'Teriormance Check A: Your text suggests that there are two kinds of, reasons why
_

laws are. passed. State the. text's reason that each of the following laws was passed:
I. There shall be no shooting of guns within tlle city limits.

\2. There shall be no gambling by persons under the age of'18.

Remediation.: ) Refer the student to, the-first and second paragraPhs on. page
-( 2) Checic his answer. to Self-Evaluation 6-2.

States the third reasOn For passing a laW.

The student generates the concept that laws inay be passed for reasons other than
protecting (me romotherS-_and from oneself.

Student Action: Respondiqg negatively and to.the effect that tax hiws are to

. raise money (to support Ole functions of governm.ent; such as maintaining a-Trree
and a fire department. O.

Performance Check A: In Chapter 6, you read that laws are passed for two reasons.
One reason is to protect people from other people. The other reason is to support

. certain moral standa.rds.
. Does the folkming law. fit

"Everyone buying things
2. If it does. explain how.
might be passed.

one of the above categories?
in Erie County muSt pay a 4% sales tax.- .
If it doesn't. explain the reason that siich 4 law

Remediation: I 1. Ask the student to tell who getS the money which is raised in

tNes. ( 2 ). Ask him whqt the money is used for. (3) !lave him redo the performance

clieck.

J
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Selects exat.npleof illusions, delusions, and hallucinations.

The student.3,sifies something as an illusion, a delusion, or a hallucination..

, 119



. fa'

Student Action: ncliating as an illusion something that seems'different from what
it -really 'is, ds a delusion a feeling Or belief that is.not reallytrue, and as a hallucina-
tion Something sensed that is notTeally there at

1. I, 2. D, 3. I, 4. H, 5. D
.13: 1. H, 2. 1, 3. I, 4. D

C.: I. D, 2. H, 3. D, 4. 1, 5. 1 (
'Performance Check A: For each of the following, indicate whether it ,is an illusion
(I), a delusion (D), r & hallucination ,

.1. While driving across a desert, a person sees water, on the- road in the
distance. .

2. A person believ.es that the Whole world is designed for his benefit.
3. A driver stopped at a traffrc light feels that his car is rolling backwards
when he notices the car next to him moving ahea4.
4. A person on an LSD trip says heftastes the music.
5. A person believes that if he wears anything yellow, he will have bad luck.

Remediation: 11) For a"definition of illusion, refeNkhe student to the first paragraph
on page 118. (2) Also check his answer to question 5 on page 128. .(3) For the term
hallUcination, refer the student to, the second atttl.third paragraphs on page 128. (4)
Also check his answer to question 7 on page 129. (5) For the terntdelusion: refer
him to the third paragraph on page 129.

Explainsthe DSST as an operational definifion forr anyentity.

The student applies the concept that an operational definition is dstatement of how
to detect and to measure an entity. .

Student Action: .tating that the DSST is an operational definition-of the specified
entity because it is a way to dv.tect and to Measure the entity.

Performance Check A: The DSST was used with new and regular users of marijuana.
-The test could be thought 'of as an Operational definition of reaction time. Explain
Why the DSST is an operational deQnition of reaction time.

fir

Remediation; ( 1 Find out if the student can define operational definition.. If he.
.can't, let hiin read the.note to the teacher for question 3-2 on page 50 of the Teach-,
er's Edition.. (2) Ask him to tell how. the DSST answers bc1th questions about the
entity specified in the check.

Distinguishes between the social effects of alcohol and mariitiana.

The stndent applies the concept of the social effect of illcohol and_ the social effect-
of marijuana.



.4
:

- Student Action. .Statills_ that the people .at a -loud and noisy party were probably

drinking alcohcit and -the within that alcohol sems t(5-make people aggrosivp,, --.- _ .

whereas marijAna tends-to make people passive aml iiithdrawn.
. :.

,
Performance Chécls A: Larry and Kathy were walking home from a movie one eve-

. ning. . They passed -one house inwhichm: very foud and-noisy patty -was going on.

.
Larry.Said that it -sounded like-a pot party. Kathy thought it sounded more like a.

drinking-Party. ;"
. .

.

. i . Were the people at the party more likely to have,been trlokiiig marijuana

or drinking alci)hol?,. I

2. Explain your answer:

Remediation: ( 1 ) Have, the student review page 138 of Excursion 5-3 and ask him

on the .basis oi that page to predict the effects of marijuamkon an aggresSirelootball r
player:" (2) Then have him reconsiderhis answer to the performance check.

.
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